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-- Arguably the (LDS) Church's most unusual teaching of all-the polytheistic doctrine that one day,
righteous Mormons will become gods - the 5th prophet-president (Lorenzo Snow) of the (LDS)
Church taught "As man now is, God once was. As God now is, man may become" {Mankind is in the
'image of God' (like the operating system software is the image of a computer; Linux, Windows, Mac)
in order to interact and communicate with God if we did not have feelings, emotions, expression and
language we could not interact with God. Also the Biblical word 'perfect' is the modern word
'complete' be complete in God. God does not call people to be perfect – sinless but to be righteous
through Jesus.}
He also confirmed what is arguably the Church's most unusual teaching of all-the polytheistic doctrine that
one day, righteous Mormons will become gods and live with their families forever. As Boone explains, the fifth
prophet of the Church taught, "As man now is, God once was. As God now is, man may become." Boone
quotes chapter and verse from the Old and New Testaments to support the claim that Christianity was always
intended to be polytheistic, with righteous human beings eventually becoming gods. "In the creation account
in Genesis it says, 'Let us make man in our own image' ... and we believe that. I'm not sure about everybody
else. When Christ was giving the Sermon on the Mount, he directed them 'to be perfect, even as their Father
in heaven was perfect.' Well that's quite a charge. So most Christians would say and most Jews would say
and most Muslims would say that we ought to be more God-like in our activities. So where do you draw the
line.
http://blog.mrm.org/2008/01/you-would-have-procreative-power-you-would-have-your-own-offspring-you-woul
d-create-your-own-worlds/
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-- 15th (LDS) prophet-president Hinckley's funeral set for Saturday - The funeral for LDS Church
(prophet) President Gordon B. Hinckley is scheduled for Saturday at 11 a.m. in Salt Lake City's LDS
Conference Center - While funerals for every president from Brigham Young on have taken place in
the LDS Tabernacle, Hinckley's will be in the center to accommodate the expected crowds {Basic
Christian is going to do a series on Mormon Death to see how the LDS practice it differently from the
Bible. The Mormons treat death like a physical journey to a distant place very similar to the ancient
Egyptians. In actuality now that Gordon B. Hinckley is dead he is either (a.) Having sex like a rabid
teenager as an (LDS) Mormon god on his own distant planet. or (b.) Has been cast out of the
presence of God and is burning in hell as an unsaved – unrepentant heretic.}
The funeral for LDS Church President Gordon B. Hinckley is scheduled for Saturday at 11 a.m. in Salt Lake
City's LDS Conference Center. While funerals for every president from Brigham Young on have taken place
in the LDS Tabernacle, Hinckley's will be in the center to accommodate the expected crowds. The
97-year-old leader of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints died at his Salt Lake City home on
Sunday at 7 p.m., surrounded by his children and other members of the governing First Presidency. Though
many saw signs of decline in recent weeks, Hinckley continued to work until Wednesday. On Thursday, he
simply couldn't get out of bed, family sources said, and by Saturday, loved ones had gathered to say
goodbye. Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney has confirmed he will attend the funeral, as have
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and Utah Sens. Bob Bennett and Orrin Hatch. Other expected dignitaries,
and the schedule of speakers, has yet to be determined, said Scott Trotter, LDS Church spokesman. People
attending the funeral must be seated no later than 10:30 a.m., and seating will be restricted to 21,000
individuals. Overflow seating, with large screen viewing of the proceedings available, will be in the LDS
Tabernacle, Assembly Hall and Conference Center Theater.
http://www.sltrib.com/ci_8103965

-- Hinckley's funeral set for Saturday - Hinckley's burial in Salt Lake Cemetery, beside his companion
of 67 years, wife Marjorie, will immediately follow the funeral, which will last at least 90 minutes
{Already the (LDS) Mormon weirdness begins! Is she his 'companion' first - into some afterlife? or is
she his wife. The LDS propaganda and double speak is already occurring and also note the desire not
to have the public ceremony in the LDS Temple. I guess it is considered bad public relations to go
anywhere near the LDS Temple and make no mistake the funeral of Gordon B. Hinckley is going to be
used as yet another public relations ploy by the LDS.}
KUTV will broadcast live coverage, as will KSL TV and radio and Brigham Young University's television
station. The proceedings also will broadcast via satellite, and in 69 languages, to more than 6,000 LDS
Church buildings across the globe. Between the funeral proceedings and the grave-side service, "In His Own
Words," a program about the life and ministry of Hinckley, will be televised in the Conference Center,
overflow venues, on BYU television and via satellite. Hinckley's burial in Salt Lake Cemetery, beside his
companion of 67 years, wife Marjorie, will immediately follow the funeral, which will last at least 90 minutes.
Public viewing of Hinckley's body is set for Thursday and Friday, from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m., at the LDS Church
Administration Building, 47 E. South Temple, Salt Lake City. There will be a tent on the west side of the
building where people can wait before walking indoors. Due to Hinckley's death, church officials announced
that the dedication of the Rexburg Temple in Idaho, which had been scheduled for Sunday, will now take
place on Feb. 10.
http://www.sltrib.com/ci_8103965

-- Thousands to attend viewing for LDS prophet (Gordon B. Hinckley) - Tickets for funeral will be
handed out Saturday - Church employees were to be given the first chance to pay respects at the
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viewing - Visitors will have to pass through security checks, and cameras and other recording
devices are not being allowed in the "Hall of the Prophets" area where President Hinckley's casket is
The number of visitors expected at the viewing is drawn from the 1995 viewing for President Howard W.
Hunter, who preceded President Hinckley. "For President Hunter, we had 60,000 visitors in one day," said
church spokesman Mark Tuttle, ... Visitors will have to pass through security checks, and cameras and other
recording devices are not being allowed in the "Hall of the Prophets" area where President Hinckley's casket
is. ... Whether a significant number of visitors will travel long distances for the funeral or viewing is less
certain. Some of the major hotels downtown, the two Marriott locations and the Grand America, said they
have not seen any spike in the requests for rooms this weekend. Those who plan to attend either the viewing
or the funeral are reminded that downtown parking is extremely limited - especially during weekday hours with the recent demolition of both the ZCMI Center and Crossroads Plaza parking structures.
http://www.deseretnews.com/article/1,5143,695248861,00.html

-- Joseph, Smith Mormon founder, 1st Mormon president, 1st Mormon prophet, 1st, 2nd and later 3rd
LDS Mormon Temples {There can only be one Temple "throne of God" the Bible says the Temple of
God is in Jerusalem, Israel. The Mormons say it is in, Kirtland, Ohio, and Independence, Missouri and
Salt Lake City, Utah. I'm going with Jerusalem, Israel. ... Jeremiah 3:17 At that time they shall call
Jerusalem the throne of the LORD; and all the nations shall be gathered unto it, to the name of the
LORD, to Jerusalem: neither shall they walk any more after the imagination of their evil heart.}
Under Smith's leadership & direction, the church's first temple was constructed in Kirtland. The work of
building the Kirtland Temple was begun in 1833, and was completed by 1836. Around the time of its
completion, many extraordinary events were reported: appearances by Jesus, Moses, Elijah, Elias, and
numerous angels, speaking and singing in tongues, prophesying, and other spiritual experiences. However,
the construction of the temple, in addition to other ventures of Smith's, left him and the (LDS) Church in deep
debt. To raise money, Smith planned a banking institution, which was called the Kirtland Safety Society. The
State of Ohio denied Smith a charter to legally operate a bank causing Smith to rename the company under
the advice of non-Mormon legal counsel as 'The Kirkland AntiBanking Safety Society' and he continued to
operate the bank and print notes. The bank collapsed after 21 days of operation in January. During this time,
Smith and his associates were accused of illegal and unethical actions. In the wake of this bank failure, many
Mormons, including prominent leaders who had backed the venture, became disaffected with Smith.
Eventually, lawsuits and indictments against Smith and his banking partners became so severe that, on
January 12, 1838, Smith and Rigdon left Kirtland by dark of night for the Far West settlement in Caldwell
County, Missouri. At the time, there were at least $6,100 in civil suits outstanding against him in Chardon,
Ohio courts, and an arrest warrant had been issued for Smith on a charge of bank fraud. Those who
continued to support Smith left Kirtland for Missouri shortly thereafter. Independence, Missouri was identified
as "the center place" and the spot for building a temple. Smith first visited Independence in the summer of
1831, and a site was dedicated for the construction of the temple. Soon afterward, Mormon converts-most of
them from the New England area-began immigrating in large numbers to Independence and the surrounding
area.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Smith,_Jr.

-- Brigham Young, 2nd Mormon president, 2nd Mormon prophet, of the Mormon (LDS) church 1801-1877; died in Salt Lake City, 29 August, 1877 - Meanwhile much of his (Brigham Young) time was
spent in Kirtland, where he was occupied in working on the Temple and in studying Hebrew {The LDS
Mormons think they are both the true Christians and the true Jews even though the Bible always
keeps both groups separate.}
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The territory of Utah was established on 9 September, 1850, and on 3 February, 1851, Young took the oath
of office as its governor, commander-in-chief of the militia, and superintendent of Indian affairs, to which
places he had been appointed by President Fillmore. ... Meanwhile the Federal judges were forced by threats
of violence to leave Utah, and the laws of the United States were defied and subverted as early as 1850.
Colonel Edward Steptoe was sent in 1854 to Utah as governor, with a battalion of soldiers; but he did not
deem it, prudent to assume the office, and, after wintering in Salt Lake City, he formally resigned his post and
went with his command to California. Most of the civil officers that were commissioned about the same time
with Colonel Steptoe arrived in Utah a few months after he had departed, and were harassed and terrified like
their predecessors. In February, 1856, a mob of armed Mormons, instigated by sermons from the heads of
the (LDS) church, broke into the court-room of the United States district judge and compelled him to adjourn
his court. Soon afterward all the United States officers, with the exception of the Indian agent, were forced to
flee from the territory. These and other outrages determined President Buchanan to supersede Brigham
Young in the office of governor, and to send to Utah a military force to protect the Federal officers. (See
CUMMING, ALFRED, and JOHNSTON, ALBERT SIDNEY.) The affair terminated with the acceptance of a
pardon by the Mormons, who on their part promised to submit to the Federal authority. ... Besides his office of
president of the church, Young was grand archer of the order of Danites, a secret organization within the
church, which was one of the chief sources of his absolute power, and whose members, it is claimed,
committed many murders and other outrages by his orders. By organizing and directing the trade and
industry of the community, he accumulated great wealth. His funeral was celebrated with impressive
ceremonies, in which more than 30,000 persons participated.
http://famousamericans.net/brighamyoung/

Republican Discontent: Conservatives Dislike McCain, Mistrust Romney - GOP Contenders Fight for
Nomination but Party Faithful Not Satisfied - "I haven't seen a leader in the entire Republican group"
For the last year, conservative Republicans have been unhappy with the Republican field. But some pundits
predicted that eventually the party would coalesce around someone. Now the field has been winnowed down
largely to two candidates -- Sen. John McCain of Arizona and former Gov. Mitt Romney of Massachusetts.
Nevertheless, the discontent remains. ... And while Romney claims conservative credentials -- that assertion
is undercut by his own record. "I was an independent during the time of Reagan-Bush. I'm not trying to return
to Reagan-Bush," Romney said during his unsuccessful 1994 Senate bid against Massachusetts Democratic
Sen. Ted Kennedy. ... With dislike of McCain and distrust of Romney, some say only one candidate could
unify and energize conservative voters: Hillary Clinton. But conservative activists warn the nominee ignores
their concerns at his own peril. "Every time the Republican candidate has not had the enthusiastic support
from the base of the Republican party they lose, no matter who the opponent is," said Richard Viguerie, a
conservative activist and author.
http://www.abcnews.go.com/WN/Vote2008/story?id=4224754&page=1

Abuse of U.S. Muslim Women Is Greater Than Reported, Advocacy Groups Say - "I suspect it's
happening a lot more than we think" says Hussain, who works with battered Muslim women at the
Tahirih Justice Center in Northern Virginia
WASHINGTON - Two months into an arranged marriage, Fozia Sadiq, a young Pakistani immigrant, found
herself trapped in the suburbs of Dallas, Texas, with a violent husband. She says he routinely beat her and
intimidated her into never going anywhere in public without him. "My neck had so many bruises, and I had
scratches all over my arms," Sadiq told FOXNews.com through an interpreter. A practicing Muslim, Sadiq
finally escaped in 2006, during the Muslim holy month of Ramadan.
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http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,327187,00.html

Florida's Jeb Bush not involved in (Republican) presidential primary - As race travels to Florida,
famous former governor sits it out {Jeb Bush like the rest of his deranged family likes to see America
get on its knees and beg. Jeb Bush will not act until he has forced Americans to beg him to run for
office. It's also been that way with George Bush Jr. he will not act on behalf of America or anyone w/o
first making them pay in some way.}
TAMPA, Fla. – He's the most prominent Republican name in Florida, but he might as well be the invisible
man in the state's presidential primary. GOP hopefuls have been snapping up allies from former Gov. Jeb
Bush's vaunted political machine in advance of Tuesday's crucial contest. But a question remains. Where's
Jeb? "Well under the radar," said Kevin Wagner, a political science professor at Florida Atlantic University. ...
Mr. Doster said many Florida Republicans would still like to see him run for national office in the future. ...
The second-oldest of the four Bush brothers, Jeb was viewed as the one being groomed to follow father
George Bush to national office.
http://www.dallasnews.com/sharedcontent/dws/news/politics/topstories/stories/012808dnpoljebbush.2a6b786
.html

The State of The Republican Race - Romney outspent him 10:1 in the ad war, but McCain still won a
five point victory in the Sunshine state - More trouble for Romney: Far from being seen as the
outsider/agent of change, now he's viewed as the status quo Republican, per the exit polling - The
angry-with-Bush "change" vote gravitated toward McCain
The winner-take-all aspect of McCain-friendly states like New York, New Jersey, Arizona and Connecticut
makes a delegate battle tough for Romney. More trouble for Romney: Far from being seen as the
outsider/agent of change, now he's viewed as the status quo Republican, per the exit polling. Voters who
were happy with Bush and happy with the economy pulled the lever for Romney. The angry-with-Bush
"change" vote gravitated toward McCain. This suggests Romney's sunny, optimistic ads about reviving the
economy may have seemed out-to-lunch for GOP voters getting jittery about a recession.
http://www.rollingstone.com/nationalaffairs/index.php/2008/01/30/the-state-of-the-republican-race/

BostonHerald.com: Big win for McCain! Romney for Senate? - What is best right now for the
Republican Party is for the nasty attacks between McCain and Romney to end - Governor Romney
should reevaluate his candidacy before looking foolish {It's over! Romney needs to go on with a Plan
B for his life.}
Last night was a huge win for John McCain! For all those pundits who said McCain cannot win a Republican
only primary - you were wrong! So what is next? If you look at the winner take all states, McCain has a
substantial lead. He will easily win New York (101 delegates), Connecticut (30 delegates), New Jersey (52
delegates) and Arizona (53 delegates). Many of the other states are proportional in delegate selection and
the race between McCain and Romney is competitive. Therefore, Romney will not be able to pick up big
chunks of delegates to stop McCain. My prediction is that McCain will be the Republican nominee next
Wednesday. Moreover, Rudy Giuliani will be the Attorney General. What is best right now for the Republican
Party is for the nasty attacks between McCain and Romney to end. Governor Romney should reevaluate his
candidacy before looking foolish. Wouldn't his millions be better spent taking on John Kerry and winning? ... I
don't think he can appeal to Massachusetts after this campaign. He'd be better off moving out to Nevada
where has a following and going after Harry Reid's seat in 2010.
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http://www.bostonherald.com/blogs/news/lone_republican/index.php/2008/01/30/big-win-for-mccain-romney-f
or-senate/

Is Romney Fighting the Last (Political) War? - he was the only Republican candidate who seemed to
be on the right side of nearly every issue for the plurality of the old GOP coalition - And yet, his
candidacy sputtered {Mitt sputtered due to a serious lack of credibility among voters. Mitt Romney is
Gov. Big Dig the pro-choice, tax-raising, liberal-agenda pushing, fiscally irresponsible ex-Governor of
Massachusetts. People do not want Gov. Big Dig to become President Big Dig. ... The conservative
Republican base still exists it is true conservative Republican candidates that don't exist.}
From the start, Mitt Romney had a clear strategy for winning the White House. He would run as the candidate
of the ideological establishment, the Republican old-guard, the coalition of Ronald Reagan, with that
three-legged stool of social, fiscal and national security conservatism. He would become the inside man in a
presidential field filled with outsiders. So Romney played in nearly every early straw poll, and pandered to
each conservative demographic. He joined the NRA. He talked tough on illegal immigrants, and became a
crusader against gay marriage. "Strength" was his watchword. With an impressive gallery of high-profile
endorsements, he was the only Republican candidate who seemed to be on the right side of nearly every
issue for the plurality of the old GOP coalition. And yet, his candidacy sputtered. His narrow loss Tuesday to
John McCain in Florida was just the latest in a series of disappointments that began in Iowa and New
Hampshire, two states where he had outspent his rivals and once led in the polls. His failures have many
causes, which will be raked over by historians. But they also suggest a broader shift: Romney may be
running to lead a Republican Party that no longer exists.
http://www.time.com/time/politics/article/0,8599,1708083,00.html

Super Tuesday: 'It's the economy, stupid' - Primary states lost 1.5 million manufacturing jobs under
Bush {The Bush – Mitt Romney team outsourced America. Now they want our support, I don't think
so!}
The 24 states holding primaries in next week's Super Tuesday have lost 1,568,600 manufacturing jobs in the
seven years since President Bush took office, according to statistics provided WND by the Alliance for
American Manufacturing, or AAM. "In the Super Tuesday states, "It's the economy, stupid,' is what voting is
going to be all about," Kerri Houston, senior analyst at AAM, told WND. "It's also about 'It's the defense,
stupid," Houston said, "given how many U.S. defense suppliers have now been outsourced overseas." "The
Department of Defense now has graveyards full of broken-down equipment, including tanks, airplanes and
missile launchers that are out of action for lack of a part," she continued. ... "Republicans who have opposed
unions for decades don't want to talk about outsourcing as a problem, because they are afraid the unions
would come back if the jobs came back, and the Republicans are happy to see Democrats denied campaign
contributions that would be coming out of union dues," Houston emphasized. "But when the military can't find
steel, tires or metal parts, and military procurement demands the Department of Defense look for a U.S.
manufacturer, we're out of luck," she said. "The part the military needs may today only be made in China."
According to AAM data, the 24 Super Tuesday states have lost 914,400 jobs across all sectors to China
alone while Bush has been in office.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59947

Half (or more likely 90%) of gold in central banks is gone? - Watchdog: 'We want to expose and stop
the manipulation' - "Most observers calculate central bank reserves are supposed to have about
30,000 tons of gold worldwide in their vaults, but we believe the amount of gold actually there may be
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more like 15,000 tons," Murphy said "The rest of the gold is gone" {It is in private bank holdings i.e.
the Nazi Bush family has helped themselves to the nation's wealth. Now gold is just another
manipulated market. The Bush rich will get richer selling gold that doesn't exist while the working
middle-class will suddenly get poorer when the rug is pulled out from under the gold market.}
"We want to expose and stop the manipulation of the gold market by the United States Treasury and Federal
Reserve right now," Murphy said. "The purpose of this ad is to wake people up in the investment world as to
what is going on behind the scenes in the U.S. gold and financial markets," Murphy told WND. He explained
GATA has decided to pay the Wall Street Journal $264,000 for a one-time placement of the full page ad in
the national edition because the financial press has not covered the story. "We have had two major
international conferences since 2001; the mainstream financial press has blackballed our message," Murphy
explained. "Anybody Seen Our Gold?" the ad is titled, charging U.S. gold reserves held at depositories such
as Fort Knox or West Point may have been seriously depleted as they are shipped overseas to settle
complex transactions utilized by the Federal Reserve and the U.S. Treasury to suppress prices. GATA further
charges the U.S. government strategy to manipulate the price of gold has begun to fail. "The objective of this
manipulation is to conceal the mismanagement of the U.S. dollar so that it might retain its function as the
world's reserve currency," the ad copy reads.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59935

Romney to attend Mormon (puppet master) leader's funeral - Romney recalled that he met with
Hinckley three or four times to discuss planning for the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake City and
once before Romney decided to run for president - He said he was not particularly close to Hinckley
WEST PALM BEACH, Fla. -- Mitt Romney, who rarely talks on the campaign trail about his Mormon faith,
said today that he plans to attend the funeral of Gordon B. Hinckley, the church president who died yesterday
at age 97 in Salt Lake City. At a news conference called in part to discuss Hinckley's death, Romney recalled
that he met with Hinckley three or four times to discuss planning for the 2002 Winter Olympics in Salt Lake
City and once before Romney decided to run for president. ... Romney said he did know Hinckley personally
until he took over the leadership of the Winter Olympics and the two met to discuss the use of church assets,
such as property next to the ski jump facility. Some of his requests were approved, others were denied,
Romney said. ... Romney did not mention meeting with Hinckley to discuss his run for the presidency until a
reporter asked him about it. ... He said he was not particularly close to Hinckley.
http://www.boston.com/news/politics/politicalintelligence/2008/01/romney_to_atten.html

Ten Examples Of Lies Told By Gordon B. Hinckley - In the Larry King Interveiw - Example 7: When
asked about the church and politics, Hinckley tells King, "The church does not become involved in
politics" {10 plus Lies in only one, one hour interview that's amazing.}
Example 1: When asked by King about the church's annual income being $5.9 billion, Hinckley responded,
"Well, I don't know about that figure, but we get along." As the senior officer of the LDS church, with its many
holdings, combined with tithing from thousands of members (or tens of thousands), it is unimaginable that
Hinckley would not know whether $5.9 billion was the figure for church annual income or not. ... Example 9:
When asked by King about the LDS church telling Catholics (for example) to leave their church and faith and
become a Mormon, Hinckley said, "I say this to other people: you develop all the good you can. We have no
animosity toward any other church. We do not oppose other churches. We never speak negatively of other
churches.
http://www.mormoncurtain.com/topic_gordonbhinckley_section1.html#pub_1373785574
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Bush praises Hinckley's 'friendship and wisdom' - In 2004, Bush presented Hinckley with the Medal of
Freedom, the nation's highest civil award, in recognition of his lifelong public service {What kind of
'public service' did LDS cult leader Gordon B. Hinckley do? The bigger the fraud the bigger the Bush
approval.}
"He was a tireless worker and a talented communicator who was respected in his community and beloved by
his congregation," Bush said. "Laura and I will miss Gordon's friendship and wisdom. ... In 2004, Bush
presented Hinckley with the Medal of Freedom, the nation's highest civil award, in recognition of his lifelong
public service. GOP presidential contender Mitt Romney, who is Mormon, said in Florida he would take time
off from campaigning to attend Hinckley's services. ... Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid, a Nevada
Democrat and a Mormon, called Hinckley a "phenomenal builder" for his focus on constructing new temples
across the globe and new ward houses for worshipers.
http://origin.sltrib.com/ci_8100480

Just released! "Late Great USA" DVD, a companion to the best-selling Jerome Corsi book! - The
North American Union would not just be the end of America as we know it, but the beginning of an
EU-like nightmare – a bureaucratic coup d'etat foisted upon millions of American citizens without
their knowledge or consent (DVD)
In 2005, during a meeting in Waco, Texas, the leaders of the United States, Mexico and Canada announced
the establishment of the innocuous-sounding "Security and Prosperity Partnership of North America," an
announcement that was never submitted to Congress.Why? In this video, WND author Jerome Corsi offers
convincing evidence the Security and Prosperity Partnership is laying the groundwork for the unthinkable – a
merger of the U.S., Mexico and Canada into a European Union-type "North American Union," complete with a
shared judiciary, open borders and a new currency designed to replace the dollar – the amero. In his New
York Times bestseller "The Late Great USA: The Coming Merger with Mexico and Canada," Corsi showed
how a bureaucratically entrenched army of "world citizens" is working tirelessly toward this EU-like merger. In
the brave new world they envision, the U.S. will no longer be a sovereign nation, but a market designed for
maximum economic exploitation by multinational corporations and foreign governments, regardless what
American citizens want.
http://shop.wnd.com/store/item.asp?DEPARTMENT_ID=7&SUBDEPARTMENT_ID=29&ITEM_ID=2261

CuttingEdge.org - Video Viewing Room (Online Video)
View Samples of several of our DVDs here. These videos are included here with permission of the copyright
holders and cannot be posted on other web sites or used in any way without permission of the copyright
holders of each publication.
http://cuttingedge.org/videoroom.html

Stocks as Good as Gold - The reality, though, is that regardless of the allure of gold in down times,
the long-term performance of gold lags stocks by a significant margin - But investors don't need to
give up the shiny lure of stability to earn better returns in stocks -- there are stocks out there that are
as good as gold - In fact, many are even better than gold {The promise of $1,000 Gold could easily be
a TRAP stay out of it if you can. The Bush-Yale Money Managers (MM's) are viciously out to rob from
the middle class investor. If the RINO Bush people didn't ruin you with a bad housing market, high oil
prices, a bad stock market or by giving your job and your taxes to foreigners, a Gold Trap is also
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within their ability.}
Even at the mention of gold, ideas of value, stability, and growth immediately pop into my head. This is
largely thanks to the decades that the precious metal has been marketed as an attractive investment and a
great way to hedge inflation, recession, and almost every other economic bogeyman. The reality, though, is
that regardless of the allure of gold in down times, the long-term performance of gold lags stocks by a
significant margin. But investors don't need to give up the shiny lure of stability to earn better returns in stocks
-- there are stocks out there that are as good as gold. In fact, many are even better than gold.
http://www.fool.com/investing/dividends-income/2008/01/26/stocks-as-good-as-gold.aspx

LONG ago and far away, I was a student of law and of economics at Yale - Note what is happening
here: They are not figuring out which way the (stock) market will go - They are making the (stock)
market go the direction they want
So when you see the market gyrating wildly downward and hear some pundit saying it's because of this or
that data or this paradigm or that ratio, remember trader realism. The traders move the market any way they
want, any way they think they can make money, and then they whisper a reason to journalists later in the
day. Then the journalists print it or say it on television, and the amateurs believe it. And the traders snicker.
These traders, not economists or securities analysts, can turn the world upside down, make governments
tremble, give central bankers colitis and ruin the lives of ordinary men and women saving for their children's
college education or their own retirement. In America today, it is the traders, not the politicians or the
generals or the corporate bosses, who have the power. This is what has become of the America of Thomas
Jefferson. Lucky for the traders. Sad for the rest of us. And one thing's for sure: With the traders running
things, it won't be a good time for amateurs until the traders cry "Switch!" and the market starts to rise.
http://www.investorvillage.com/smbd.asp?mb=3482&mn=20415&pt=msg&mid=3977865

Princess Diana Feared Dodi's Father Was Spying on Her - The princess believed the yacht she and
Dodi Fayed were vacationing aboard had been bugged by Dodi's father, Mohammed Al Fayed
LONDON - Princess Diana feared her boyfriend's father was spying on her as the couple took a luxurious
Mediterranean cruise, Diana's sister said Monday. The princess believed the yacht she and Dodi Fayed were
vacationing aboard had been bugged by Dodi's father, Mohammed Al Fayed, her sister Lady Sarah
McCorquodale told an inquest investigating Diana and Dodi's deaths. "She thought the boat was being
bugged by Mr. Al Fayed senior," ... Earlier Monday, a British detective said a box allegedly containing letters
addressed to the princess from Philip (Prince Philip, Queen Elizabeth II's husband) remains missing. Acting
Detective Inspector Roger Milburn said the whereabouts of the box, which he said contained correspondence
between the two, remained "an unanswered question." McCorquodale also said she had no idea where the
letters had gone.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,326107,00.html

Why Kennedy's Endorsement Matters - I also think it reflects Kennedy's belief that Obama will
ultimately serve the liberal cause better than Clinton could - And given that Kennedy has seen both
presidential contenders up close, as Brian Beutler notes, that judgment has meaning
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But it's not clear how Kennedy stands to gain politically by antagonizing Clinton, who remains the
presumptive front-runner. Nor is there evidence of personal animus between the two. On the contrary, every
account I've ever heard suggests Kennedy has a high regard for Clinton, going back to her days as First
Lady. So my hunch -- and, to be clear, it's just a hunch -- is that this is mostly the real thing. It may reflect
Kennedy's anger over the recent campaign tactics, about which Kennedy apparently complained directly to
the Clintons. It may reflect Kennedy's sense that Obama has tapped into the same idealism that JFK once did
-- a feeling the former president's daughter, Caroline Kennedy, wrote about in her own Obama endorsement
on the Times op-ed page yesterday. But I also think it reflects Kennedy's belief that Obama will ultimately
serve the liberal cause better than Clinton could. And given that Kennedy has seen both presidential
contenders up close, as Brian Beutler notes, that judgment has meaning. Naturally, Kennedy's endorsement
carries some risk, too. What will all those Republicans thinking about supporting Obama -- the Obamicans, as
he has started calling them -- say when they see Kennedy embracing him? Then again, I bet that's a problem
Clinton wishes she had today.
http://blogs.tnr.com/tnr/blogs/the_plank/archive/2008/01/28/why-kennedy-s-endorsement-matters.aspx

The Exodus Revealed: Search for the Red Sea Crossing (DVD)
This DVD follows the footsteps of the children of Israel in an unforgettable journey of discovery. A journey
that reveals physical evidence for the Exodus including: the remains of 3800 year old Hebrew settlements in
Egypt's Nile Delta, Egyptian records of the Israelite's bondage under Pharaoh; the precise route they may
have followed to freedom; their crossing site on shore of the Red Sea; and the location of Mt. Sinai. This DVD
brings to light the first significant archaeological "find" of the 21st century. Approx. 3 hours. DVD Extra
Features: Who Was the Pharaoh of the Exodus? Where Are the Ten Commandments? From Egypt to Mt.
Sinai - Cecil B. DeMille's Exodus. Timeline from Joseph to the Birth of Jesus Christ - Director's Cut
http://www.christianbook.com/Christian/Books/product?event=AFF&p=1008467&item_no=557361

Michael Rood - A ROOD Awakening - The cities of Sodom & Gomorrah located - The (Tammuz)
Pagan-Christian Connection Exposed (Book & DVD combo)
Author Michael Rood is a bearded Israeli who dresses in the sandals, head covering, tunic and robe from an
ancient time and distant place. But don't let the authentic attire and humble introduction disarm you, for in the
next split second, Michael shifts into high gear, grabs you by the hand, leads you on a journey back through
your Bible, shakes you to the foundations of your soul, and changes you forever. What can a Jewish scholar
and theologian teach a Christian about Christianity? Plenty! Michael Rood proves God's power with
hold-in-your-hand evidence. He explodes the long held Christian traditions of Christmas, Easter, and Lent. He
uses the Bible to lead us back to irrefutable truths from the Word of God.
http://www.christianbook.com/Christian/Books/product?event=AFF&p=1008467&item_no=09747

Bethany Bible Church - Mp3 Sermon Messages - Online - Downloads
Pastor Dave's messages are relevant, informative, scriptural and God-inspired. He keeps his messages firmly
rooted in the Bible, and applicable to living life day to day in the 21st Century. Give them a listen and hear for
yourself. You have a choice of messages recorded in the Sanctuary service or the Chapel service. You also
have the following choices for listening to the messages:
http://www.bethanybiblechurch.org/streaming/streaming.html
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n get to pull off their public deceptions.}">NASA photo analyst: Bush wore a device during 2004
debate - Nelson stresses that he's not certain what lies beneath the president's jacket. He offers,
though, "that it could be some type of electronic device -- it's consistent with the appearance of an
electronic device worn in that manner" {If these politicians had a true stand they wouldn't need
coaching during their debates. Because they are liberal RINO politicians pretending to be
conservatives they need all the help they can get to pull off their public deceptions.}
Oct 29, 2004 | George W. Bush tried to laugh off the bulge. "I don't know what that is," he said on "Good
Morning America" on Wednesday, referring to the infamous protrusion beneath his jacket during the
presidential debates. "I'm embarrassed to say it's a poorly tailored shirt." Dr. Robert M. Nelson, however, was
not laughing. He knew the president was not telling the truth. And Nelson is neither conspiracy theorist nor
midnight blogger. He's a senior research scientist for NASA and for Caltech's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and
an international authority on image analysis. Currently he's engrossed in analyzing digital photos of Saturn's
moon Titan, determining its shape, whether it contains craters or canyons. For the past week, while at home,
using his own computers, and off the clock at Caltech and NASA, Nelson has been analyzing images of the
president's back during the debates. A professional physicist and photo analyst for more than 30 years, he
speaks earnestly and thoughtfully about his subject. "I am willing to stake my scientific reputation to the
statement that Bush was wearing something under his jacket during the debate," he says. "This is not about a
bad suit. And there's no way the bulge can be described as a wrinkled shirt." ... Nelson stresses that he's not
certain what lies beneath the president's jacket. He offers, though, "that it could be some type of electronic
device -- it's consistent with the appearance of an electronic device worn in that manner." The image of lines
coursing up and down the president's back, Nelson adds, is "consistent with a wire or a tube."
http://dir.salon.com/story/news/feature/2004/10/29/bulge/

The Romney Whisper Mystery - the whisper-assist to Romney in last night's debate - The fact that
their is a second whisper "support" heard in another question shows that he was indeed cheating
We're linking to this over on the Video Feed too, but I just couldn't pass up a chance to weigh in on the
whisper-assist to Romney in last night's debate. Tim Russert is asking Romney whether he'd do what
Reagan did to solidify Social Security. Romney looks a little non-plussed until there's an audible whisper from
somewhere "…raised taxes," after which Romney immediately starts in "I'm not going to raise taxes..." ... The
fact that their is a second whisper "support" heard in another question shows that he was indeed cheating so
sad that our great country is now under control of a corrupt few!
http://www.rollingstone.com/nationalaffairs/index.php/2008/01/25/the-romney-whisper-mystery/

Strange Whisper Before Romney Answer Perplexes Debate Viewers - The Romney campaign has not
yet responded to a request for comment from FOX News
Right before Romney answered, somebody seemed to whisper: "He raised taxes." And then Romney
responded, as if taking the cue, "I'm not going to raise taxes." So where did the whisper come from? ... Web
site The Raw Story wrote in a brief article about the incident Friday that some are accusing Romney of
"shenanigans" - like waiting for a prompt before answering the question. The Romney campaign has not yet
responded to a request for comment from FOX News. Jeremy Gaines, a spokesman for debate sponsor
MSNBC, said in an e-mail to FOXNews.com, "We heard the same thing you heard. There was obviously an
open mike which picked up the whisper, but we have no way of knowing who did the whispering." The
whispers about the whisper are reminiscent of the Internet speculation in 2004 over whether George W. Bush
was wearing a wire during a debate, after photos showed what appeared to be an unusual bulge on his back.
Bush denied he was getting a feed from his aides, and laughed off the rumors.
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http://youdecide08.foxnews.com/2008/01/25/strange-whisper-before-romney-answer-perplexes-debate-viewe
rs/

SCRIPTED MITT ROMNEY AT THE MSNBC FLORIDA DEBATE!!! - I have to conclude Romney is
getting fed answers - The media needs to be all over this (YouTube 10 sec)
stevizal-NBC has UPDATED since then and Brian Williams wrote in his blog, he heard the "whisper" and
does not know from where it came, but it wasn't from him whispering to Russert. Open mike was the first
propaganda - but people weren't believing it - so they changed to "do not know" another lie.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rX3Xc8mA3B4

Romney, Like George W. Bush, Using a Wire - The sound of Romney's prompter (debate aide - audio
prompt) was in the original broadcast - MSNBC even blogged about it, but has since removed the
post
The sound of Romney's prompter was in the original broadcast. MSNBC even blogged about it, but has since
removed the post. And to get busted on "Don't Raise Taxes" which is the answer regardless of the question!
Would be funny if it weren't so tragic that not even his opponents will mention it. Are they cheating too? The
media wouldn't mention Bush's cheating - can we force them to mention Romney's (which will, of course,
bring up Bush's cheating)? Please contact the media. If there's another explanation, MSNBC knows what it
is. There is the possibility that Tim Russert cheats. Could that be part of the explanation for the media's
resistance to calling out cheating candidates?
http://www.afterdowningstreet.org/node/30421

Abortion issue will decide if party belongs to Rudy (RINO) or Reagan - it marks either the beginning
of the end of the Giuliani campaign - or the beginning of the end of the Party of Ronald Reagan {What
truly is at issue in the 2008 Republican Party is if the party is going to be liberal (RINO) or
conservative. Bush is all about the RINO party and actually seems to want to destroy forever the
conservative side of the Republican Party. The Bush supported Mitt Romney is a Bush 'false flag'
operation (pretending to be on one side yet actually being on the other) in that Romney is as RINO as
they come – Romney bragged on several occasions that he was more liberal than Sen. Ted Kennedy.}
"After months of conflicting signals on abortion, Rudolph W. Giuliani is planning to offer a forthright affirmation
of his support for abortion rights in public forums, television appearances and interviews in coming days,"
writes The New York Times. If true, it marks either the beginning of the end of the Giuliani campaign - or the
beginning of the end of the Party of Ronald Reagan. For Reagan's party was a pro-life party. Life defined the
man. Life defined the movement he led. It was Reagan who insisted that his speechwriters include mention of
the life issue in every State of the Union. At one lunch with senior staff, Reagan choked up as he read a letter
from a woman who said she daily thanked God she had not had an abortion 45 years before, as she had
considered doing, as now the son she had borne was taking care of her in her old age. Since Reagan,
whatever GOP nominees have believed privately, they ran as pro-life . If Rudy were to be nominated as a
pro-choice Republican, millions would stay home or vote third party. For it was the life issue that brought
them into the party, or kept them there when they disagreed with the party on almost everything else.
http://www.qctimes.com/articles/2007/05/12/opinion/opinion/doc4646456a35793079825792.txt
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Microsoft partners get Vista successor - Windows 7, the successor to Windows Vista - The new
Microsoft operating system - that has now been moved up a few months to second-half 2009 {Looks
like most people and businesses can stay with XP to skip Vista and wait for windows 7 if you are not
on Linux or a Mac by then.}
Industry sources have confirmed the shipment to "key partners" of an early version of Windows 7, the
successor to Windows Vista. The new Microsoft operating system was previously code named Blackcomb
Vienna and is likely to be introduced in the second half of 2009. The version will be a "Milestone 1" (M1)
edition for validation purposes only; two more Milestone builds are expected before the public Beta release.
Microsoft's roadmap for release had slated 2010 for the debut; that has now been moved up a few months to
second-half 2009. ... It will become clearer when Windows 7 will be going into production when Microsoft
announces its Windows Logo Program Changes for the software; at present there is little information
available on Vista's replacement
http://www.atimes.com/atimes/Global_Economy/JA26Dj03.html

Christian author has problem with conservatives {Both offended and offending Christians are the
weaker Christians. Do not focus your faith walk on other people. Mature, strong Spiritual Christians
focus on Jesus and His grace. There is only One Body of Jesus Christ the (Church) to distain a fellow
Christian is to distain a fellow brother and a child of God. If the liberal left hand of the Church body
pokes out the conservative right eye of the Church body it is the same body of Christ that is injured.}
ORLANDO, Florida (AP) -- Donald Miller still loves God and Jesus. Don't misunderstand him. Five years after
he wrote "Blue Like Jazz," Donald Miller's book on Christianity becomes a hit. His problem is with Christianity,
at least how it's often practiced. "It's a dangerous term so I try to avoid it," said Miller, who considered giving
up his career as a Christian writer and leaving the church in 2003 because he couldn't attend services without
getting angry. For him, the word conjured up conservative politics, suburban consumerism and an
"insensitivity to people who aren't like us." To quell his rage, he sat in his boxer shorts and banged out a
memoir of his experiences with God, stripped of the trappings of religion. ... Then five years later, spurred by
a grass-roots movement of 20-something Christians longing to connect to God without ties to the religious
right, the book became a sudden hit. Fans were buying caseloads and passing out copies to friends. It
peaked at No. 18 on The New York Times list of best-sellers among paperback nonfiction in November. He
was mobbed by fans after a recent Young Life conference in Orlando where he addressed a crowd of roughly
4,000. Christians tired of the "life is perfect" mantra of some churches, revel in his ability to talk unashamedly
about smoking pot, living in a hippie commune and the notion that God isn't a Republican. Supporters say
Miller's authentic, graceful approach to God has finally given a voice to their brand of Christianity. The book
also debuted at a time when the emerging church movement -- which emphasizes the individual's faith
experience and varied worship styles -- is flourishing, signaling a fertile audience for such religious musings
among more socially liberal evangelicals.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/LIVING/wayoflife/01/24/best.selling.christian.ap/index.html

Rock and Roll Sorcerers of the New Age Revolution - The one that started it all - the original 1992
video expose - A four-hour live seminar given at Hermosa Beach California - Because of the live
format - this DVD remains a favorite (DVD)
This video seminar is the most comprehensive music documentary exposing the Satanic influence behind
yesterday and today's secular music. It contains irrefutable evidence that demonic beings are leading the
world to destruction in fulfillment of biblical prophecy. Don't miss out on the opportunity to own your own copy
of this eye opening exposé which is sure to convince even the hardest of skeptics!
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http://webinsi5.webinsite.net/mivastore/merchant.mv?Screen=PROD&Store_Code=blessedhope&Product_C
ode=VID001&Category_Code=vid

Deputy Coroner Stole Gift Cards From Dead Woman - A deputy coroner has been arrested on
accusations she stole gift cards from the body of a woman - Investigators have recovered evidence,
including tapes of (her) using the gift cards at local stores
AUGUSTA, Ga. -- A deputy coroner has been arrested on accusations she stole gift cards from the body of a
woman who had committed suicide. Investigators arrested Richmond County Deputy Coroner Charlena
Graham on Wednesday. She has been charged with a felony count of theft by taking. Graham, 43, has also
been fired from the coroner's office, where she worked for about four years, officials said. ... Shortly after, all
personal items from woman were turned over to Graham, including five gift cards for Macy's, Target,
Victoria's Secret and a local steak house, according to Richmond County Sheriff Ronnie Strength. Authorities
later learned from family members of the deceased woman that some gift cards might have been missing,
Strength said. Sheriff's Lt. Jack Francisco said the total value of the gift cards was about $400. "I'm surprised,
but not shocked," he told the Augusta Chronicle. Investigators have recovered evidence, including tapes of
Graham using the gift cards at local stores, Sheriff Strength said.
http://www.wsbtv.com/news/15125363/detail.html

Microsoft ponders offline profiling of Web users - Microsoft Corp. is developing a method of using
personal data such as credit-card information to target Internet users with advertising once they
connect to the Web {Microsoft has engaged in this activity for a long time. Vista and XP SP3 are just
Microsoft spyware platforms. Microsoft is unable to keep other virus programs from infecting their
computer operating systems because Microsoft software is itself basically one gigantic virus. There
is no personal privacy on the internet, on your work computer, or even on your own home personal
computer.}
SAN FRANCISCO (MarketWatch) -- Microsoft Corp. is developing a method of using personal data such as
credit-card information to target Internet users with advertising once they connect to the Web, according to a
patent application filed by the company. In an application disclosed earlier this month, a Microsoft team
including Chairman Bill Gates presents a method of collecting information about users' "cell phones,
geolocation systems, credit-card information" and other data sources to select and display "targeted
advertising." The technology described in the patent application touches on a delicate issue for Microsoft and
other online companies such as Google Inc.
http://www.marketwatch.com/news/story/microsoft-ponders-offline-profiling-web/story.aspx?guid=%7BF0D7F
ACF%2D0072%2D43C6%2DB341%2DB934D7E84635%7D

How RFID works (YouTube 2:31)
The actual RFID tag is shaped in a Nazi Iron cross and a swastaka. ... doen anybody notice how it makes a
swastaka symbol on (frame) 1:15 in the video.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yNPDgudPmXE

RFID, The Good, Bad & Ugly (YouTube 3:40)
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ROBTV report on Radio Frequency Identification.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=2319009736647490350

f2a.org: Radio Show Archives January 18 - Guests: co-author of Spychips: How Major Corporations
and Government Plan to Track Your Every Move with RFID (FREE Mp3's)
Faith2Action Radio Program Archive: Listen to some of the most brilliant minds (our guests) and most
effective organizations on the side of faith and family. List of Radio Stations that air our daily radio program:
For our internet listeners, in any event where there is a problem with the site or live streaming, here are two
alternative sources to hear the program live on weekdays at 2 PM ET: (www.vcyamerica.org)
(www.reachfm.org) Our most recent broadcasts:
http://f2a.org/radio/archive2003.htm

STRANGE DAYS - Chronicles of the End of the Age - Tiny radio frequency identification, or RDIF, tags
similar to VeriChip have been embedded in livestock and pets in the millions in recent years as a
more secure form of identification than external tags
For over two years we have been covering the moves of Applied Digital Solutions' VeriChip implants, and it
looks that what we at first surmised is turning into reality. I remember how ADS, when news first broke out,
denied forcefully that their "invention" was to be implanted into people. I personally sent them an e-mail (over
two years ago) to ask them this very question and they were in total denial. Well, it turns out that they were
lying through their teeth since they ARE now indeed implanting it into human beings. So much for truth and
honesty. ... The Food and Drug Administration has cleared the way for a Florida company to market
implantable chips that would provide easy access to individual medical records. The approval, which the
company announced yesterday, is expected to bring to public attention a simmering debate over a
technology that has evoked Orwellian overtones for privacy advocates and fueled fears of widespread
tracking of people with implanted radio frequency tags, even though that ability does not yet exist. ... Tiny
radio frequency identification, or RDIF, tags similar to VeriChip have been embedded in livestock and pets in
the millions in recent years as a more secure form of identification than external tags. But no device maker
has yet been able to create a market for human implantable tags like VeriChip, which are the size of a grain
of rice and are inserted under the skin of the arm or hand with a syringe.
http://www.apocalypsesoon.org/days-04.html

California outlaws the forced subdermal RFID tagging of humans - the bill (SB 362) called forced RFID
tagging the "the ultimate invasion of privacy"
Worrying that your employer will force you to stick a small chip beneath your skin ranks low on the list of
employee concerns in most parts of the country, but that didn't stop the state of California from passing a bill
last week to ban such forced tagging of humans. The state senator who sponsored the bill called forced RFID
tagging the "the ultimate invasion of privacy," and his bill is now on its way to the governor's desk for his
signature. ... "I think it's unfortunate and regrettable that the industry hasn't come out in support of SB 362,"
he said in a statement after the bill passed the Senate. "I understand why we're having a robust debate about
the privacy concerns related to RFID, but at the very least, we should be able to agree that the forced
implanting of under-the-skin technology into human beings is just plain wrong. I'm deeply concerned that this
isn't a given for the industry."
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http://arstechnica.com/news.ars/post/20070904-california-outlaws-forced-rfid-tagging-of-humans.html

{Flashback} Hold Off on That Chip, Says Thompson Ex-Bush Cabinet Officer in No Rush for Implant
WASHINGTON - When former Secretary of Health and Human Services Secretary Tommy Thompson joined
the board of directors of a company promoting the broad implantation of microchips into Americans for
identification purposes, he pledged to get chipped himself as an example. But Thompson doesn't appear to
be in any hurry to get the implant. ... But when authors Liz McIntyre and Katherine Albrecht, who researched
human chipping for their book "Spychips: How Major Corporations and Government Plan to Track Your Every
Move with RFID," contacted VeriChip Corp. earlier this month, they were told that the chipping never took
place. VeriChip spokesman John Procter said Thompson has been "too busy" to undergo the chipping
procedure, adding that he had no clear plans to do so in the future. "I wouldn't put any type of time line on it,"
Procter said.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=47853

TCS expands relationship with Microsoft to deliver (radio frequency identification) RFID [Tracking
Devices] - to deliver RFID solutions to global companies - its RFID solution accelerator for re-usable
asset tracking, built using Microsoft BizTalk RFID
At the RFID Journal Live 2007 conference in Orlando, TCS' RFID practice experts will demonstrate its RFID
solution accelerator for re-usable asset tracking, built using Microsoft BizTalk RFID. TCS is uniquely
positioned to deliver RFID solutions seamlessly to any location worldwide through its Global Network Delivery
Model™. TCS' RFID practice group is staffed by core RFID technology experts and industry consultants. It
offers solutions and services that cover the full spectrum of RFID deployment including business consulting,
architecture design, radio frequency equipment selection and installation, software development and
implementation, systems integration, and maintenance. ... In 2003 TCS announced the establishment of a
dedicated RFID practice to build technical competence and create assets around RFID solutions.
Additionally, in June 2005 TCS launched its RFID Technology Center in Chicago , Illinois, to provide
consulting services and solutions to enterprises pursuing business strategies that capitalize on RFID.
http://www.moneycontrol.com/india/news/pressmarket/tcs-expands-relationshipmicrosoft-to-deliver-rfid/28013
3

French bank Societe Generale said Thursday it has uncovered a $7.14 billion fraud - one of history's
biggest - by a single futures trader who fooled investors and overstepped his authority - It said a
trader at the futures desk had misled investors in 2007 and 2008 through a "scheme of elaborate
fictitious transactions"
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PARIS (AP) -- French bank Societe Generale said Thursday it has uncovered a $7.14 billion fraud - one of
history's biggest - by a single futures trader who fooled investors and overstepped his authority. The fraud
destabilized a major bank already exposed to the subprime crisis. France's second- largest bank by market
value said it would be forced to seek $8.02 billion in new capital. Trading in Societe Generale's shares, which
have lost nearly half their value over the past six months, was suspended on the Paris bourse. It was unclear
when trading would resume. The bank said it detected the fraud at its French markets division the weekend
of Jan. 19-20. In a statement announcing the discovery, it called the fraud "exceptional in its size and nature."
It said a trader at the futures desk had misled investors in 2007 and 2008 through a "scheme of elaborate
fictitious transactions." The trader, who was not named, used his knowledge of the group's security systems
to conceal his fraudulent positions, a statement from the bank said. The individual confessed to the fraud, the
bank said, and was being dismissed. His supervisors were to leave the group. Chief Executive Daniel Bouton
offered his resignation, but the board rejected it.
http://money.cnn.com/2008/01/24/news/international/soc_gen.ap/index.htm

{Flashback} Romney Fund-Raiser Resigns - Mr. Fabian, who had been one of 35 co-chairs on Mr.
Romney's national finance committee, allegedly ran up $32 million in fake purchases with his
consulting company - previously served as a major fundraiser for George W. Bush
AMES, Iowa–A top fund-raiser for Mitt Romney who was indicted this week in Maryland on a $32 million fraud
scheme has resigned from his position with the campaign as a national finance committee co-chair, a
spokesman for Mr. Romney said. A federal grand jury in Maryland unsealed its 23-count indictment of the
fund-raiser, Alan B. Fabian, 43, on Thursday for money laundering, mail fraud, bankruptcy fraud, perjury and
obstruction of justice. Mr. Fabian, who had been one of 35 co-chairs on Mr. Romney's national finance
committee, allegedly ran up $32 million in fake purchases with his consulting company, Maximus Inc., based
in northern Virginia, and pocketed the money for himself. He became a "bundler," one of those who commit to
bringing in large sums through their own networks of donors, for Mr. Romney's campaign back in January,
having previously served as a major fundraiser for George W. Bush.
http://thecaucus.blogs.nytimes.com/2007/08/11/romney-fund-raiser-resigns/

McCain, Romney grab reins of California's GOP voters - "It's a tug-of-war between the moderate wing
and the strong conservative wing, with Romney the favorite of the conservatives and McCain the
favorite of the moderates" {When an ultra-liberal, say anything politician like Mitt Romney becomes
the hope of the conservatives in the Republican Party, the Republican Party is a lost cause for
conservatives. Why not just vote for Jane Fonda? On paper you couldn't find a difference between
Jane Fonda or Mitt Romney, besides the liberal McCain is probably actually more conservative than
the squirrely Mitt Romney.}
"I've never seen such an unsettled field two weeks before an election, at least in a presidential primary," Field
Poll director Mark DiCamillo said. The poll shows a sharp ideological split among Republicans considered
likely to vote in the primary. "It's a tug-of-war between the moderate wing and the strong conservative wing,
with Romney the favorite of the conservatives and McCain the favorite of the moderates," DiCamillo said.
Republicans who describe themselves as "strongly conservative" support Romney over McCain, 26% to
16%. Republicans who describe themselves as "moderately conservative," "moderate" or "liberal" favor
McCain over Romney, 27% to 9%.
http://www.signonsandiego.com/news/politics/20080123-9999-1n23field.html
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r oil so it is all profit for Exxon. Instead of holding the line for America and selling their N.A. oil at
their price level they sell it for the most they can. Oil in the middle-east costs about $2-$5 to explore
and pump per barrel while Exxon oil might be about $20 per barrel in costs, all the rest to $100 per
barrel is pure profit for the oil companies.}">Exxon guns for all-time profit record - again - With oil
prices having recently crossed the $100 a barrel threshold - "For every $1 increase in the price of oil,
Exxon makes another $125 million for the quarter" {When the Arabs up the price of oil from the
middle-east it doesn't cost Exxon any more to pump and refine their oil so it is all profit for Exxon.
Instead of holding the line for America and selling their N.A. oil at their price level they sell it for the
most they can. Oil in the middle-east costs about $2-$5 to explore and pump per barrel while Exxon
oil might be about $20 per barrel in costs, all the rest to $100 per barrel is pure profit for the oil
companies.}
NEW YORK (CNNMoney.com) -- Exxon Mobil, the world's largest publicly traded oil company, is within
striking distance of setting an all-time profit record - again. Analysts are expecting the company to post solid
quarterly and full-year earnings next Thursday - and if the results top forecasts, Exxon (XOM, Fortune 500)
could end up reporting the highest profit ever for a U.S. company. With oil prices having recently crossed the
$100 a barrel threshold, it comes as no surprise that Exxon is a whisker away from setting a new milestone.
"Exxon is likely to have record quarterly earnings," said Fadel Gheit, a senior energy analyst at Oppenheimer.
"For every $1 [increase] in the price of oil, Exxon makes [another] $125 million for the quarter."
http://money.cnn.com/2008/01/23/news/companies/exxon_profits/index.htm

Baghdad, Al-Anbar Attacks Leave 2 U.S. Soldiers Dead - A total of 3,926 U.S. military personnel have
died in Iraq, of whom 3,194 were killed in action. More than 28,900 have been wounded, 12,942 of
them so seriously that they couldn't return to duty, according to figures on the Department of
Defense Web site
Jan. 21 (Bloomberg) -- Two U.S. soldiers died in attacks in Iraq's western province of al-Anbar and
Baghdad's Arab Jabour, a suburb where American forces have carried out air strikes against suspected
al-Qaeda positions during a nationwide operation. A roadside bomb killed the soldier in Arab Jabour. The
other soldier died while fighting in al-Anbar. Both incidents took place on Jan. 19, the U.S. military said today
in separate e- mailed statements. Further details weren't available. ... A total of 3,926 U.S. military personnel
have died in Iraq, of whom 3,194 were killed in action. More than 28,900 have been wounded, 12,942 of them
so seriously that they couldn't return to duty, according to figures on the Department of Defense Web site.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=aYdKtRycyOMk&refer=home

Top US (Bush) officials declared war on truth when it came to Iraq: report - in the run-up to the Iraq
war, lying 935 times in a two-year period leading up to the Iraq war
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WASHINGTON (AFP) - Top US officials ran roughshod over the truth in the run-up to the Iraq war, lying 935
times in a two-year period leading up to the Iraq war, a study released Wednesday found. The Center for
Public Integrity's founder Charles Lewis and researchers helping him write a forthcoming book, identified "935
false statements by eight top administration officials that mentioned Iraq's possession of weapons of mass
destruction, or links to Al-Qaeda, on at least 532 separate occasions" ahead of the March 18, 2003 invasion
of Iraq, they said in a statement. With the fifth anniversary of the war looming, the center underscored that its
work calls into question "the repeated assertions of (George W.) Bush administration officials that they were
merely the unwitting victims of bad intelligence." Among those who made the false statements: Bush, Vice
President Cheney, Secretary of State Colin Powell, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice, Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, and White House press secretaries
Ari Fleisher and Scott McClellan, the study said. "This is a report like no other, which calls into question more
than 900 false statements that were the underpinnings of the administration's case for war," argued the CIJ's
Executive Director Bill Buzenberg.
http://afp.google.com/article/ALeqM5hYM8h8wNn4ccjLCLy7N8cyPwUcUA

r to reduce the price of oil and gas. Bush happily sits by collecting money on his own oil investments
all the while destroying America, the economy and the people.}">Study: False statements preceded
Iraq war - A study by two nonprofit journalism organizations found that President Bush and top
administration officials issued hundreds of false statements about the national security threat from
Iraq in the two years following the 2001 terrorist attacks {The greedy Bush family wanted to get its
dirty hands on the Iraq oil. Bush is a slob and an oil glutton who hasn't lifted a finger to reduce the
price of oil and gas. Bush happily sits by collecting money on his own oil investments all the while
destroying America, the economy and the people.}
WASHINGTON - A study by two nonprofit journalism organizations found that President Bush and top
administration officials issued hundreds of false statements about the national security threat from Iraq in the
two years following the 2001 terrorist attacks. The study concluded that the statements "were part of an
orchestrated campaign that effectively galvanized public opinion and, in the process, led the nation to war
under decidedly false pretenses." The study was posted Tuesday on the Web site of the Center for Public
Integrity, which worked with the Fund for Independence in Journalism. ... "In short, the Bush administration
led the nation to war on the basis of erroneous information that it methodically propagated and that
culminated in military action against Iraq on March 19, 2003."
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080123/ap_on_go_pr_wh/misinformation_study

World Net Daily (WND) acquires World Ahead Media - First Internet news site to own book-publishing
division - The new wholly owned subsidiary corporation will take on the name WND Books, the name
that has become synonymous with best-selling and cutting-edge titles for more than five years
WASHINGTON – WND continues its industry trend-setting ways by acquiring World Ahead Media, a Los
Angeles-based book-publishing company with which it has been partnered for the last 18 months. The new
wholly owned subsidiary corporation will take on the name WND Books, the name that has become
synonymous with best-selling and cutting-edge titles for more than five years. WND and World Ahead Media
had recently partnered on Jerome Corsi's "Late Great USA," Joseph Farah's "Stop the Presses!," Kathleen
Willey's "Target," and Aaron Klein's "Schmoozing With Terrorists." ... "This is a very exciting historical
moment for WND," said Farah, WND's founder, editor and chief executive officer. "Not only does the
acquisition mark the first major expansion for WND, but it represents a chance to join forces with some very
talented people with whom we have had a chance to work closely over the last two years – people we
respect and like and who add a new dimension to our growing media company."
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http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59826

Walking in Truth: These are the Last Days - days of Great Deception in the earth - Consequently, we
find many professing a relationship with God that they truly are not walking out before all. In other
words, they are "talking the talk" but not "walking the walk"
Yet, in spite of the gross deception sweeping over the earth in this hour, God's command for His children to
manage and direct their lives and affairs by His Holy Word is sounding out loud and clear. Those, who are
heeding the call from heaven to "work out" their "own salvation with fear and trembling," are discovering that in the very midst of great pretension, hypocrisy, phoniness, and deceit - God's grace is enabling them to have
a walk that is true and a lifestyle that is upright. Heaven is rejoicing to see it happen. ... Using this verse of
Scripture as a springboard, this website was designed with the sole purpose of strengthening, edifying, and
building up God's precious saints with His Holy Word to the point where they would become excessively
preoccupied with the Truth and, resultantly, live in perfect accordance with it. As you visit this site, I pray you
that you will not leave the way you came. As you "feast" on the various messages, based solely on the
Awesome and Life-Changing Word of God, I believe for your life to be totally transformed by the Spirit of the
Living God.
http://www.walkingintruth.org/index.htm

Major allegations of vote fraud in New Hampshire - Major allegations of vote fraud in New Hampshire
are circulating after Hillary Clinton reversed a mammoth pre-polling deficit to defeat Barack Obama
with the aid of Diebold electronic voting machines
According to a voter in Sutton, New Hampshire, three of her family members voted for Ron Paul, yet when
she checked the voting map on the Politico website, the total votes for Ron Paul were zero. {Their votes
probably slid over to McCain.} ... Clinton would not have beat Obama without the aid of Diebold voting
machines. In precincts where electronic voting machines were used, Clinton got a 7% swing over Obama,
having gained 5% in comparison to hand-counted ballots and Obama losing 2%. {In summary the unverifiable
electronic votes registered a 5% Hillary win while the paper ballets actually registered a 4% Barack Obama
win.}
http://www.bostonnow.com/blogs/boston911truthorg/2008/01/09/major-allegations-of-vote-fraud-in-new-hamp
shire

Unprecedented Vote Fraud About To Come - Huge Diebold Disparities Uncovered In New Hampshire
Recount
VOTE FRAUD EVIDENCE 122: Specifically, Bilderberg attendee and fixer-extraordinaire Hillary Clinton
literally stole the nation's first primary from the forward surging favorite, Barack Obama. Behind by double
digits in every conceivable poll (including their own internal audits) while drawing significantly sparser crowds
at her rallies, Hillary Clinton still pulled what major television pundits on MSNBC called "one of the most
stunning upsets in the history of politics." Others said the results "defied explanation," while Keith Olbermann
labeled it a "titanic upset victory" for Mrs. Clinton. Once again, the culprit in this messy affair was the Diebold
optical-scan voting system, which was responsible for tallying (in secret) 81% of all votes cast in New
Hampshire. This corrupt outfit-which has an exclusive programming contract for New Hampshire (as well as
three other states in New England)-is LHS Associates, run by a man named John Silvestro.
http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/archives/cat_vote_fraud.html
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Hillary Clinton displayed her "very special" (SATANIC) American flag at the victory celebration in New
Hampshire! - Have you not seen this flag, pictured here to the left? Virtually no one else has, either,
as this is a very special flag with a most unusual type of star(s) - has [50] inverted Goatshead of
Mendez (Black Magic Pentagram Star) stars on it (Photos)
NEWS BRIEF: "Hillary stuns Obama in New Hampshire", XPress News, January 9, 2008. "Hillary Rodham
Clinton won New Hampshire's Democratic primary Tuesday night in a startling upset, defeating Barack
Obama. ... Have you not seen this flag, pictured here to the left? Virtually no one else has, either, as this is a
very special flag with a most unusual type of star. Look carefully at the white stars in the upper left corner,
which is the normal, traditional location for the stars. The normal type of star in the upper left corner of the
American flag is the standard star with one point up -- which "White Magic" practitioners consider the "Good
Pentagram". You can easily see this type of star in the traditional American flag, shown above to the right.
However, the stars in this Hillary flag are the (point down) two points up variety -- which is the evil, Black
Magick pentagram, a Pentagram considered to be one of the most evil symbols in the world. Only the
Hexagram is considered to be a more evil symbol. Therefore, Hillary is using a Black Magic Pentagram Star
for her victory celebration on the night of the New Hampshire primary celebration! How many people in her
victory party even noticed that the stars were different? Since most people will look at a common symbol and
see what they think they should see, I can guarantee that very few people -- if any -- noticed the difference.
At first, I thought that, perhaps, someone had just hung the flag upside down. But, that cannot be, because
then the star section would be in the bottom right of the flag, and completely hidden by the throngs of people
in front. No, the star section was in the traditional upper left corner; the only difference was that the stars had
been rotated so that two points are showing up, making this the evil "Goatshead of Mendez" pentagram.
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/010908.html

a WWF WrestleMania title match. McCain will win and he will be faithful to do his McCain Melt for
Hillary just as he was faithful to Melt and allow George Bush the 2000 primary win. In the Bush
Republican Party, McCain is the pick while Romney is only allowed to spend his money and play. Mitt
is not allowed to win or even eat at the table with the adults.}">Newsmax.com: Dick Morris' Political
Insider - It Might be Hillary vs. McCain {This election there is going to be some drama and some
theater but in the end it will likely be Hillary vs. McCain and Hillary will win. The
Republican-Democratic election is more rigged than the stock market and only slightly less rigged
than a WWF WrestleMania title match. McCain will win and he will be faithful to do his McCain Melt for
Hillary just as he was faithful to Melt and allow George Bush the 2000 primary win. In the Bush
Republican Party, McCain is the pick while Romney is only allowed to spend his money and play. Mitt
is not allowed to win or even eat at the table with the adults.}
McCain is, of course, the Republican who, apart from Rudy, would have the best chance to defeat Hillary.
She can't pull the old experience gambit on this long term Senator and his record on everything from global
warming to corporate reform to campaign finance to torture to tobacco regulation to immigration reform
makes it very hard for Hillary to defeat him. And, because of his appeal to Hispanics left over from his battle
for the McCain-Kennedy immigration plan, he is ideally suited to take minority voters, burned by Hillary's
scorched earth policy against Barack Obama, away from the Democrats. It's too early to coronate McCain or
Hillary but they have clearly moved to the level of front runners as a result of their victories on Saturday. ©
2008 Dick Morris & Eileen McGann
http://www.newsmax.com/morris/morris_hillary_mccain/2008/01/21/66236.html

{Flashback} Exclusive: Dick Morris Says Hillary Will Be America's Next President - In the end,
however, it's President Bush who may have done more to make Hillary Clinton president than anyone
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else - by ignoring the scandals of the first two Clinton terms and ordering his Justice Department to
slow investigations
Barring a Clinton indictment, however, Hillary's White House path is clear for 2008. ... A Big Boost From ...
Bush In the end, however, it's President Bush who may have done more to make Hillary Clinton president
than anyone else - by ignoring the scandals of the first two Clinton terms and ordering his Justice Department
to slow investigations. "In retrospect it will look like a mistake on his part," Morris told NewsMax. "He's
treating the scandals as an inconvenience, but that's because of one of the core convictions of the Bush
family. They always oppose aggressive action against former presidents." He argues that, though some of
the accusations leveled against his ex-boss were "garbage," the 11th-hour pardons were a different matter.
"That scandal was very real. And if there is no action on the pardon scandal, Bush will ultimately regret that,"
Morris predicts.
http://www.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2002/5/7/191010.shtml

{Flashback} Bush, Clinton, Bush, Clinton - "Bush, Clinton, Bush, Clinton" he said, referring to how
Bill Clinton had followed his father, and Hillary Clinton could follow him - Bush said he checked in
with Clinton occasionally {Bush Sr., Bill Clinton, Bush Jr., next is Hillary Clinton, then comes Jeb
Bush ... It's just a theory but are you getting the picture?}
WASHINGTON (Reuters) – President George W. Bush says Bill Clinton has become so close to his father
that the Democratic former president is like a member of the family. Former President George Bush has
worked with Clinton to raise money for victims of the Asian tsunami and the hurricane disaster along the U.S.
Gulf Coast. Asked about his father and Clinton, Bush quipped, "Yes, he and my new brother." "That's a good
relationship. It's a fun relationship to watch," Bush said in an interview with CBS News broadcast on Sunday.
While attending Pope John Paul's funeral, Bush said, "It was fun to see the interplay between dad and
Clinton. One of these days, I'll be a member of the ex-president's club. ... I'll be looking for something to do."
... Bush said he checked in with Clinton occasionally. "And you know, he says things that makes it obvious that makes it obvious to me that we're kind of, you know, on the same wavelength about the job of the
presidency. Makes sense, after all, there's this kind of commonality," he said. Bush jokingly referred to
speculation that Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton, the former president's wife, will seek the Democratic
nomination for the presidency. He had earlier referred to the former first lady as "formidable." "Bush, Clinton,
Bush, Clinton," he said, referring to how Bill Clinton had followed his father, and Hillary Clinton could follow
him.
http://www.guerrillanews.com/threads/12471/Bush_Clinton_Bush_Clinton

{Flashback} Bush Says Hillary Clinton Will Be Democratic Nominee - President Bush, breaking his
rule not to talk about presidential politics, says he believes Hillary Rodham Clinton will defeat Barack
Obama in the Democratic presidential primaries {Why is Bush campaigning for Hillary? The 2008
election is probably as rigged as an old WWF Title Match. Hillary is the ringer and likely McCain,
Rudy, Fred or some other Republican sacrifice is destined to lose. Looks like Bush Jr. is playing the
same "end game" his dad played when he gifted his 1992 re-election to Bill Clinton.}
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WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush, breaking his rule not to talk about presidential politics, says he
believes Hillary Rodham Clinton will defeat Barack Obama in the Democratic presidential primaries. Bush
also predicts that Clinton will be defeated in the general election by the Republican nominee. "I believe our
candidate can beat her but it's going to be a tough race," the president said. It has been difficult for Bush to
remain silent about the 2008 president race, despite his promises not to be the "prognosticator in chief." He
has been talking about the race and handicapping candidates during off-the-record chats with visitors to the
White House. He finally went public with his Clinton prediction in an interview for a book by Bill Sammon, a
reporter for The Washington Examiner. ... The White House did not challenge Sammon's account. ... Bush
said Giuliani's popularity was a sign of how important the terrorism issue is to Republican voters, the
newspaper said. It said Bush cautioned against ruling out Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., saying he had
managed to revive his campaign after an implosion earlier this year.
http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5iSbyJMxJrMQDs50v-VEU5TSIfz-Q

r said in a phone interview - Yahoo AAPL Forum: again this points to manipulation. this [stock
market] is like a casino run by the mob. the rules dont apply anymore. its a total joke. revenues and
earnings and fundmentals mean nothing. you think sports are fixed, my god the stock market is
rigged beyond belief. theres no way to win but luck.">Apple (computer) record Q1 earnings fall on
deaf ears - Apple's (stock) shares, having closed at $155.64, down 3.5% for the day, plunged more
than 12% in after-hours trading - "I talked to one of our technical analysts before the call and he told
me that the stock was going down to $130 no matter what results Apple posted" Munster said in a
phone interview - Yahoo AAPL Forum: "again this points to manipulation. this [stock market] is like a
casino run by the mob. the rules dont apply anymore. its a total joke. revenues and earnings and
fundmentals mean nothing. you think sports are fixed, my god the stock market is rigged beyond
belief. theres no way to win but luck."
As expected, Apple (AAPL) had a very merry Christmas, posting the best quarter in its 32-year history, with
earnings up 58% over the same quarter last year. But the good news fell on deaf ears in a market roiled by
the broader meltdown. And the company's conservative projections for the next three months seems to have
spooked investors attuned for signs of a coming recession. Apple's shares, having closed at 155.64, down
3.5% for the day, plunged more than 12% in after-hours trading. At one point the stock hit 136.75, a
four-month low. ... Piper Jaffray analyst Gene Munster confessed that in his five years of covering Apple he's
never seen anything like the market's reaction to these earnings. "I talked to one of our technical analysts
before the call and he told me that the stock was going down to 130 no matter what results Apple posted,"
Munster said in a phone interview.
http://apple20.blogs.fortune.cnn.com/2008/01/22/apple-record-q1-earnings-fall-on-deaf-ears/?source=yahoo_
quote

(Computer chip maker) AMD Posts Another Loss; Results Signal Recovery[?] After Tough Year Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) reported Thursday after the markets closed its fifth straight quarterly
loss - The company reported a net loss of $1.772 billion, wider than the $576 million loss reported in
the year-ago period - In reaction to the earnings results, traders bid up the stock, sending (AMD) up
by about 3.5% in the after hours
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The company reported a net loss of $1.772 billion, wider than the $576 million loss reported in the year-ago
period. The net loss included charges equating to $1.675 billion. On a per share basis, the net loss for the
quarter was $3.06 per share, including a charge of $2.89 per share, compared to a loss of $1.08 per share
last year. If not for these charges, the company would have reported a loss of $97 million compared to a
non-GAAP net loss of $25 million in the same period last year. ... AMD's full year net loss widened to $3.379
billion from a net loss of $166 million for 2006. The recent year's bottom line results included a non-cash
charge of $2.007 billion. The top line growth for the fiscal year 2007 was 6% to $6.013 billion. On an adjusted
basis, the company posted a mammoth loss of $1.372 billion for the full year [2007] versus a profit of $401
million last year [2006].
http://www.tradingmarkets.com/.site/news/TOP%20STORY/1002171/

Chip Entrepreneur Settles SEC Lawsuit - $1.45 million in illegal trading profits - Saiyed Atiq Raza will
pay nearly $3 million to settle an insider-trading lawsuit with the Securities and Exchange
Commission - Raza learned from OrthoClear's CEO that the company had settled a legal dispute with
its primary competitor, Align Technology Inc., and that the settlement would benefit Align's stock
{Saiyed was the former AMD COO and was serving on the AMD board of directors.}
SAN FRANCISCO - The former director of a company specializing in teeth-straightening mouthpieces will
pay nearly $3 million to settle an insider-trading lawsuit with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the
SEC said Tuesday. Saiyed Atiq Raza, 58, of Palo Alto, agreed to pay back $1.45 million in illegal trading
profits and a $1.45 million penalty, the SEC said. He also agreed to a five-year ban on serving as an officer or
director of a public company. The settlement does not include an admission of guilt. ... According to the
complaint, Raza learned from OrthoClear's CEO that the company had settled a legal dispute with its primary
competitor, Align Technology Inc., and that the settlement would benefit Align's stock. Raza bought 3,500
Align call options, or the right to buy Align stock in the future at a set price, and 60,000 shares of Align
common stock, according to the complaint. When news of the legal settlement was made public, Align's stock
price shot up 48 percent, netting Raza a $1.45 million profit.
http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/fn/5476938.html

Commentary: Regulators are in a futile fight to stop insider trading - Hedge funds a bigger problem It turns out there are a lot of trades out there that are sketchy - "They break up the trades to seem
less noticeable"
Investment banks are trading on non-public information as is suggested by a new study, a regulatory probe
and a Wall Street Journal story about the practice. Is this revelation really such a shock to investors? For a
year, this column has documented a pattern of suspicious trading activity in the days before deal
announcements. The options markets have been rife with pre-deal bets for companies and deals large and
small. "The opportunities to do it are immense, not only because they have access but because there's so
much noise in the market," said Jon Najarian, co-founder of OptionMonster Inc., an options research firm. "A
lot of those algorithmic traders create cover because of the sheer volume of trades they make." ... Now, three
professors argue that there is ample evidence that investment banks are trading on information gleaned
in-house from investment bankers working with companies in deal talks. Note that the study came from
European universities. Are U.S. schools losing their competitive edge to foreign rivals?
http://www.marketwatch.com/news/story/dark-side-trading-inside/story.aspx?guid=%7B1C3BE98F%2D1998
%2D4AE0%2DAC0B%2D97712A28F5C0%7D
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{Flashback} ENRON-BUSH-HARVARD-WTC-OIL-CONNECTION - Harvard could face inquiry into
Enron links - the timely selling of (Enron) stock which netted (Harvard) an estimated $50m as the
company's shares declined (articles - links)
A group of Harvard students and alumni have called for an investigation into possible links between an Enron
director on the university's governing corporation and the timely selling of stock which netted an estimated
$50m as the company's shares declined. HarvardWatch, which campaigns for more open governance of the
university, admits it has no evidence of insider trading but is urging the suspension of Herbert "Pug" Winokur
from the seven-member corporation pending the outcome of a "credible investigation into alleged financial
improprieties regarding the management of the university's endowment". The university said Mr Winokur,
who chairs Enron's finance committee, was a "valued member" of the Harvard Corporation. A Harvard
alumnus, he has, since 1995, been on the board of the Harvard Management Company which oversees the
university's $18bn endowment.
http://www.apfn.org/apfn/enron_bush.htm

Thompson drops out of GOP presidential race - Former senator finished far behind in first contests Thompson's withdrawal capped a turbulent 10 months that saw him go from hot to not in short order
- Expectations rose higher and his standing in polls started to fall as he failed to meet them
NAPLES, Fla. - Republican Fred Thompson, the actor-politician who attracted more attention as a potential
presidential candidate than as a real one, quit the race for the White House on Tuesday after a string of poor
finishes in early primary and caucus states. ... Thompson's withdrawal capped a turbulent 10 months that saw
him go from hot to not in short order. He began toying with a presidential run last March, emboldened by a
fluid Republican nomination fight and a restive conservative GOP base. He also was charmed by resounding
calls for him to get into the race - and his meteoric springtime rise to the top of national and state polls. Fans
trying to draft him as a candidate launched an online effort, seizing on his conservative Senate voting record
as well as his lumbering 6-foot-5 frame and deep baritone as they argued that he was right out of central
casting. They painted him as the second coming of Ronald Reagan and the would-be savior of a Republican
Party demoralized after electoral losses in 2006 at all levels of government. Expectations rose higher - and
his standing in polls started to fall as he failed to meet them. Thompson played coy about his intentions all the
while taking steps to prepare for a formal entrance into the race with a flourish. He cut ties with NBC, visited
early voting states and delivered high-profile speeches. And, he started raising money and set up a
preliminary campaign organization.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22786860/

Grassfire is in our nation's Capitol today, championing the rights of the unborn, and lobbying key
members of Congress to take a strong stand for the sanctity of life - Click here to listen to our latest
audio update (Online Audio - Photos)
Over the last 33 years of legalized unlimited abortion, nearly 50 million unborn babies have been killed at the
hands of abortionists. Grassfire is committed putting an end to abortion through our national "Petition For
Life" initiative that includes raising awareness, concern and support for the rights of the unborn. Additionally,
Grassfire remains the grassroots voice in Washington, as we seek to bring about a change in thinking among
our elected lawmakers, and ultimately an end to abortion through legislation and the courts. The "Petition For
Life" focuses on a number of key pro-life initiatives that we are pressing House and Senate leadership on: ...
http://grassfire.org/21/life.asp?RID=14417292
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Pro-Life Information and Resources - Pro-Life, Pro-Family, Pro-Society, Pro-Humanity - Psalms
139:14,16 I will praise Thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvelous are thy works; and
that my soul knoweth right well.. (PDF)
The pro-life movement is the movement acknowledging that all human life is created in the image of God and
is sacred to God. The individuals' lifespan is a work of God and needs to be committed to God. We as people
do not end the life of other people no matter how young or how old or in what condition they are in. Being
involved in Pro Life issues or any other good cause does not make us a Christian. Accepting the life of Jesus
for our own personal sins reconciles us to God. There are many people who do not take part in an abortion
and yet will never remain in the presence of God, because of their own sins apart from abortion. ... We can't
make right an abortion but God can and has. He died for us and for the unborn as well, so that we can live
together with Him in heaven. Let's not cheapen the sacrifice that Jesus has given for us by saying that God's
blood is not enough to cover our sins. The fact is, sinner's sin. God is not surprised by our actions He knows
mankind. It is up to Christians to stand in this gap and to "Choose Life". One of the First functions of the early
Church in Rome was to rescue the babies and children left to die (their form of abortion) on the hills outside
the city.
http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/ProLife.pdf

94% of evangelicals rank abortion (problem) No. 1 - Christians put issue ahead of personal debt,
content of movies, TV, homosexual agenda
A new report from the Barna Group warns political campaigns that assuming the evangelical vote is
"splintering" over abortion would be a mistake, with 19 of every 20 members of that group citing that issue as
their top concern. The report comes just as the United States marks the 35th anniversary of the Roe v. Wade
decision in the U.S. Supreme Court that found in the Constitution a fundamental right to terminate a
pregnancy at any time for any reason. "One of the myths about the 2008 election is that the evangelical vote
is splintering over issues such as abortion and homosexuality. In fact, when defined based upon a consistent
set of theological perspectives, evangelicals remain very united on abortion and homosexuality," said David
Kinnaman, president of the Barna Group and director of the study. "Evangelicals' top concern – by a wide
margin – was abortion (94 percent). This was followed by the personal debt of Americans (81 percent), the
content of television and movies (79 percent), homosexual activists (75 percent), and gay and lesbian
lifestyles (75 percent,)" the report on the assessment of voters' values and morals said.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59812

As abortion rate drops, use of RU-486 is on rise - Pill has slowly, quietly transformed the way U.S.
pregnancies can be ended
Thirty-five years after the Supreme Court's landmark Roe v. Wade decision, a pill that has largely faded from
the rancorous public debate over abortion has slowly and quietly begun to transform the experience of ending
a pregnancy in the United States. The French abortion pill RU-486, on the market since 2000, has become
an increasingly common alternative, making abortion less clinical and more private. At a time when the
overall number of abortions has been steadily declining, RU-486-induced abortions have been rising by 22
percent a year and now account for 14 percent of the total -- and more than one in five early abortions
performed by the ninth week of pregnancy. The pill, often called "miffy" after its chemical name mifepristone
and brand name Mifeprex, also has helped slow the decline in abortion providers, as more physicians who
previously did not perform the procedure discreetly start to prescribe the pill.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22777641/
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{Flashback} The Pro-Choice Bush Family - Care to guess who was the treasurer of Planned
Parenthood when it launched its first national fundraising campaign in 1947? It was Prescott Bush,
father and grandfather of the two Bush presidents
The SF Chronicle is running a piece that looks back at the Bush family's support for Planned Parenthood and
family planning services. The article also highlights the fact that both Barbara and Laura Bush are against
overturning Roe vs. Wade. "I agree with my husband that we should try to reduce the number of abortions in
our country by doing all of those things, by taking responsibility, by talking about abstinence." Yes, pressed
interviewer Katie Couric, but what about Roe vs. Wade? "No, I don't think that it should be overturned."
http://storiesinamerica.blogspot.com/2005/11/pro-choice-bush-family.html

{Flashback} CWA's Crouse Calls Over-the-Counter Plan B Beyond-the-Pale - in response to President
Bush's endorsement of Plan B 'morning after pill'
Washington, D.C. - Concerned Women for America's (CWA's) Dr. Janice Crouse, Senior Fellow of the
Beverly LaHaye Institute, responded to President Bush's endorsement of Plan B, the morning after pill, by
calling it "beyond the pale." In a press conference on Monday, the President announced his support of the
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Commissioner Andrew von Eschenbach's attempt to make this high
dose of birth control available over-the-counter (OTC) for girls over 18. CWA strongly opposes making this
drug available without a prescription because of its medical risks and the inability of the FDA to enforce an
age restriction. ... "Of equal concern is the fact that any 18-year-old could buy Plan B OTC and give it to
anyone else –– even underage girls –– without parental consent or knowledge. The ramifications of such
distribution include sexual abuse and sexual exploitation. The amount of misinformation about Plan B is
astounding. Those advocating OTC availability are touting the drug as a "silver bullet" for birth control. Yet,
the easy availability that would come with OTC sales extends to those who are incapable of understanding
the risks involved in any high-potency drug.
http://www.cwfa.org/articles/11372/MEDIA/life/index.htm

{Flashback} Family leaders call Romney 'disaster' - Letter criticizes 'deceptive rhetoric' around
candidate - The letter cites seven issues seen as problematic in the Romney campaign, including a
"phony pro-life 'conversion'" - The letter also criticized those in the conservative community who are
supporting Romney, accusing them of "gross malpractice, ruthless ambition and dishonesty"
The letter also criticized those in the conservative community who are supporting Romney, accusing them of
"gross malpractice, ruthless ambition and dishonesty." "Behind the empty gestures and deceptive rhetoric,
Romney was not pro-life or a defender of marriage by any stretch of the imagination. He was a disaster," said
O'Gorman, of the board for Massachusetts Citizens for Life. He said Romney "deceptively" claims to have
been awarded a pro-life award from the group. "The award Romney arranged for himself with the local
Pioneer Valley Chapter was the Mullins Award for Political Leadership, not a pro-life award and not approved
by MCFL's state board of directors," he said. "We're blowing the whistle to warn voters..." "For some bizarre
reason the mere fact that Romney's never been divorced and goes to a temple regularly is supposed to
negate the fact that he's extremely liberal," said Harvey. "He used his Republican and Mormon identity to
push through radical policies on gay marriage, abortion and pro-homosexual school programs that Ted
Kennedy always dreamed about." The Romney campaign repeatedly has declined to respond to WND
requests for comment on such issues, including a failure to respond to multiple requests for a one-on-one
interview in which the candidate would have been allowed to give his definitive perspective of the issues
being raised.
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http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59509

Oliver Stone sets his sights on Bush - Now Hollywood director Oliver Stone is preparing to take an in
depth look at how President Bush came to power - It includes his belief that God personally chose
him to be president of the United States {Unless Oliver Stone documents the ultra Satanic Bush Skull
& Bones involvement the movie will be completely inaccurate.}
(CNN) - He's tackled the assassination of John F. Kennedy and tumultuous presidency of Richard Nixon.
Now Hollywood director Oliver Stone is preparing to take an in depth look at how President Bush came to
power. ... I want a fair, true portrait of the man. How did Bush go from an alcoholic bum to the most powerful
figure in the world? It's like Frank Capra territory on one hand, but I'll also cover the demons in his private life,
his bouts with his dad and his conversion to Christianity, which explains a lot of where he is coming from. It
includes his belief that God personally chose him to be president of the United States, and his coming into his
own with the stunning, preemptive attack on Iraq," he added. Stone acknowledged Brolin and Bush do not
bear too much resemblance, but he said the two share the same "drive and charisma." "Josh is actually
better looking than Bush but has the same drive and charisma that Americans identify with Bush, who has
some of that old-time movie-star swagger," he said.
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2008/01/21/oliver-stone-sets-his-sights-on-bush/

{Flashback} No bones about it: President Bush favours a very secret (non-Christian) society of Skull
and Bones - President George Bush is alleged to have used its (Skull and Bones) connections to get
his first job - before she stopped counting she knew of at least 11 Bonesmen whom Mr. Bush had
appointed to government posts
President George Bush is alleged to have used its (Skull and Bones) connections to get his first job. Mr Bush
and Mr McCallum (Bush's Nominee as Ambassador to Australia) are members of Skull and Bones, the Yale
society said to have the skull of the Indian chief Geronimo, dug up by Mr Bush's grandfather, in a glass case.
In 2004 both presidential candidates, Mr Bush and John Kerry, were members. Mr Bush, in his
autobiography, A Charge to Keep, wrote: "My senior year I joined Skull and Bones, a secret society. So
secret, I can't say anything." The Skull and Bones headquarters is in a windowless stone building on the Yale
campus known as the tomb. ... Alexandra Robbins, author of Secrets of the Tomb, says it includes a devil, a
Don Quixote figure and a pope with one foot in a white monogrammed slipper, resting on a stone skull.
..."What I find disturbing about Skull and Bones is that it's basically the most powerful elite alumni network in
the US," says Robbins. "It's essentially a form of nepotism that keeps the same people in power, over and
over and over again." ... Robbins said that before she stopped counting she knew of at least 11 Bonesmen
whom Mr. Bush had appointed to government posts. {Actually they believe the bones are the bones of an
un-resurrected Jesus Christ and that the bones came to them from the "Knights Templars" of Da Vinci code
fame and celebrate what they believe to be Satan's triumph over God in the death of Jesus on the cross and
of course deny and neglect the true resurrection of Jesus. That's the secret in secret society.}
http://smh.com.au/news/world/no-bones-about-it-bush-favours-a-very-secret-society/2006/03/17/1142582522
189.html

Iran President Rejects Oliver Stone Documentary - because Stone is part of the "Great Satan" cultural
establishment
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TEHRAN, Iran - Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has rejected a proposal by Oscar-winning movie
director Oliver Stone to make a film about him because Stone is part of the "Great Satan" cultural
establishment, a semiofficial news agency reported. "I sent a negative answer by Ahmadinejad to Oliver
Stone," the Fars agency quoted Mehdi Kalhor, media adviser to the president, as saying Sunday. "It is right
that this person is considered part of the opposition in the U.S., but opposition in the U.S. is a part of the
Great Satan." The term the "Great Satan" dates back to Iran's late supreme leader, Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini, who first called the United States that after the 1979 Islamic Revolution overthrew the country's
U.S.-supported shah.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,287855,00.html

Tributes to MLK tend to ignore his complexity - King is facing the same fate that has befallen many a
historical figure - being frozen in a moment in time that ignores the full complexity of the man and his
message
NEW YORK - They are some of the most famous words in American history: "I have a dream ..." And the
man who said them has become an icon. ... But nearly 40 years after his assassination in April 1968, after the
deaths of his wife and of others who knew both the man and what he stood for, some say King is facing the
same fate that has befallen many a historical figure - being frozen in a moment in time that ignores the full
complexity of the man and his message. ... "We're living increasingly in a culture of top 10 lists, of celebrity
biopics which simplify the past as entertainment or mythology," he said. "We lose a view on what real
leadership is by compressing him down to one window." ... By freezing him at that point, by putting him on a
pedestal of perfection that does not acknowledge his complex views, "it makes it impossible both for us to
find new leaders and for us to aspire to leadership," Harris-Lacewell said.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22758159/

Bible verse: Psalm 29 A Psalm of (King) David - Give unto the LORD, O ye mighty, give unto the
LORD glory and strength ... {The complete Bible is available at BasicChristian.org}
Give unto the LORD, O ye mighty, give unto the LORD glory and strength. Give unto the LORD the glory due
unto his name; worship the LORD in the beauty of holiness. The voice of the LORD is upon the waters: the
God of glory thundereth: the LORD is upon many waters. The voice of the LORD is powerful; the voice of the
LORD is full of majesty. The voice of the LORD breaketh the cedars; yea, the LORD breaketh the cedars of
Lebanon. He maketh them also to skip like a calf; Lebanon and Sirion like a young unicorn. The voice of the
LORD divideth theflames of fire. The voice of the LORD shaketh the wilderness; the LORD shaketh the
wilderness of Kadesh. The voice of the LORD maketh the hinds to calve, and discovereth the forests: and in
his temple doth every one speak of his glory. The LORD sitteth upon the flood; yea, the LORD sitteth King for
ever. The LORD will give strength unto his people; the LORD will bless his people with peace. -- Bible
http://www.basicchristian.org/

Feminization of the Evangelical Man: Men More Interested in Nice Than Truth - "Be watchful, stand
firm in the faith, act like men, be strong - Let all that you do be done in love" - 1st Corinthians
16:13-14
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There is a feminization going on in evangelicalism today that has recently spilled over to the blogosphere. ...
These toy-soldiers carry what I call "a velvet covered sword." It's lightweight, easy to wield, isn't designed for
battle, takes little strength to lift it, looks inviting, and won't cut too deep for fear of offending too greatly. It's
like reading the ESV or NASB; and then one day you pickup up a copy of The Message thinking that it too is
a Bible; when all that it is, is just a velvet covered sword. Speak the Truth in Love: To "speak the truth in love"
beloved does not mean to be non-confrontational, passive, soft, or simply 'nice'. No question, Christ-like love
is the godly compassion behind speaking the truth in an uncompromised and unadulterated way. As Paul
said in warning of false teachers to Timothy and the church at Ephesus, "the aim of our charge is love that
issues from a pure heart and a good conscience and a sincere faith." - 1st Timothy 1:5
http://www.christianworldviewnetwork.com/article.php/2945/Steve_Camp

DebbieSchlussel.com: Mark Siljander - Indicted for Helping Islamic Charity That Funded Al-Qaeda,
Taliban - Siljander is a Born-Again Evangelical Christian - Siljander was known, at the time, as the
most pro-Israel Congressman on Capitol Hill - If Mark Siljander was helping Islamic terrorists against
America, then no-one is immune from succumbing to these forces of evil - If true, it's extremely
disappointing and demoralizing to me - **** UPDATE: Siljander was representing the Al-Qaeda front
charity - he apparently lied, twice, to the FBI about it, is even more so - That he lied about writing a
book about "bridging the gap" between Islam and Christianity is even worse
What makes the allegations in the indictment so shocking, is that Siljander is a Born-Again Evangelical
Christian. We had fast days in his office. There were prayer circles. So deeply religious and so deeply against
the Islamic threat, Siljander was known, at the time, as the most pro-Israel Congressman on Capitol Hill, with
many Jewish and pro-Israel Evangelical contributors from all over the world. My father was one of those
contributors. His Chief of Staff, Robin Luketina, even served in the Israeli Defense Forces. Mark enlisted me
to help him write a tough bill espousing sanctions against the Soviet Union because of its persecution of
Soviet Jews. And he enlisted my help in pro-Israel and anti-PLO legislation. That's why it's so hard for me to
read that he may have played for the opposite team--for the enemy. I'm truly shocked. And I hope it's not
true. But--while I have a lot of distrust in the Department of Justice--on this one, I think there must be
something there. It's crushing. I don't know if he knew the ultimate destination of the money. It's not apparent,
since the Islamic charity "secretly" sent the money to Al-Qaeda. But what was he even doing lobbying for an
Islamic charity? And he apparently lied about it to the FBI. That's not the Mark Siljander I knew and worked
for over two summers and several spring breaks. It boggles my mind. It must have been the money, as I
know that, after he lost his re-election bid (he was replaced by liberal Republican and pan-Islamist Fred
Upton), he was engaged in a million different business endeavors trying to make a success of one. If Mark
Siljander was helping Islamic terrorists against America, then no-one is immune from succumbing to these
forces of evil. If true, it's extremely disappointing and demoralizing to me.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/01/what_happened_t_2.html

Cutting Edge Weekly Newsletter - Now, carefully notice the new GOP elephant logo - The three stars
are the Goatshead of Mendez Pentagram - The change occurred in the year 2000 "The Party of Satan"
{The new 2000 GOP Republican Party elephant logo is also no longer red, white and blue it is now a
purple, white and blue (Logo) with the three upside-down (Satanic) stars.}
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Did you know that the Republicans changed the stars in their official elephant logo to two stars upward in the
year 2000, the very year in which Skull & Bones George Bush was "elected" President? This Republican logo
is the traditional elephant logo as this book front page cover demonstrates. The book is entitled, "The Pictorial
History of the Republican Party", by Beryl Frank, published in 1980. As you can see, the stars on this
elephant logo are the same as the traditional stars on an American flag, i.e., with one point upward. This style
of Pentagram is a "good", White Magic type of star, the same type of star as in the traditional American flag.
Now, carefully notice the new GOP elephant logo. The three stars are the Goatshead of Mendez Pentagram,
with two points upward. This style of Pentagram is the "evil", Black Magick type of star. The Illuminati
program for their Masonic Christ (Antichrist) is most definitely the Black Magick variety. The plans these
Globalists have for this country and this world is literally the "worst case" scenario, from the planned
destruction of 66% of all humanity, to the dissolution of every elected government on earth, to replacing those
governments with the most repressive dictatorship in world history. This dictatorship will be supported by
unprecedented level of modern technology, which will allow government authorities to monitor nearly
everyone in the world at every moment of the day. This Plan fulfills prophecies exactly, especially those in the
Book of Revelation and Daniel. When was this Republican elephant logo changed? The change occurred in
the year 2000 ("The Party of Satan", Radio Left, Mon 17 Dec 2007, quoting the Thom Hartmann Show, of
December 17). This is the year George W. Bush (Jr.) was elevated to the White House, following one of the
closest elections in American history, an election not decided until December 13, when the Supreme Court
decided that Bush had beaten Gore in Florida. Therefore, at the time the country was electing its second
Skull & Bones President, the Republican Party quietly changed the stars on its official Republican elephant
logo to the Goatshead of Mendez star. This reality means that America has been officially and deliberately
set on a course of extreme evil since that momentous year. Have we ever been so beset, from without and
within, than in the last 6 years? This is just a partial listing of all the evils which have beset us since 2000: ...
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/011608.html

Microsoft System May Monitor Workers' Brains, Bodies - Microsoft is developing Big Brother-style
software capable of remotely monitoring a worker's productivity, physical well-being and competence
- "This system involves intrusion into every single aspect of the lives of the employees"
The Times has seen a patent application filed by the company for a computer system that links workers to
their computers via wireless sensors that measure their metabolisms. The system would allow managers to
monitor employees' performance by measuring their heart rates, body temperatures, movements, facial
expressions and blood pressure," Labor unions said they fear that employees could be dismissed on the
basis of a computer's assessment of their physiological state. Technology allowing constant monitoring of
workers was previously limited to pilots, firefighters and NASA astronauts. This is believed to be the first time
a company has proposed developing such software for mainstream workplaces. ... The system could also
"automatically detect frustration or stress in the user" and "offer and provide assistance accordingly." ...
Physical changes to an employee would be matched to an individual psychological profile based on a
worker's weight, age and health. If the system picked up an increase in heart rate or facial expressions
suggestive of stress or frustration, it would tell management that he needed help. ... "This system involves
intrusion into every single aspect of the lives of the employees," Hugh Tomlinson, an expert on data
protection law at the London law firm Matrix Chambers, said. "It raises very serious privacy issues."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,323101,00.html

Why Microsoft must abandon Vista to save itself - "As a daily user of Mac OS X, Ubuntu and Vista, I'm
keenly aware of what works and what doesn't. Mac and Linux work." {Microsoft Vista, besides the fact
that it is a headache to use and that it is Way overpriced it just doesn't work very well. The Vista
program basically amounts to 50 Gigabytes of malware, spyware, DRM restrictions and personal info
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- data mining tools so it's best to avoid Microsoft for now if you can.}
While Vista was originally touted by Microsoft as the operating system savior we've all been waiting for, it has
turned out to be one of the biggest blunders in technology. With a host of issues that are inexcusable and
features that are taken from the Mac OS X and Linux playbook, Microsoft has once again lost sight of what
we really want. ... Microsoft's "Extras" blunder is just another reason why the company must abandon Vista
before it's too late. The first indication that Microsoft should abandon Vista is its poor sales figures. According
to a recent report titled "Windows Vista Still Underperforming in U.S. Retail" from NPD, Vista sales are
significantly behind XP sales during its early days. Even worse for Redmond, some are reverting to XP, citing
issues with compatibility and overall design. And if that wasn't enough, Macs continue to surge and with the
impending release of Leopard, Microsoft may be in for a rough holiday season. With each passing day, it's
becoming blatantly clear that Microsoft released Vista too early and the company's continual mistakes and
promises that can't be kept are further annoying the Windows faithful.
http://www.news.com/8301-10784_3-9785337-7.html

Newest junk bonds: U.S. Treasuries? - Future costs of Medicare, Social Security threaten U.S. debt
rating - U.S. Treasuries should be downgraded to junk bond status, not given a "triple-A" government
rating, economist John Williams says, supporting a warning issued by Moody's last week that the
credit rating of the U.S. government may be plunging
U.S. Treasuries should be downgraded to junk bond status, not given a "triple-A" government rating,
economist John Williams says, supporting a warning issued by Moody's last week that the credit rating of the
U.S. government may be plunging in the next decade. The issue surfaced recently when Reuters published a
Moody's warning that in the next 10 years, the credit rating of the United States is at risk of being dropped
below triple-A. "We decided to raise the flag," Tom Lemmon at Moody's told WND, "because the underlying
credit rating of the U.S. government faces the risk of downgrading in the next 10 years if solutions are not
found to our growing Medicare and Social Security unfunded obligations." Williams, author of the Internet
newsletter ShadowGovernmentStatistics.com, said the credit-rating problem is immediate, not long-term.
"The U.S. Treasury is currently issuing 10-year notes and 30-year bonds," Williams pointed out. "Yes, the
U.S. government can always print money, but the question is whether the investors buying these Treasury
securities will get paid off when they get their money back."
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59692

Prince Charles - Antichrist "The Prince who is to come" Identified From 666 and Revelation 13 - To
quote Prince Charles directly, he says, "I have no power of my own, but I have influence - And you
will have to see what I do with it" - Prince Charles is a globalist - He is the leading proponent of the
European model
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The basic contrast between a Christ and antichrist or a Messiah and an antimessiah is like good and evil. Evil
never presents itself as black vs. white or as death vs. life. Evil always attempts to imitate good and offers
itself as an alternative. The results are in sharp contrast, but deception has its initial appeal ... Many prophecy
students view the image of the antimessiah as a great charismatic figure who sweeps the world off its feet
with power, offering himself first as a hero, then turning to evil. These are the vain imaginations of men. The
Scripture presents the antimessiah as the person with no power who usurps and influences others. Those
with power give it to him. To quote Prince Charles directly, he says, I have no power of my own, but I have
influence. And you will have to see what I do with it." ... Prince Charles is not an elected official as the rulers
of the European Union; he is a monarch. Therefore, as the prophecy says, he is different from them. Maybe
you are wondering if Prince Charles has any interest in leading Europe? He does. He tried to influence the
original definition of the ECM in its formation in 1992. He argued that the monarchy was the most stable form
of government, but Europe was into democracy and they turned him down. But the prophecy says they will
consider his offer when they become a group of ten kings. [And the ten horns which you saw are ten kings,
who have not yet received a kingdom, but they receive authority as kings with the beast for one hour. REV
17:12] There are two competing models for the definition of world globalism. One is the UN model and the
other European. The UN wants one great big community of everyone helping everyone. The European model
divides the world into three parts: developed nations, developing nations, and undeveloped nations. The
European model contends that there are not enough resources in the world for all nations to be developed
and, therefore, part of the world needs to be sacrificed to meet the need of the other part. The European
model also contends that there is not enough food to go around and the world population should be
significantly reduced. There are six billion people right now; they think two billion would be a better number.
The language of Zechariah suggests that the antimessiah will be the guy who leads the world while a large
number of people die from starvation and lack of resources. Prince Charles is a globalist. He is the leading
proponent of the European model.
http://www.escapeallthesethings.com/prince-charles-antichrist.htm

Official: Diana's death 'simply an accident' - the death of Princess Diana will conclude that she died in
a simple car crash - The official French inquiry revealed Henri Paul was three or four times over the
drink-drive limit when he left the Ritz hotel in Paris with the couple and bodyguard Trevor
Rees-Jones, closely followed by the paparazzi {She should have had her seatbelt on, no seatbelt = no
conspiracy.}
The Official inquiry into the death of Princess Diana will conclude that she died in a simple car crash. Britain's
former top policeman is to state publicly for the first time that he believes Diana was killed in an accident. The
Daily Mail can reveal that following a two-year investigation, Lord Stevens plans to release an interim report
saying there is no evidence she was killed unlawfully. His findings undermine the many conspiracy theories
surrounding the 1997 car crash in a Paris underpass. ... They have found no evidence to contradict the
French findings that Diana died in a tragic road traffic accident caused by excessive speed. They say even a
skilled racing driver would have had difficulty controlling the Mercedes she died in as it hurtled through the
Pont d'Alma tunnel. ... The official French inquiry revealed Henri Paul was three or four times over the
drink-drive limit when he left the Ritz hotel in Paris with the couple and bodyguard Trevor Rees-Jones, closely
followed by the paparazzi.
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/pages/live/articles/news/news.html?in_article_id=379009&in_page_id=1770

Death of princes Diana: Accident or murder - The Dutch in this article has been translated into
English by Marienella Meulensteen - They found cocaine in the handbag - I asked whose handbag he
was talking about 'There was only one woman in that car' - That probably also explains why Dodi's
mobile phone was not found at the place of the accident: 'It is possible that conversations were
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registered on his mobile phone with people that were known to the police as drug dealers
The documentay also showed an interview with the journalist Patrick Chauvel. He spoke with frustrated
French researchers of the death of Diana and Dodi who were under a lot of pressure of the Élisée, or the
French government, to not reveal too much. They showed Chauvel proof that undermines one of the French
lies, namely that the flash pole (speed photo trap) at the entrance of the tunnel would not have worked.
Someone who had sped into the tunnel five minutes before the crash received a fine fifteen days later after
having been flashed. Chauvel saw the photograph made by the flash pole of the Mercedes of Diana, saw the
date, but also the flashed speed: 105 km/ph. With this, another lie about the very high rate of speed has been
refuted. The legs under the proof for that very high speed had been previously sawed at by Mercedes Benz
(see part two of this DaanSpeak series), as also told in the documentay by John McNamara, head security of
Harrods after 26 years of service at Scotland Yard. He was rightfully astonished in the documentay about
another remarkable fact, namely that during the very night of the accident, the tunnel was completely
cleaned. In the documentary you see pictures of how the cleaners are very thorough using special machines.
All traces were erased and are literally covered with sand. Journalist Dickey of Newsweek was amazed that
he did not come across anyone in the tunnel at seven in the morning, and that the road was already open for
traffic. [The next paragraph has been added on April 18, 2004 and comes from HUMO [14/3317, '04] which
cites from the book 'Diana, death of a legend', written by, also the maker of the documentary 'Diana: The
Night She Died'], Cohen: [... Patrick] Chauvel fell silent for a moment. Then he said nonchalantly: 'Yes, there
was something else. They found cocaine in the handbag'. I was stupefied. Bewildered, I asked whose
handbag he was talking about. 'There was only one woman in that car', Chauvel said with a wry smile. [...]
The cocaine find probably filtered very quickly to the police top and their political superiors: a few hours later
instructions were issued that the information was not to leak out. That probably also explains why Dodi's
mobile phone was not found at the place of the accident: 'It is possible that conversations were registered on
his mobile phone with people that were known to the police as drug dealers.' Via [Cohens colleague] David
Carr Brown, Cohen met a policeman who could confirm the story'.
http://www.deepjournal.com/p/7/a/en/281.html

Diana 'planned secret wedding to Hasnat Khan' - The Princess had discussed giving Mr. Khan his
own rooms in Kensington Palace and having a second home in his native Pakistan - broke off her
relationship with Mr Khan in July 1997, after he said he did not want to become a public figure - The
Princess dated Dodi Fayed to make Mr. Khan jealous in the hope that he would rekindle their
romance {Princess Diana used people to try to get what she wanted, that's not news - who didn't
know that.}
Diana, Princess of Wales explored the possibility of a secret wedding to Hasnat Khan, the heart surgeon with
whom she had a two-year relationship, her former butler told the inquest into her death. Aware of the
constitutional and religious complications entailed in the Christian mother of a future king marrying a Muslim
man, the Princess asked her butler, Paul Burrell, to find out "if it would be possible to arrange a private
wedding". Mr Burrell, 49, discussed the matter in 1996 with his own Catholic priest Father Anthony Parsons
at the Carmelite Catholic Church in Kensington, West London, without Mr Khan's knowledge. The Princess,
who described Mr. Khan as her "soulmate" and "the man she loved more than any other", Mr. Burrell said,
broke off her relationship with Mr. Khan in July 1997, after he said he did not want to become a public figure.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2008/01/14/ndiana514.xml

Diana's butler: She had no plans to marry Fayed - At coroner's inquest, Burrell describes romance as
a '30-day relationship' - "I want another marriage like I want a bad rash," Burrell has quoted Diana as
saying in a telephone conversation when she was with Fayed in France
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LONDON - Princess Diana gave no indication that she intended to marry Dodi Fayed and made no
arrangements to announce an engagement before she died, her butler testified Monday at a coroner's
inquest. Paul Burrell, Diana's butler and confidant for a decade, said that if an announcement had been
planned - as Fayed's father claims - he believes Diana would have put arrangements in place. "I think she
would have cleared the decks and made space, certainly in the week preceding the announcement," he told
the court. Burrell has previously disputed claims by Fayed's father, Mohamed Al Fayed, that Diana was
pregnant with Fayed's child and that the couple were on the brink of announcing their engagement when they
died in Paris on Aug. 31, 1997. "I want another marriage like I want a bad rash," Burrell has quoted Diana as
saying in a telephone conversation when she was with Fayed in France. Diana's friend Annabel Goldsmith,
who testified earlier, also reported Diana comparing marriage to an unwanted rash.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/22645812/

DebbieSchlussel.com: Prominent Hezbollah Supporter/Funder Backs Romney - Hezbollah's key
funder in Congress, Rep. Joe Knollenberg (R-Michigan), is a key Romney guy and has been hangin'
with Romney all over Michigan for the last week - There he is, denoted by a circle, in the picture
below, from a Romney rally in the Detroit area yesterday {The truth is out (LDS) Mormons & Mitt
Romney are more Islam than Christian. Read the Mormon doctrines the multiple wives on earth and in
heaven. Joseph Smith didn't translate 'golden plates' or any plates he simply plagiarized the Koran
(Quran), other travel-story books of the time and the KJV Bible.}
When I heard Mitt Romney, a week ago Saturday Night, in the ABC debate, claim that he's the only candidate
who "understands radical jihad," I scratched my head. He refuses to ask his church to stop funnelling $20
million plus to a HAMAS charity, or even to say he disagrees with it. Plus, he made anit-American statements
when he headed the 2002 Salt Lake Games that jihadists would love. And then, there was his statement at
the ABC debate that he will take the Muslim world into "modernity and moderation." But, does he really
believe "modernity" equals moderation? Um, I guess he's never seen a jihadist website or been to Dubai.
They are more modern than we are. It's just their ideology that's back in the 7th Century and good luck to Mitt
in bringing it up to date. Oh, and don't forget Romney's previous statement at a town hall meeting that he
"admires Hezbollah."
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/01/mitt_happens_pr_1.html

Rival Economic Policies - former Massachusetts Gov. Jane Swift - Michigan voters shouldn't be
fooled by Mitt Romney's latest campaign promises of economic development and job growth. They
need to look closely at his record in Massachusetts, where manufacturing job growth was third-worst
in the country and taxes and 'fees' increased by over $700 million per year'
"Michigan voters shouldn't be fooled by Mitt Romney's latest campaign promises of economic development
and job growth. They need to look closely at his record in Massachusetts, where manufacturing job growth
was third-worst in the country and taxes and 'fees' increased by over $700 million per year,' said McCain
backer and former Massachusetts Gov. Jane Swift, who withdrew from her re-election bid in 2002 under a
cloud of voter anger. Her departure made way for Romney to win the nomination and state election. "Mitt
Romney has a reputation of saying anything to win. A comparison of his record versus his rhetoric on the
economy shows why," Swift said.
http://youdecide08.foxnews.com/2008/01/14/romney-pledges-to-help-michiganders-survive-one-state-recessi
on/
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SermonIndex.net: The Adversary In The Church by Milton Green (Mp3)
Description: Milton Green shares a very strong penetrating message about the state of the church in the
modern day. The devil and the powers of darkness have been having much control and infiltration into the
church in the modern day. A much needed message to hear of things to come. Scripture(s): Psalm 74,
Ezekiel 34, Lamentations 1.
http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/singlefile.php?lid=12482

Bible verse: Hosea 14:1-9 O Israel [those governed by God], return unto the LORD thy God; for thou
hast fallen by thine iniquity. Take with you words, and turn to the LORD: say unto him, Take away all
iniquity, and receive us graciously: ... {The complete Bible is available at BasicChristian.org}
O Israel, return unto the LORD thy God; for thou hast fallen by thine iniquity. Take with you words, and turn to
the LORD: say unto him, Take away all iniquity, and receive us graciously: so will we render the calves of our
lips {smile - praise God}. Asshur shall not save us; we will not ride upon horses: neither will we say any more
to the work of our hands, Ye are our gods: for in thee the fatherless findeth mercy. I will heal their backsliding,
I will love them freely: for mine anger is turned away from him. I will be as the dew unto Israel: he shall grow
as the lily, and cast forth his roots as Lebanon. His branches shall spread, and his beauty shall be as the
olive tree, and his smell as Lebanon. They that dwell under his shadow shall return; they shall revive as the
corn, and grow as the vine: the scent thereof shall be as the wine of Lebanon. Ephraim shall say, What have I
to do any more with idols? I have heard him, and observed him: I am like a green fir tree. From me is thy fruit
found. Who is wise, and he shall understand these things? prudent, and he shall know them? for the ways of
the LORD are right, and the just shall walk in them: but the transgressors shall fall therein. -- Bible
http://www.basicchristian.org/

"Attack Of The Killer C's" - The Attack of the Casual Christian, the Cultural Christian, the
Compromising Christian, the Corruptive Christian, and the Counterfeit Christian - Sermon Archive: (5
Part Mp3)
Attack of the Killer C's is a series revealing this cosmic battle we're in and exposes the seductive weapons
the devil uses to keep us from becoming a mighty army for God Almighty. These attacks are as follows. The
Attack of the Casual Christian, the Cultural Christian, the Compromising Christian, the Corruptive Christian,
and the Counterfeit Christian. People of God, there's a war going on and its not just abroad but its right here
in our own country. It's a cosmic battle for the souls of men and women all around us. The stakes are high
and millions of lives are at risk. And if we're ever going to win this war then the American Church needs to
once again shine for Jesus Christ. People, the alarm has been sounded. We are under attack! The Attack of
the Killer C's. Don't let the enemy get you!
http://www.niagarafrontierbible.com/3407KillerC4.php

Evangelicals in S.C. not just voting on faith - "As Jesus said, be as innocent as a dove and as shrewd
as a serpent" - some might call it a hardening -- of attitudes toward the faith professions of
candidates, what they're claiming - "I think I need to vote in a way that is honoring to God"
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COLUMBIA, S.C. - Asked to assess the attitude of evangelical Christians as they mull over the current crop
of presidential candidates, one pastor here paused, smiled and put it this way: "As Jesus said, be as innocent
as a dove and as shrewd as a serpent." ... Eight years later, many evangelicals are tougher, more skeptical
and far less trusting of the politicians who woo them, said de Treville "Det" Bowers, the silver-haired pastor of
Columbia's Christ Church in the Carolinas, who emphasized "shrewd" in his biblical reference to the Book of
Matthew. "I think in our community and in the South, which is what I know, evangelicals have been so burned
by those who claim to be what maybe is not evidenced in the policies that come forth," said Bowers.
"Because of that, there is a strength I would call it -- some might call it a hardening -- of attitudes toward the
[faith] professions of candidates, what they're claiming." ... Trust in God: Electability isn't the only factor
among evangelicals, many of whom say they trust that God will put the right person in the White House. "I'm
interested in righteousness, what God sees as right"
http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/politics/chi-evangelicals_bdjan13,1,447671.story

Belt-tightening times for GOP campaigns - Republicans' fundraising has lagged far behind the
Democrats' - In the wake of her New Hampshire primary victory, Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton of New
York received more than $6 million in cash and pledges in a matter of days {The Republicans haven't
bothered to do a good job while in office so now the voters have not bothered to donate or vote for
the corrupt Republicans. Any $'s given to a Republican 2008 candidate is a waste of money, it's a
better option to gas up the car than support a lazy Republican. The Republican Party hasn't been here
for America. They abandoned the American people for their selfish quest of Arab oil money, that's the
truth!}
WASHINGTON -- Republican presidential candidates, losing the fundraising advantage their party has
enjoyed for decades, are starting to feel the pinch. Tight for cash, Mitt Romney has pulled television
advertising in two key states. Rudolph W. Giuliani has cut his payroll and moved staff from states that he is
writing off. Even Mike Huckabee, winner of the GOP Iowa caucuses, has fallen short of his fundraising goals.
... Republicans' fundraising has lagged far behind the Democrats' in a primary campaign that has no clear
GOP front- runner. Many voters are dissatisfied with their choices, and many analysts are predicting a
Democratic victory in the fall. One measure of Democrats' advantage: In the wake of her New Hampshire
primary victory, Sen. Hillary Rodham Clinton of New York received more than $6 million in cash and pledges
in a matter of days. The Republicans' New Hampshire winner, Sen. John McCain of Arizona, raised less than
$1 million, even though the day after the primary was his biggest fundraising day of the campaign. As of Sept.
30, the Republican candidates combined reported having $42.7 million in cash on hand, which was $8 million
less than Clinton alone, according to the Center for Responsive Politics.
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-na-gopmoney13jan13,1,7362218.story?coll=la-headlinesnation

Mitt - After Michigan, whether win or place - Huckabee and McCain (and in part it's due to their unholy
alliance) to have stolen 2 out of the first 3 states from Mitt {The Mormons want you to know that
Huckabee and McCain stole their election victories in Iowa and New Hampshire while Mitt's Wyoming
win was an honest one.}
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Finally, many people realize that it's been a confluence of fortunate circumstances for both Huckabee and
McCain (and in part it's due to their unholy alliance) to have stolen 2 out of the first 3 states from Mitt, and
those circumstances would also account for a "place" in Michigan. Many understand those circumstances
won't apply to the rest of the country and it's too early to crown a victor after 4 states. McCain has some real
problems with the conservatives and moderates that make up the majority of the Republican party. And
despite his claims to the contrary, McCain LOST to Mitt in the Republican vote in NH (it was independents
that gave him the extra 5% he won by). Even if McCain won Michigan, a close second by Mitt would likely
erode McCain's already tenuous claim he's the front-runner, and certainly slows the perceived momentum.
http://blog.electromneyin2008.com/2008/01/12/after-michigan-whether-win-or-place/

Some question Romney Wyoming 'victory' - The results of Republican nonbinding straw polls in
some Wyoming counties Saturday don't jibe with the statewide delegate selection results in favor of
former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney - questioned why statewide straw poll results had not been
publicized - Joe A. "Your "Primary" will never have national relavence if it is not transparent." {They
should have an honest re-vote in Wyoming.}
CHEYENNE -- The results of Republican nonbinding straw polls in some Wyoming counties Saturday don't
jibe with the statewide delegate selection results in favor of former Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney. In
Johnson County, for example, former U.S. Sen. Fred Thompson of Tennessee came in first in the straw poll,
while Romney was in fourth place. ... Johnson County Republicans who contacted the Star-Tribune Monday,
including Ruth Osborn of Buffalo, questioned why statewide straw poll results had not been publicized.
Osborn, a state GOP committeewoman, said in a telephone interview Monday that people were asking why
the national news media were reporting Wyoming voted for Romney when her county's straw poll gave him
fourth place. ... In Park County's straw poll, Hunter outpolled Romney 26-20, according to the Cody
Enterprise's online edition. But the county delegates chose Marilyn Taylor, a Romney supporter, as an
alternate delegate to the national GOP convention. In Campbell County, Romney supporter Greg Schaefer
won the delegate slot although Paul won the straw poll, according to published accounts.
http://www.trib.com/articles/2008/01/08/news/wyoming/29a97b5a76bbf407872573ca000952e7.txt

Salt Lake Tribune - Mitt Romney is often his own worst enemy {Now the LDS kicks Romney to the
curb with their Monday moring quarterbacking.}
BOSTON - Several months ago, W. Mitt Romney said presciently that he had only himself to fear. Despite his
millions, the picture-perfect family and an overpowering campaign organization, Romney becomes his own
worst nightmare every time he dishes half-truths and exaggerations and dissembles about his religious and
political views, pointlessly trying to persuade the so-called Christian Right that he is one of them. If it
continues, he may not win his party's nomination. ... Romney's inability to empathize with common folk is
longstanding. As an LDS stake president, he was kind, though often impatient and patronizing, with members
who didn't measure up. Once, he joked that a church-sponsored social group for older single adults he
championed was a club for "quitters and losers." ... One would expect that no son-of-George would ever
allow one of the more guileless members of his campaign team to take the fall for its misbegotten attempt to
involve LDS Church leaders in its efforts to secure support from BYU-affiliated business school groups. But
Mitt did. One would think no heir-to-George would pin blame on his eldest son for the illegal immigrants
working in the family garden. But Mitt did. No loyal husband would gracelessly roll his own wife under the bus
("Her contributions are for her and not for me. Her positions are not terrible [sic] relevant to my campaign.") to
dodge accountability for his own previous support for Planned Parenthood.
http://www.sltrib.com/opinion/ci_7936816
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Darwin's Plantation: Evolution's Racist Roots - "Although racism did not begin with Darwinism,
Darwin did more than any person to popularize it" - from Darwin's Plantation (Book $9.99 - Use Cupon
Code "ONERACE")
Most people do not realize how intimately connected the idea of evolution and the worst racist ideology in
history are. This fascinating book by Ken Ham and Dr. Charles Ware reveals the compelling history of the
effect of evolution on the history of the United States, including slavery and the civil rights movement. It goes
beyond politically-correct teaching to show the global harvest of death and tragedy, which stems from
Darwin's controversial theories. You will also learn what the Christian's view of racism should be and what the
Bible has to say about it. A compassionate and uniquely convincing book! Uncover: the origin of the word
"race" and the tragic legacy of Darwin's theory. Discover: the disturbing connection between evolutionary
thought and the most ruthless (and bloody) dictators in history. Join: an eye-opening discussion on racism
and its roots in the hearts and minds of millions.Step: beyond the legal precedents to find the true solution in
the Bible-one that resolves this issue in the hearts of mankind.
http://www.answersingenesis.org/PublicStore/product/Darwins-Plantation-Evolutions-Racist-Roots,5547,186.
aspx

Joy Behar: No More Saints Due to Modern Medicine - I think that in the old days, the saints were
hearing voices and they didn't have any Thorazine to calm them down," Behar said on ABC's "the
view" daily chatfest. "Now that we have all of this medication available to us, you can't find a saint
anymore." {The Apostles and disciples did hear God's voice and they wrote it as they heard it. They
accurately foretold our future – there is no medication that can undo that.}
Saints were psychotic and advances in modern medicine have essentially wiped them off the planet. That's
"the view" of comedian Joy Behar, as expressed on national television Wednesday. "I have a theory that you
can't find any saints anymore because of psychotropic medication. I think that [in] the old days, the saints
were hearing voices and they didn't have any Thorazine to calm them down," Behar said on ABC's daily
chatfest. "Now that we have all of this medication available to us, you can't find a saint anymore." ... A
spokesman for "The View" said Joy was just joking. "She said very clearly it was just a theory - she has lots
of really funny theories that she kind of gives on a daily basis. She's a Catholic, and she loves to talk about
the Catholic Church. It's one of her favorite subjects."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,321472,00.html

Polish Man Finds Wife Working in Brothel - A Polish man visiting a brothel was surprised to find his
wife working there - The couple reportedly are getting a divorce
WARSAW - A Polish man visiting a brothel was surprised to find his wife working there, Reuters reported.
The woman, who had told her husband she had been working at a store in town to make extra money,
Reuters reported. "I was dumfounded. I thought I was dreaming," the husband told the Polish tabloid Super
Express on Wednesday. The couple reportedly are getting a divorce.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,321385,00.html

McCain's win keeps contest wide open - For Romney, who has invested more than $20 million of his
own money in his campaign, the second-place finish is devastating - And more voters said they
thought Romney had run the most unfair campaign
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MANCHESTER, N.H. - Sen. John McCain of Arizona completed a stunning political resurrection Tuesday,
decisively winning New Hampshire's Republican presidential primary and embarrassing former
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney in his own backyard. ... For Romney, who has invested more than $20
million of his own money in his campaign, the second-place finish is devastating. His methodical campaign
was built on the idea that victories in Iowa and New Hampshire would propel him to the nomination. But
accusations that he is a flip-flopper dragged him down as he waged a multifront campaign against McCain
and Huckabee. ... McCain's victory was aided by Huckabee's defeat of Romney five days earlier in Iowa.
Huckabee came in third in New Hampshire behind Romney. Giuliani, who spent millions of dollars in the
Granite State but never seemed committed to the race, virtually disappeared, finishing fourth, while Rep. Ron
Paul, R-Texas, the anti-war conservative, finished fifth. Former Tennessee Sen. Fred Thompson placed sixth.
State officials estimated Tuesday's record-breaking turnout exceeded a half-million voters.
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/politics/2004115091_nhgop09.html

Wyoming County GOP backs Romney? - In a straw poll among Park County GOP precinct voters,
Hunter beat Romney 26-20 "But we selected Marilyn as our county alternate delegate to represent
Romney at the national convention" {Is that an election irregularity? Can they do that, disregard and
ignore the voters and go ahead with their own agenda? This is why Romney, the LDS and now the
Republican Party have no credibility because they will tell any lie and commit any crime to get their
way.}
Republican presidential candidate Mitt Romney has Park County's support. County GOP leaders selected
Marilyn Taylor as their alternate delegate Saturday during the county convention at the Holiday Inn. Taylor,
who said she has volunteered for the former Massachusetts governor's campaign for the past year, will go to
the Republican National Convention on Sept. 1-4 in St. Paul, Minn. ... In a straw poll among Park County
GOP precinct voters, Hunter beat Romney 26-20. "That was interesting," said Terry Hinkle, vice-chairman of
the county Republican Party. "But we selected Marilyn as our county alternate delegate to represent Romney
at the national convention." ... Hinkle said the event did run smoothly and they had a standing-room only
crowd.
http://www.codyenterprise.com/articles/2008/01/07/news/news1.txt

Romney Supporters Remove McCain Signs {The janitor asked us to remove the McCain signs – and
put up our Romney signs, that's classic. You can always trust a cult to do the cult thing!}
Supporters of Mitt Romney removed McCain signs before a campaign event in New Hampshire before the
primary. ... Comments: Desperate signs... literally... shame on them!!! Wow, just shows what tactics the
Romney campaign will go through to win... You'd think that if Romney paid $250 per vote in Iowa, and still
can't win, then he probably isn't the best candidate. Of course, he has a couple hundred million more in the
bank, but hopefully NH voters aren't easily sold. ... Romney is a snake who was planted to take credit for the
winter olympics in Utah. He smiled pretty and got credit by doing nothing. His clone Mike Leavitt was in big
trouble up to his ears over the crooked shenanigans involved in obtaining the event for Utah.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m01L_YZce78

Quote Of The Day: Former Huckabee Staffer -- Scandal Is Going To Destroy Romney - I will be
surprised, however, if he's still in the race when the South Carolina primary comes around. Even if
the impending scandal that has been rumored for weeks doesn't derail his campaign (I can't say what
it is but you should hear about it before Jan. 8)..." -- Blogger & Former Huckabee staffer Joe Carter -
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are hearing that the story is going to be that Romney was behind the "anti-Mormon" push polling that
got so much attention
If this turns out to be true -- and I caution you that it may not be -- I think it would be extremely damaging to
Mitt because there is absolutely no way, given the tight ties that Mitt has to that PAC, that they could be doing
push polling like this without Mitt knowing that they were behind it. Here's a little info on Commonwealth PAC
and its relationship to Romney, Friends and supporters of Governor Mitt Romney have established a political
action committee that has lavished more than $250,000 on Republican candidates and county GOP
organizations across the nation since July, apparently laying the groundwork for a potential presidential run
for the Massachusetts politician in 2008. ...Funded largely by Romney's former colleagues at the venture
capital firm Bain Capital, Commonwealth PAC has quickly established a strong presence in states that are
crucial to any presidential hopeful. Romney has made time for appearances in most of those states, too. ...
''Governor Romney is fully aware of the Commonwealth PAC and is supportive of its mission," Fehrnstrom
said. ''However, he does not participate in the management decisions of the PAC." Money for the PAC's
donations is mostly coming from Bain executives, as well as Massachusetts Republican Party chairman
Darrell Crate and Staples Inc. founder Thomas Stemberg.
http://www.rightwingnews.com/mt331/2008/01/quote_of_the_day_former_huckab_1.php

Report: Bear Stearns CEO to Step Down, Remain Chairman - Bear Stearns Chief Executive James
Cayne is resigning under pressure from shareholders upset over the firm's losses - and the collapse
of the (two) hedge funds
NEW YORK -- Bear Stearns Chief Executive James Cayne is resigning under pressure from shareholders
upset over the firm's losses amid a slew of problems sparked by the collapse of mortgage markets, The Wall
Street Journal reported Monday. ... Some people point to the collapse last summer of two Bear Stearns
hedge funds set up to bet on risky mortgage debt as the trigger for the subprime mortgage crisis, which
began as people with tainted or weak credit history started defaulting on their loans. Cayne later came under
fire after the Journal reported that as the two hedge funds were going bankrupt, he was playing golf and
bridge without access to e-mail or a telephone. Bear Stearns Cos.' fiscal fourth-quarter loss, the first in its
84-year history, and the collapse of the hedge funds, prompted Cayne to pass on his 2007 bonus. Members
of the company's executive committee also did not receive year-end bonuses. Bear Stearns' profit plummeted
89% in fiscal 2007 as the bank wrote billions of dollars of bad debt off its books. The company's stock had
lost almost 47% of its value as of late December.
http://www.foxbusiness.com/markets/business-leaders/article/report-bear-stearns-ceo-resign-remain-chairma
n_427987_4.html

{Flashback} Bear Stearns' CEO James Cayne Embroiled In Sticky Icky Icky Situation - Disappearing
during August conference calls with investors - Mr. Cayne invited a fellow (card) player and a woman
to smoke pot with him, according to someone who was there
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The Wall Street Journal this morning takes Bear Stearns CEO James Cayne to task for, among other things:
Playing golf and bridge during the summer even as two Bear Stearns hedge funds were losing money. Cayne
reportedly spent 10 of 21 workdays out of the office in July. Disappearing during August conference calls with
investors. Eh, so what. All CEOs do play golf and bridge. BUT, do they: "After a day of bridge at a Doubletree
hotel in Memphis, in 2004, Mr. Cayne invited a fellow player and a woman to smoke pot with him, according
to someone who was there, and led the two to a lobby men's room where he intended to light up. The other
player declined, says the person who was there, but the woman followed Mr. Cayne inside and shared a joint,
to the amusement of a passerby," the Journal reported. "Asked more generally whether he smoked pot
during bridge tournaments or on other occasions, Mr. Cayne said he would respond only "to a specific
allegation," not to general questions. So that's what they mean by Cayne's "blunt style."
http://www.minyanville.com/articles/bsc-consumer-spending-housing-foreclosures-cheech/index/a/14709/fro
m/yahoo

{Flashback} Last Trumpet Ministries - Newsletter - The Final Days of Satan's Last Empire! - Corrupt
Leadership for a Corrupt People! - U.S. Senator Harry Reid (LDS) Mormon of Searchlight, NV - Reid
was being interviewed in his home by reporters, he took them into his bathroom and pointed to his
most prized possession - It was an autographed poster of the Grateful Dead - The Grateful Dead is a
notorious hard rock band noted for their heavy drug cult following
The new Majority Leader for the United States Senate is now U.S. Senator Harry Reid {a loyal (LDS)
Mormon} of Searchlight, Nevada. When Reid was being interviewed in his home by reporters, he took them
into his bathroom and pointed to his most prized possession. It was an autographed poster of the Grateful
Dead. (38) The Grateful Dead is a notorious hard rock band noted for their heavy drug cult following. They
are a satanic group of the first magnitude, and their followers are referred to as deadheads. Their emblem is
a skeleton wearing a tuxedo and top hat with the skull wearing sunglasses. It is true, our Senate Majority
leader is a deadhead, and this may explain the residue of the two lines of white powder on the glass top of
the table, where he was seated with Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi, sometimes referred to as "Nasty
Pelosi." I am now looking at a number of pictures of Speaker of the House Nancy Pelosi on the day she took
office. As she stood in front of all the dignitaries present, she held a black leather bull whip in front of her
chest and proudly proclaimed, "I am the most powerful woman in America." Pelosi then made two clenched
fists and held them in a tai kwon do karate position. In the next photograph, she is lifting a gavel high into the
air with a look on her face that would scare the devil himself if he had a mind to look at her. The next picture
shows Pelosi lifting her right fist above her head in the communist power salute that was so common during
the riots and demonstrations of the 1960's. She then brings her fist slightly downward and turns her knuckles
forward to the striking serpent salute used by Satanists. (39) The late high priest of the Church of Satan, also
secretly known as the Hotel California, was often seen using the striking serpent salute. Without a doubt, hell
has been raised, and hells children are now occupying the highest offices in our erstwhile great nation.
http://www.lasttrumpetministries.org/2007/February2007.html

Revelation Press Publishes Blockbuster Expose: Mitt -- Set Our People Free! - a controversial book
by a controversial author, written for those who support Romney -- and those who fear him - Like
Toto in Oz, this book tears away the curtain and reveals the truth behind the Mormon Church and its
beliefs about the U.S. Presidency (to set upa world-wide LDS theocracy) -- and what that will mean to
"President" Mitt Romney
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Jesus said that man cannot serve two masters -- but if Romney is elected President, he will have to serve two
conflicting oaths. American Presidents swear an oath to preserve, protect and defend the Constitution of the
United States. However, this Presidential Oath is in direct conflict with Romney's sacred oath to his Mormon
Church -- a blood oath which puts Romney's life, fortune and obedience at the unrestricted service of his
Church. This obedience is defined by the Church's Living Prophet, the President of the Mormon Church and-as they believe -- the literal Voice of God on earth. According to author Mike Moody, "One of the LDS
Church's basic tenets is a prophecy from founder and First Prophet Joseph Smith that in the latter days, the
U.S. Constitution will 'hang by a thread as fine as silk fiber' until a Mormon leader rides in on his White Horse
to save the U.S. and the Constitution -- then use his control of the United States to set up a world-wide
theocracy, one based on the clearly unorthodox beliefs of the Church of Latter Day Saints." Author Mike
Moody, himself a 7th Generation Mormon from a family of Church-founding patriarchs - men who served
Joseph Smith and Brigham Young as they created this remarkable "church" -- uses his both insider
knowledgeof the LDS Church and his long-time personal ties to his one-time college fraternity brother, Mitt
Romney, to point out the essential conflict between Romney's sacred Oath to the Church and the oath he
seeks to take as President.
http://www.dailypaul.com/node/22378

Blu-Ray Triumphs at Gadget Show - Sony CEO Cheerful After Blu-Ray Scores Decisive Victory Over
HD DVD Movie-Disc Format - The shift in the format struggle isn't a reason to run out and buy Blu-ray
players - today's (Blu-ray) players can't take advantage of the features planned for future Blu-ray
discs
LAS VEGAS (AP) -- The International Consumer Electronics Show is turning out to be a celebration party for
Blu-ray, the high-definition format that Sony Corp. backed, and a wake for a rival movie disc technology
pushed by Toshiba Corp. ... The impasse was broken Friday by Warner Bros. Entertainment, the last major
studio to put out movies in both formats. It announced it was ditching HD DVD, and from May on, would only
publish on Blu-ray and traditional DVD. The decision puts a strong majority of the major studios, five versus
two, in the Blu-ray camp. Asked Monday at the show if the Warner announcement decides the format war,
Stringer said: "I never put up banners that say 'Mission Accomplished.'" But his cheerful delivery belied his
words. By contrast, the main media event scheduled for the show by the North American HD DVD
Promotional Group, which includes Intel Corp. and Microsoft Corp., was canceled because of Warner's
defection. "We are currently discussing the potential impact of this announcement with the other HD DVD
partner companies and evaluating next steps," the group said in a statement. The shift in the format struggle
isn't a reason to run out and buy Blu-ray players, however: today's players can't take advantage of the
features planned for future Blu-ray discs. On Monday, Panasonic parent Matsushita Electric Industrial Co.
demonstrated prototypes that can handle the new interactive features coming to Blu-ray.
http://biz.yahoo.com/ap/080107/gadget_show_blu_ray_triumph.html

Another Romney flip flop??? - So the Romney lesson of the day is that comparison or negative ads
are only OK when Romney does them and when any one else does a comparison or a negative ad it is
mud slinging or personal - Do as I say not as I do {Mitt Romney is or has been a senior, high office
holder in the LDS Mormon cult and it is his cult conduct of 'preaching' one thing and then doing the
exact opposite, seemingly every time, that causes the nation to distrust Romney and cults in general
and Mormons in particular.}
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The ad features Romney speaking directly into the camera holding up three pieces of COMPARISON direct
mail. He says, "Negative mudslinging does not belong in the Republican Primary." ... Mitt Romney refused to
sign the No New Taxes pledge in 2002. Now he is for it. Why didn't he sign it in 2002? Because he raised
corporate taxes, the gas tax and increased fees by half a billion. What do people say about him? The Cato
Institute gives him a C as Governor. Mitt Romney you never know when he is going to change his mind
again. So the Romney lesson of the day is that comparison or negative ads are only OK when Romney does
them and when any one else does a comparison or a negative ad it is mud slinging or personal. Do as I say
not as I do.
http://www.bostonherald.com/blogs/news/lone_republican/index.php/2008/01/07/another-romney-flip-flop/

Welcome to Christian Care Ministry - We are constantly working to add and improve services that
reduce medical costs and improve the corporate health for our membership
The Christian Care Ministry's primary mission is to offer Christians an organized means by which medical bills
can be shared across a broad membership, saving families thousands of dollars each year compared to
high-cost insurance plans. There are now Christian Care Medi-Share® members in all 50 states and on every
continent. In recent years, additional programs have been added to the Christian Care Ministry to further
assist members with their health needs:
http://www.tccm.org/

MEDI-SHARE - WHAT IS MEDI-SHARE? - The Medi-Share program brings Christians together to share
the cost of their medical bills and save money - Medi-Share is NOT insurance
The Medi-Share program brings Christians together to share the cost of their medical bills and save money.
IS MEDI-SHARE NEW? No. The idea of sharing one another's needs is as old as the Bible itself (see Psalm
133, Galatians 6:2). Medi-Share has been bringing Christians together since 1993 and its members have
shared more than $300,000,000 with each other over that period. WHAT'S DIFFERENT ABOUT
MEDI-SHARE? There are several key differences between Medi-Share and health insurance that are fully
explained in our Guidelines, but here are the basics: Medi-Share is NOT insurance. Unlike health insurance
companies where you pay a premium to the company and they, in turn, either reimburse you or pay the
doctor or hospital, Medi-Share brings Christians together to share medical bills with one another. The key
here is that medical needs are SHARED among members. Medi-Share is based on the biblical principles of
caring for and sharing in one another's needs as set forth in Galatians 6:2.
http://medi-share.org/what_is_medishare.aspx

(WWB) Wrestling With the Basics - Radio Show (Free Mp3-Wma Downloads)
Radio Show Archive (Mp3's)
http://www.kfuoam.org/WWB_Audio_Archive.htm

The Christian Basics 132 Topics - Easy to Use & Easy to Understand (PDF)
Studying Theology: Is just like piecing together a puzzle. Individual Theology pieces fit together and the
picture begins to emerge. The picture Theology displays is the image of Jesus!
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http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/Theology.pdf

(Part 3) *** Janet L. Folger reads from her Book - CRIMINALIZATION OF CHRISTIANITY (MP3)
January 01, 2008 - The Criminalization of Christianity audiobook version - by Janet L. Folger "The most
important book of 2006" for Christians on how to get our country back before it's too late. Buy a copy for
yourself and one for your pastor! (Free Mp3 download)
http://f2a.org/radio/Download%202008-01-01.htm

(Part 1) *** Janet L. Folger reads from her Book - CRIMINALIZATION OF CHRISTIANITY (MP3)
December 28, 2007 - The Criminalization of Christianity audiobook version - by Janet L. Folger "The most
important book of 2006" for Christians on how to get our country back before it's too late. Buy a copy for
yourself and one for your pastor! (Free Mp3 download)
http://f2a.org/radio/Download%2012-28.htm

(Part 2) *** Janet L. Folger reads from her Book - CRIMINALIZATION OF CHRISTIANITY (MP3)
December 31, 2007 - The Criminalization of Christianity audiobook version - by Janet L. Folger "The most
important book of 2006" for Christians on how to get our country back before it's too late. Buy a copy for
yourself and one for your pastor! (Free Mp3 download)
http://f2a.org/radio/Download%2012-31.htm

HD DVD backers reeling as Blu-Ray shines at electronics show - Warner Brothers studio pulled out of
an alliance with Toshiba's HD DVD camp and switched sides, announcing on Friday that Hollywood's
largest distributor of DVDs will do so exclusively in Sony's Blu-Ray format
LAS VEGAS, Nevada (AFP) - HD DVD backers are reeling at the world's top consumer electronics show in
the wake of a major blow by rival Blu-Ray in the battle to be the reigning format for high density DVDs.
Warner Brothers studio pulled out of an alliance with Toshiba's HD DVD camp and switched sides,
announcing on Friday that Hollywood's largest distributor of DVDs will do so exclusively in Sony's Blu-Ray
format. HD DVD Promotion Group cancelled a press conference it had planned for the eve of Monday's
formal start of the Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas.
http://news.yahoo.com/s/afp/20080107/bs_afp/lifestyleusitelectronicsconsumerdvd

The most ignored stories of 2007 - Here, with our readers' help, are WorldNetDaily editors' picks for
the 10 most underreported stories of 2007
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Quiet steps by the federal government toward merger of the U.S., Canada and Mexico top the list of the 10
most "spiked" or underreported stories of the last year, according to an annual WND survey. At the end of
each year, news organizations typically present their retrospective replays of what they consider to have
been the top news stories in the previous 12 months. WND's editors, however, have long considered it far
more newsworthy to publicize the most important unreported or underreported news events of the year – to
highlight perhaps for one last time major news stories that were undeservedly "spiked" by the establishment
press. WND Editor and CEO Joseph Farah has sponsored "Operation Spike" every year since 1988, and
since founding WorldNetDaily in May 1997, he has continued the annual tradition.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59550

SonicLight.com: Audio Bible Study Lessons - MP3 Samples & Book by Book Overviews - (Free Mp3
Downloads)
Below are samples of audio-based Bible study lessons from selected Study CDs. To begin, click one of the
Bible Study titles below. To learn more about the MP3 technology used to create these lessons, click here.
To see the available Discount Sets, click 'How to Order' above, then scroll down. To learn about the Sonic
Light audio CDs, scroll down below the sample series. To learn about downloading to an iPod scroll down to
the bottom.
http://www.soniclight.com/study_cd/audio_bible_study_lessons.htm

kfuoam.org: Inspirational Christian Radio for the World (Free Mp3's)
-- Audio Archives -- Free Mp3 Downloads.
http://www.kfuoam.org/BS_Main.htm

BibleStudyGuide.org: Various Topics and Studies (Free Downloads Mp3's)
BibleStudyGuide.org is devoted to providing Bible study resources. It contains resources authored by a
number of individuals. Some of the resources are from people of different religious backgrounds and beliefs.
For example, when using the commentaries, encyclopedias, and dictionaries, you will be studying material
written by individuals from different churches who have differing beliefs on a particular subject.
http://www.biblestudyguide.org/audiobiblelessons/mp3-archive-index.htm

A Hard Loss for Romney - Instead, his handlers framed Romney's candidacy in a fallacy - We were
asked to believe that he was something that he was not - Iowa didn't buy it and neither will anyone
else - What people are looking for is leadership - What the Romney campaign offered was obeisance
{Obeisance – to bow down; Romney bowed down so low to his Bush handlers that is own persona
wasn't able to emerge.}
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Where would you start? A large piece of the Romney campaign's failure was its unwillingness to discuss the
major issues facing the country in substantive terms. He never said one interesting thing about how to defeat
radical Islam in its war against the United States in particular and the developed world in general. In the midst
of the greatest financial meltdown in at least two decades, he didn't offer up even the sketchiest proposal for
national or international oversight of the global financial system. In the midst of a genomic revolution in
biological science, one that impacts everything from energy to health care to national security, he said
nothing at all. A large part of politics is framing the context in which one's candidacy is understood. Romney
was never going to be a base candidate. He's a Mormon and the base is not. Romney was never going to be
the "conservative" candidate, he was the former governor of Massachusetts, perhaps the most liberal state in
the country, and campaigned there for the US Senate (in 1994) and for governor (in 2002) as a moderate.
http://news.yahoo.com/s/realclearpolitics/20080104/cm_rcp/a_hard_loss_for_romney

le evaluating real issues.}">In Search of Romney's Silver Lining - What do you say after a very costly
trouncing? - After spending $238 for each of their 29,405 votes -- a reported $7 million - he (Kevin
Madden - Romney spokesman) was famous for saying that, no matter what, you have to have poise
{One of the big themes to emerge from the Iowa caucus is that people are grateful that the people in
Iowa did not sell their vote to the highest bidder (money or poise). Iowa does bode well for real
elections from people evaluating real issues.}
DES MOINES -- What do you say after a very costly trouncing? After spending $238 for each of their 29,405
votes -- a reported $7 million ... But like New Coke, which tested well in the labs and was a flop when it was
introduced, the polls in Iowa were misleading. What they reflected was a part of the electorate which had not
yet weighed in because they could not agree on a candidate: the evangelical base of the party. Then came
Huckabee. And all of a sudden, the strength that Madden had been pointing to all year long evaporated.
Madden is a veteran of political communications who used to work for embattled congressman Tom Delay.
During that time, he was famous for saying that, no matter what, you have to have poise. He was the model
of poise Thursday night, even as the bad news arrived in a torrent.
http://blog.washingtonpost.com/the-trail/2008/01/04/in_search_of_romneys_silver_li.html

Mike Huckabee - Projected Winner in Iowa 35% {Congratulations to former Governor Mike Huckabee
he is running a great campaign and a special thanks to the Iowa voters who have led the nation's
primaries to a great start.}
Once CNN projects a winner in each state contest, the "Status" for that contest changes to reflect the
candidate's position. If the candidate is the projected winner, the Status will read "Projected winner". If not,
the Status will read "2nd place," "3rd place," etc. The placement is only a reflection of the vote or delegate
totals being provided at the time, and not necessarily CNN's projection of the candidate's final placement in
the contest.
http://www.cnn.com/ELECTION/2008/primaries/results/candidates/#1187

Evangelical Leaders Pledge Common Cause with Islam - They apologize for the 'sins of Christians,'
leave the deity of Christ open for discussion {This is an extension of all the other slippery roads of
compromise that too many Church leaders are leading us down. As always stay true to Jesus, read
the Bible, pray, fellowship, serve the Church and you will grow and mature with or without good
Church leadership.}
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An attempt by leaders of the National Association of Evangelicals (NAE) to win friends and influence Muslims
is alienating another group - evangelical Christians. Reactions have been negative and strong. Islam expert
Dr. Patrick Sookhdeo has called it a "betrayal" and a "sellout." Dr. Albert Mohler, president of Southern
Seminary (Southern Baptist), termed it "naiveté that borders on dishonesty." Others are just beginning to hear
of it. In November, NEA President Leith Anderson and NEA Vice President Richard Cizik signed onto a
Christian response to an invitation to dialogue from 138 Muslim leaders around the world. Their response initiated by Yale Divinity School and endorsed by other liberal Christian leaders - apologized for the sins of
Christians during the Crusades and for "excesses" of the global war on terror, without mentioning Muslim
atrocities. It appeared to leave the fundamentals of Christianity - especially the deity of Christ - open for
discussion. It even seemed to acknowledge Allah as the God of the Bible. "Before we 'shake your hand' in
responding to your letter," it stated, "we ask forgiveness of the All-Merciful One and of the Muslim community
around the world." The very name of the Muslim communiqué - A Common Word between Us and You - is
from a verse in the Quran that condemns "people of the Scripture" (Christians) for alleged polytheism (the
doctrine of the Trinity). Mohler said the agreement "sends the wrong signal" and contains basic theological
problems, especially in "marginalizing" Jesus Christ. He also condemned the apology for the Crusades. "I just
have to wonder how intellectually honest this is," he said. "Are these people suggesting that they wish the
military conflict with Islam had ended differently - that Islam had conquered Europe?"
http://www.citizenlink.org/CLtopstories/A000006202.cfm

Family leaders call Romney 'disaster' - Letter criticizes 'deceptive rhetoric' around candidate - The
letter cites seven issues seen as problematic in the Romney campaign, including a "phony pro-life
'conversion'" - The letter also criticized those in the conservative community who are supporting
Romney, accusing them of "gross malpractice, ruthless ambition and dishonesty"
The letter also criticized those in the conservative community who are supporting Romney, accusing them of
"gross malpractice, ruthless ambition and dishonesty." "Behind the empty gestures and deceptive rhetoric,
Romney was not pro-life or a defender of marriage by any stretch of the imagination. He was a disaster," said
O'Gorman, of the board for Massachusetts Citizens for Life. He said Romney "deceptively" claims to have
been awarded a pro-life award from the group. "The award Romney arranged for himself with the local
Pioneer Valley Chapter was the Mullins Award for Political Leadership, not a pro-life award and not approved
by MCFL's state board of directors," he said. "We're blowing the whistle to warn voters..." "For some bizarre
reason the mere fact that Romney's never been divorced and goes to a temple regularly is supposed to
negate the fact that he's extremely liberal," said Harvey. "He used his Republican and Mormon identity to
push through radical policies on gay marriage, abortion and pro-homosexual school programs that Ted
Kennedy always dreamed about." The Romney campaign repeatedly has declined to respond to WND
requests for comment on such issues, including a failure to respond to multiple requests for a one-on-one
interview in which the candidate would have been allowed to give his definitive perspective of the issues
being raised.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=59509

The Political Wire: Romney Denies Dirty Tricks Charges ... Again - phone calls going out to
Huckabee's Iowa supporters giving them incorrect caucus locations - Romney aides denied the
charge
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Mitt Romney's campaign again denied charges from Mike Huckabee's camp Thursday that the Republican
presidential candidate had anything to do with phone calls going out to Huckabee's Iowa supporters giving
them incorrect caucus locations. Romney aides denied the charge, ... Huckabee's Iowa director Eric Woolson
told FOX News Thursday mailers have been distributed giving Huckabee supporters "erroneous information"
about their caucus locations. Woolson was very explicit about who's to blame. It's "obvious that Romney's
campaign is trying to suppress Mike Huckabee's turnout by steering our supporters away from their actual
precinct locations, trying to make this harder for them," he said.
http://youdecide08.foxnews.com/2008/01/03/the-political-wire-thompson-denies-plans-to-drop-out/

Huckabee Supporters Get Warning Letters - warning them that getting involved in politics could
endanger the tax-exempt status of their churches - the letters, which have no return address {If these
letters are in any way tied to the Romney campaign then Romney needs to resign from the campaign.
Why don't they just burn crosses in people's yards if they are so intent on intimidating people and
keeping them from participating in the nation's elections.}
DES MOINES, Iowa -- Iowa pastors who support Republican Mike Huckabee for president have received
letters warning them that getting involved in politics could endanger the tax-exempt status of their churches.
Several pastors who have publicly backed Huckabee, a Southern Baptist minister who has support from
many evangelicals, said they have received the letters, which have no return address. They have arrived in
the weeks leading to Thursday's precinct caucuses. Two letters were sent to the Rev. Brad Sherman, of Solid
Rock Christian Church in Coralville. The first arrived a couple weeks ago and warned that he could be
prosecuted for his support of Huckabee. "I just laughed. No one lands in jail for this," Sherman said.
"Somebody is trying to intimidate Christians from getting involved." ... "I just encourage people to get out and
vote and use their biblical principles," Hollinger said. "I don't tell people who to vote for." Hollinger said he
doubted the letters would intimidate anyone. The Rev. Rex Deckard has received nine letters, including three
on Wednesday. ... Jim Harris, a Huckabee spokesman in Little Rock, Ark., said the campaign was aware of
the letters but did not know how many pastors have received them or whether they were just being sent in
Iowa. "We are gathering more information even as we speak," Harris said. "I would not rule out that we would
ask for a criminal investigation, and people who would send such threatening letters to ministers for purely
political purposes are cowardly and reek of desperation."
http://www.newsmax.com/politics/huckabee_letters/2008/01/02/61273.html

Six tips to managing workplace conflict - While disagreements and differing opinions are normal,
even healthy, in work relationships, conflict can cost your company productivity, money and
employee satisfaction - early intervention is the key to managing conflicts before they become crises,
Stieber says
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Human resource managers report spending 24 to 60 percent of their time dealing with employee disputes.
The number of violent incidents in the workplace has been increasing steadily, according to a study by the
Society of Human Resource Management (SHRM). Nearly 60 percent of respondents said violence had
occurred in their organization during the past three years, and they identified "personality conflicts" as the
leading cause. Like birth, death, choice and change, conflict is a constant fact of life. It's also a fact of the
workplace, especially when you deal or interact with people. While disagreements and differing opinions are
normal, even healthy, in work relationships, conflict can cost your company productivity, money and
employee satisfaction. ... "Understanding the nature of conflict, examining myths, and learning simple
conflict-resolution skills can reduce friction and their negative toll on job satisfaction and productivity."
Reasons for animosity at work run the gamut from weak communication to personality clashes to poor
leadership. Whatever the reason, early intervention is the key to managing conflicts before they become
crises, Stieber says. Make use of the following tips to resolve conflict at work: Choose your battles: How
important is the dispute really? Does it truly affect you, and is it a chronic problem? If it's a one-time incident
or mild transgression, let it pass, says Steven Menack, a professional divorce and business mediator. Expect
conflict: Decide that friction will occasionally emerge in the course of human relationships, Stieber says. Don't
fear it -- rather, learn to spot the symptoms early and see opportunity in the resolution.
http://www.cnn.com/2007/LIVING/worklife/12/31/cb.work.conflict/index.html

Pope says family key to peace - Pope Benedict ushered in the New Year on Tuesday by criticizing
policies that undermine the traditional family, saying they eroded one of the most important
foundations for peace in the world
VATICAN CITY (Reuters) - Pope Benedict ushered in the New Year on Tuesday by criticizing policies that
undermine the traditional family, saying they eroded one of the most important foundations for peace in the
world. The Pontiff, delivering a traditional New Year prayer for peace, appeared to take a swipe at efforts in
several countries to grant legal recognition to gay and unwed couples -- although he did not single out any
policies by name. He said the traditional family led by a husband and wife instilled values that promote peace,
and added it was an "irreplaceable" institution. "Those who are hostile, even unknowingly, to the institution of
the family ... make peace fragile for the entire national and international community," the Pope told crowds
gathered in a sunny St. Peter's Square.
http://www.reuters.com/article/topNews/idUSL0162664620080101

Welcome to 2008!! Perceptive Pixel multi-touch computer system - is this future computer a future
witnessing tool for the Church - I think so!! (Online Video 3:32)
Perceptive Pixel, Inc. was founded by Jeff Han in 2006 as a spinoff of the NYU Courant Institute of
Mathematical Sciences to develop and market the most advanced multi-touch system in the world.
http://www.perceptivepixel.com/

The Dark Ages (DVD $16.99) {In case you have ever wondered if Satan is raging a relentless war
against the Christian Church and against mankind in general this History documentary will lay aside
all doubts.}
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Between the Fall of Rome and the dawn of the Renaissance, Europe plunged into a dark night of constant
war, splintered sovereignties, marauding pagans, rabid crusaders and devastating plague. That anything of
value arose from this chaotic muck - much less the Renaissance - is nothing short of miraculous. Through
masterful cinematography and ground-breaking research, THE DARK AGES brings to life this amazing and
mysterious time. Relive in striking detail critical turning points in the Early Middle Ages including the fall of
Rome to the Visigoths, the horrors of Bubonic Plague, the rise of Charlemagne and the launching of the First
Crusade.
http://store.aetv.com/html/product/index.jhtml?id=77210

Raising Godly Children (4 DVDs - $45)
This is Vision Forum's top recommendation as a video training course for building loving, Christ-centered,
unified, multi-generational families. In this eminently practical seminar, Michael and Susan Bradrick have
provided Christians with an ideal training tool for use in the local church or during family devotions.
http://www.visionforum.com/booksandmedia/productdetail.aspx?productid=86552&categoryid=159

Item #1 - Heaven and Hell - They had learned the joy of service on earth, and now they had eternity to
enjoy it, only more so - Heaven is a place God has created for all men, and he has created a way to be
sure your name is on the A list - There is no B list
C. S. Lewis drew us a mental picture of Hell, everyone was seated at a banquet table filled with wonderful
food. The problem arose in that the food was several feet away, and they all had three foot long forks and
knives. They could just reach the food, but the utensil's were too long to get the food into their mouths. There
was anger, fighting, screaming and unpleasantness abounding. Think of the expansion of Moreso's law for
eternity. Lewis also drew us a picture of Heaven, same huge banquet table filled with wonderful foods. The
banqueters in Heaven were equipped with those same three foot long utensils. The difference was the joy,
laughter, and excitement at the table; they were feeding each other, and enjoying a great feast. They had
learned the joy of service on earth, and now they had eternity to enjoy it, only more so.
http://jrpm.blogspot.com/2005/07/13-july-2005-heaven-and-hell.html

Item #2 - The Fountain - I guess this story has a moral... Teamwork i suppose - awesome artwork
(YouTube - Cartoon 4 min)
nice, love it, ppl should make their kids watch things like this not the violent stupid stuff that's broadcasted
now everywhere that steals their inocence. {The gentleman in the cartoon is a nice person however he is not
a very helpful person. This is much like today where people in the cults are dying of thirst, a lack of the living
water of the gospel of Jesus Christ. It is not enough to be just a nice person in a thirsty world. Christians who
have the truth need to assist others to help them to drink from the living water of the message of Jesus
Christ. -- John 7:37-38 In the last day, that great day of the feast, Jesus stood and cried, saying, If any man
thirst, let him come unto Me, and drink. He that believeth on Me, as the scripture hath said, out of His belly
shall flow rivers of living water.}
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hvox-lWanZU

KJV Bible in Mp3 - Audio Only (Mp3 Downloads)
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The complete King James Version Bible in mp3 audio format on a 2 disc set. This recording can be legally
copied for non-commercial use. Voice narration only. Non-dramatized with no background music. There are
individual mp3 files for each chapter of the Bible and playlist for each book are also included.
http://www.believersresource.com/content.aspx?id=1

'It's About Jerusalem' - Audio Parts 1-3 (Mp3's)
Great Sermon! AWESOME and moving word by Brother Baity on Jerusalem and gratitude to God for our
blessings.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=1029071436184

d say that John McCain has not only been a part of the problems in Washington but that he is one of
the leaders of the problems in Washington. Every legislation bill McCain has a part in is an
unreasonable disaster loaded with misrepresentations i.e. the Kennedy-McCain amnesty bill and the
McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform bill.}">Obama slams McCain's energy policy - What
Washington has done is what Washington always does: It's peddled false promises, irresponsible
policy and cheap gimmicks that might get politicians through the next election but won't lead
America - "For decades, John McCain has been a part of this failure in Washington" {I would go
further and say that John McCain has not only been a part of the problems in Washington but that he
is one of the leaders of the problems in Washington. Every legislation bill McCain has a part in is an
unreasonable disaster loaded with misrepresentations i.e. the Kennedy-McCain amnesty bill and the
McCain-Feingold campaign finance reform bill.}
(CNN) -- Sen. Barack Obama blasted Sen. John McCain's energy plans Tuesday as "gimmicks," saying his
policies "will only increase our oil addiction for another four years." "What Washington has done is what
Washington always does: It's peddled false promises, irresponsible policy and cheap gimmicks that might get
politicians through the next election but won't lead America toward the next generation of renewable energy,"
Obama said in Las Vegas, Nevada. ... "My entire energy plan will produce three times the oil savings that
John McCain's ever could -- and what's more, it will actually decrease our dependence on oil while his will
only grow our addiction further," he said.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/06/24/campaign.wrap/index.html

Obama Leads McCain by 15 Points as Voters Reject Republicans - voter enthusiasm, views of
President George W. Bush, the Republicans, the economy and the direction of the country -- point to
even greater trouble for rival John McCain - Voters give Obama a 3-to-2 advantage on handling the
economy {The new Liberal Bush Republican Party is in serious jeopardy of failing and it should fail
as two Liberal Parties do not represent America. The Republican brand name is so tarnished that it
might be over as a party. For certain the public's level of confidence in elected Republican
representatives makes it almost impossible to trust a Republican candidate to faithfully serve
America. The Republican Party is on the verge of being a party not worth saving and unless they can
cleanse the Party of the Bush family influence and control then for all practical purposes the Party
has no future and it is ruined. For the future of conservative, values voters representation in America
it is best to look elsewhere.}
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Obama's margin and most of the poll's findings in other areas give the Democrats a commanding advantage
more than four months before the November election, says Susan Pinkus, the Los Angeles Times polling
director. "The Obama voters are much more energized and motivated to come out to vote than the McCain
voters; McCain is still struggling to win over some of his core groups," she says. "The good news for Obama
is also that he seems to be doing better on the issue that is uppermost in voters' minds, and that is the
economy." Two-Way Race The poll shows that the third-party candidacies of Barr and Nader, who political
experts say likely will be on the ballot in most states, are hurting Arizona Senator McCain slightly more than
Obama. In a two-way race, Obama's lead over the presumptive Republican nominee narrows to 12 points.
http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news?pid=20601087&sid=agCTbSDJ83rc&refer=home

Embattled McCain Adviser (Charlie Black) Absent on Campaign Trail - An adviser to John McCain
who claimed that a terrorist attack would be a "big advantage" for his candidate has dropped off the
campaign trail, at least temporarily - Ben Veniste wouldn't call for McCain to fire his trusted adviser
{Why is it so hard for the McBush people to do the right thing? Bush and McCain surround
themselves with unscrupulous characters and then refuse to dismiss them long after it is apparent to
everyone else that they are not the caliber of person the nation needs in those positions.}
Black, a key foreign policy strategist for the likely Republican presidential nominee, apologized for the
comments on Monday, but after accompanying McCain on the campaign trail Monday was nowhere to be
seen Tuesday. ... McCain condemned his adviser Monday, saying, "I cannot imagine why he would say it, it's
not true … I strenuously disagree." Still, the Obama campaign circulated a report from the Think Progress
Web site Tuesday revisiting similar comments McCain made during the 2004 election. Shortly before that
election, McCain was quoted saying that the latest Usama bin Laden video message would be "very helpful"
to President Bush because it focused voters' attention on the War on Terror - considered at the time to be
Bush's strong suit. ... Ben Veniste wouldn't call for McCain to fire his trusted adviser, saying only that Black's
remarks "call for some recalibration in the thinking and perhaps a greater adherence to principle here in
staying away from the politics of fear, and I would suggest it would be a good idea to caution those whose
candid thoughts have created this turmoil with Senator McCain."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/06/24/embattled-mccain-adviser-absent-on-campaign-trail/

Evangelist [family psychologist Dr. James Dobson] accuses Obama of 'distorting' Bible {1. Religion is
likely to be a big topic this 2008 election year with some vague secular buffet type of religion
emerging via the liberal biased media as the recommended, preferred religion of choice. As people of
FAITH we simply need to stick to our Bible teachings as we have no reason to get swept up in some
secular agenda of the moment. 2. Dr. Dobson supported the nitwit Republican Mitt Romney who's
own Mormon cult teachings are among the most twisted teachings in the world. It would be more
helpful if the Christian leaders could be more consistent in the standards they hold.}
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(CNN) -- A top U.S. evangelical leader is accusing Sen. Barack Obama of deliberately distorting the Bible and
taking a "fruitcake interpretation" of the U.S. Constitution. ... In the comments to be aired Tuesday, Dobson
said Obama should not be referencing antiquated dietary codes and passages from the Old Testament that
are no longer relevant to the teachings of the New Testament. "I think he's deliberately distorting the
traditional understanding of the Bible to fit his own world view, his own confused theology," Dobson said,
adding that Obama is "dragging biblical understanding through the gutter." ... Dobson also takes aim at
Obama for suggesting in the speech that those motivated by religion should attempt to appeal to broader
segments of the population by not just framing their arguments around religious precepts. "Democracy
demands that the religiously motivated translate their concerns into universal rather than religion-specific
values," Obama said. "It requires their proposals be subject to argument and amenable to reason." Dobson
said the suggestion is an attempt to lead by the "lowest common denominator of morality."
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/06/24/evangelical.vote/index.html

The Seductive and Subversive (book) "Shack" - William P. Young's ragingly popular book The Shack Is this work of fiction really Christian? It is called by some as one of Christianity's most influential
books - He moves through his very engaging and emotional story to eventually present this same
'New Age' teaching that God is 'in' everything" - The Shack opens in the context of tragedy {I have
found that an "engaging and emotional story" is the #1 tool of the CULTS used to get people's
attention to garner their sympathy and then sucker them into their cause. They always have a story, a
drama, a wrong. They eventually imply that God has let them down or has even wronged them and
that it is up to me and others to come in and pick-up the pieces of what God couldn't or wouldn't do. I
say NO WAY has God ever let anyone down! They need to PRAY to God and truly find out what is
happening. If there is a wrong, contact the authorities (something they never want do) but don't
solicit and contend with strangers about your woes and perceived mishaps.}
"I was drawn into the 'New Age Movement' years ago by books and lectures containing parabolic stories that
were not unlike The Shack. ... "I discovered that author William P. Young does exactly the same thing in The
Shack. He moves through his very engaging and emotional story to eventually present this same 'New Age'
teaching that God is 'in' everything." -- As writer and researcher Berit Kjos concludes, "Yet countless pastors
and church leaders are delighting in its message. By ignoring (or redefining) sin and guilt, they embrace an
inclusive but counterfeit 'Christianity' that draws crowds but distorts the Bible. Discounting Satan as well, they
weaken God's warnings about deception. No wonder His armor for today's spiritual war became an early
victim of this spreading assault on truth." -- So The Shack opens in the context of tragedy. Four years have
passed since the cruel murder of Missy, Mack's precious six-year-old daughter. Enveloped in grief, he
receives a strange invitation. "I've missed you," it says. "I'll be at the shack next weekend if you want to get
together. Papa." What could it mean? Doubtful, but drawn to the meeting, Mack heads for the Oregon
wilderness and finds the dilapidated old shack. "God" miraculously transforms it into a cozy cottage, and
Mack meets his supposed maker. -- No, it doesn't get any stranger but sadly, it doesn't get more popular with
Christians who miss the point that The Shack is intended to bring about a new definition of the Christian faith.
As Albert Mohler says, "This is totally seductive and subversive, but readers, even believers, don't seem to
mind." You can listen to all of his comments at this link.
http://archive.constantcontact.com/fs019/1101818841456/archive/1102136788583.html

**Highly Recommended - The Edge AM (Radio Shows) - Oct. 28th 2006, Daniel & Jamie Ott take your
calls (3 Hours) - Taking live calls of Spooky Stories - Truth and Fear issues: discussed aprox. 2:14 2:23 (Mp3)
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Something freaky happen to you? Seen a ghost, monster, alien or just had a scary nightmare? Now's your
chance to scare up your story with Daniel on the air. Share your true story with the Edge listening audience
and receive free Edge gear! ... Truth and Fear issues: Fear 2:14:00 (2 hours 14 min) -- When things
(demons, deceit) are unleashed do not let fear rule over you or let it overcome you -- "It's the Love of Christ
that will cast these things out." Truth 2:16:30 (2 hours 16 min 30 sec) Truth rules! Truth is found only in the
Bible! Truth has to be 100% not 99%. There are two ways to lie. 1. Change the truth. 2. Withhold and keep
back some of the truth.
http://theedgeam.com/guests/pastguest13.htm

Americans: My Faith Isn't the Only Way to Heaven - America remains a nation of believers, but a new
survey finds most Americans don't feel their religion is the only way to eternal life - even if their faith
tradition teaches otherwise {People have opinions, the Bible has FACTS! -- John 6:38-40 For I (Jesus)
came down from heaven, not to do mine own will, but the will of Him that sent Me. And this is the
Father's will which hath sent Me, that of all which He hath given Me I should lose nothing, but should
raise it up again at the last day. And this is the will of Him that sent Me, that every one which seeth
the Son, and believeth on Him, may have everlasting life: and I will raise him up at the last day. -John 14:6 Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father,
but by Me.}
The findings, revealed Monday in a survey of 35,000 adults, can either be taken as a positive sign of growing
religious tolerance, or disturbing evidence that Americans dismiss or don't know fundamental teachings of
their own faiths. Among the more startling numbers in the survey, conducted last year by the Pew Forum on
Religion and Public Life: 57 percent of evangelical church attenders said they believe many religions can lead
to eternal life, in conflict with traditional evangelical teaching. In all, 70 percent of Americans with a religious
affiliation shared that view, and 68 percent said there is more than one true way to interpret the teachings of
their own religion. "The survey shows religion in America is, indeed, 3,000 miles wide and only three inches
deep," said D. Michael Lindsay, a Rice University sociologist of religion. "There's a growing pluralistic impulse
toward tolerance and that is having theological consequences," he said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,370588,00.html

This man died ...and returned... Heaven and Hell are real (YouTube)
The man you see died in a plane-accident and was on his way to hell. But by the grace of God he was given
a chance to cry out to God to save him. God did, and now he tells people hell is real- he experienced that
darkness- and heaven is real. Pleading with you to repent and choose the Lord Jesus Christ, the ONLY WAY
(John 14:6) to heaven and eternal life!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGpxfoF3SYg

Mary K. Baxter Divine Revelation of Hell (Google Video Download)
An interview of Mary K. Baxter, who was visited by Jesus Christ and shown Hell and Heaven. she was shown
about the Judgments of God against the ungodly, and also about the glorious placed prepared for those who
have repented and come to Jesus.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6477673356766932160
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Manti Pageant Play - Mormons (LDS) mocking Christianity 1 of 2 (YouTube)
Wow, didn't realize that the LDS Church mocked other Christians so badly at their Pageant. Know about the
other ways they mock but didn't know about this aspect of it. Also, good for you guys for cheering the truth.
Well timed and not done for too long. Just enough to make the point that salvation is indeed by faith.
Sometimes we need to be radical in the face of such error!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2r2m69qJX7g

Updated with Videos: Manti Pageant Evangelism - Christian Evangelists Banned from Using the
Bathroom at Mormon Public Event - they were met in the front of the restrooms by a wall of LDS
security and public law enforcement officers - "You can't use these" the officers told them - Mormons
were allowed to pass, but apparently Christians were exempt using the Mormon-owned facility
{Mormons, they never fail to do the Mormon (Cult) thing and once again the LDS leadership looks
stupid as those blocked from the restrooms will just use alternate facilities i.e. an RV.}
Manti Miracle Pageant, the annual [sanitized] story-telling of Joseph Smith's history where thousands of
Mormons gather together to remember the roots of their beginnings. Of course, the pageant that plays on the
side of the hill of the Mormon temple in this small town focuses on Smith, and so for more than two decades I
first came out in 1987 myself Christians have come out to the public streets in front of the temple for 3-4
hours before the pageant begins to engage Mormons in conversation. Typically, there are many discussions
and little trouble. This dynamic really gives the pageant a unique personality, something even faithful
Mormons have even told me is true. -- For those who don't believe such evangelism works, perhaps you can
talk to a number of former Mormons who were introduced to the gospel at Manti. Or contact Chip Thompson,
who founded Ephraim Church of the Bible, a church with a building now too small to accommodate all they
bring in every Sunday, the vast majority who are former Mormons. What a good problem to have! -- But last
night, as the pageant was about to begin, some Christians went to the restrooms across the street to take
care of business. It's just a part of nature after having been on the streets for four hours. However, they were
met in the front of the restrooms by a wall of LDS security and public law enforcement officers. "You can't use
these," the officers told them. Mormons were allowed to pass, but apparently Christians were exempt using
the Mormon-owned facility. What? Since when does a disagreement with philosophy mean that common
courtesy should be ignored? After all, when a Jehovah's Witness or Mormon comes to my door, the first thing
my wife makes sure takes place is offering the missionaries a drink and "anything else" they might need. And
we have fed more than one missionary over the years.
http://blog.mrm.org/2008/06/christian-evangelists-banned-from-using-the-bathroom-at-mormon-public-event/

The Rapture - You NEED To See This (YouTube)
A video I put together about the last approaching days and the scriptures prophecying what will take place.
There are parts of it not meant to be taken literal. Such as the scripture about those desiring to kill
themselves but will not be able to, and then right after a clip of someone jumping off the WTC buildings. That
was used for image purposes. To have a visual aid sorta but by no means did I mean for that to be an
example of the scripture itself. It was just to show what it will be like when those times come.But yah. Please
enjoy. Comment all you want. Tell me how much you love it. Tell me how you'll be glad when God takes all
the christian's out of the world. Tell me how I'm blindly believing in something that couldn't possibly be real. I
accept all comments. But just know, you can say whatever you want, but it still does not prevent the
inevitable. Your words can't make the truth, any less true.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNZvfiKrJHo
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On 6-6-6 (June 06, 2006): Bush Announces Mark of The Beast System {A Bush verification system
that was to solve the illegal immigration problem. Well, it's obviously NOT a system that is solving
illegal immigration so just who is being tracked and monitored by yet another Bush control system?
It's not illegal foreigners who are being tracked it's not even Al Qaeda that is being tracked its mostly
legitimate American citizens.}
First Off, I want to apologize for the poor video quality, when I heard the Completely Corrupt Bush
announcing the Mark of the Beast system, I was in a room that only had a old-school VCR and a well used
tape. But the video and what Bush said was clear enough to know what time it is. How appropriate, that on
06/06/06, Bush announces the Biometric Mark of the Beast system. Now the AC Bush speaks of the
Biometric IDs for foreign workers, to start with, but this is only the reason given to implement the
infrastructure of the Mark. You all know that what starts with one group soon appplies to all. 666 is here.
Everyone, feel priviledged that you live in the last days. Prepare, GET YOUR HOUSE IN ORDER!!! STEEL
YOUR SPIRIT, MIND, AND BODY. THE TIME IS AT HAND. HEED THE OMEN !!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=82L3qU33CwY

U.S. deporting Christian pastors - Immigration rejects requests to stay when church leaders' visas
expire - U.S. immigration authorities have stepped up deportations, but rather than pursue illegal
aliens, they have chosen to evict America's church ministers from the country instead
Thomas became a Christian and served as a senior pastor in England for several years. His wife became
homesick in 1990, and he decided to apply for U.S. citizenship again. The second time, Thomas received a
pastor's religious work visa that lasted five years. He accepted a position as a pastor at the 8,000-member
Vineyard Community Church in Cincinnati, Ohio. He received a paycheck while his work visa was active, but
when it came time for the pastor to apply for a residency visa, also known as a green card, immigration
authorities denied his application based on Thomas' disclosure of overturned marijuana convictions in
England. Thomas has asked for an appeal before an immigration judge to plead his case on several
occasions, but his requests have fallen on deaf ears since September 2006. ... Immigration authorities have
also marked a Catholic priest for deportation to Ireland on July 1 after documentation errors left the
58-year-old missionary without paperwork he needed to remain in De Smet, S.D.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=67861

Obama Apology to Muslim Women Orchestrated by Muslim U.S. House Rep. - Keith Ellison (D-Minn)
the first Muslim ever elected to Congress - congressional sources indicated that Ellison's exchange
with Obama was so intense that CBC Chairwoman Carolyn Cheeks Kilpatrick, D-Mich., had to
intervene and attempted to gavel down Ellison - Ellison provided the women's phone numbers
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An apology issued by Barack Obama to two Muslim women booted from the front lines of a public
appearance by the Democratic presidential candidate last week was orchestrated by Rep. Keith Ellison, the
first Muslim ever elected to Congress. Multiple congressional sources confirm that it was Ellison, D-Minn.,
who confronted Obama over the issue during a meeting with the Congressional Black Caucus. ... One key
lawmaker who was present described the exchange between Obama and Ellison as "cordial" but "direct."
Another source familiar with the exchange added that many members of the CBC supported Ellison and said
"it was an issue that needed to be addressed. However, congressional sources indicated that Ellison's
exchange with Obama was so intense that CBC Chairwoman Carolyn Cheeks Kilpatrick, D-Mich., had to
intervene and attempted to gavel down Ellison. Ellison refused to discuss the exchange with FOX News. "I
can talk to you about my tie," said Ellison who declined to elaborate on what he said to Obama. ... In
conversations with other media outlets, Ellison has been critical of Obama campaign efforts to distance the
candidate from Islam. Ellison has also intimated that the campaign has cancelled campaign events because
of the potential of linking Obama with him, the most-senior Muslim in the federal government.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/06/24/obama-apology-to-muslim-women-orchestrated-by-muslim-us-hous
e-rep/

McCain aide hits nerve with remarks on terror - Republican consultants also worry the campaign has
not invested in on-the-ground operations in swing states, such as Ohio, to nearly the degree as
George W. Bush did in 2004 or as has the Obama campaign {Fact: McCain is not even "in it to win it"
as witnessed by the extremely lazy and excessively sloppy campaign McCain is running. The only
group McCain and the Bush Party are consistently campaigning against are America's conservatives
as conservative values are unwanted in this new Republican Party.}
John McCain's right-hand man hit a raw nerve on Monday when he said another terrorist attack on US soil
would prove a "big advantage" to the Republican nominee's general election chances. The comments by
Charlie Black, who is arguably Mr McCain's most experienced adviser ... The Obama campaign said: "The
fact that John McCain's top adviser says that a terrorist attack on American soil would be a 'big advantage' for
their political campaign is a complete disgrace and is exactly the kind of politics that needs to change." The
controversy arrived at a bad moment for the McCain campaign, which has come under increasing fire from
otherwise friendly Republicans for its alleged amateurism. Critics say it has sent out mixed signals about Mr
McCain's political direction and shown a lack of "message discipline". For example, last week the campaign
put out a televised advertisement stressing Mr McCain's credentials on global warming on the same day that
he gave a speech in Houston calling for a lifting of the moratorium on offshore drilling. Republican consultants
also worry the campaign has not invested in on-the-ground operations in swing states, such as Ohio, to
nearly the degree as George W. Bush did in 2004 or as has the Obama campaign. ... Democrats have
accused Mr McCain of hypocrisy for portraying himself as a political reformer while relying on several
prominent working and former lobbyists for advice and fundraising. As one of those lobbyists Mr. Black - who
headed the lobbying firm BKSH until he resigned in March - has also been targeted by groups that allege
hypocrisy in Mr McCain's critical stance on such firms.
http://www.ft.com/cms/s/0/9d80f892-4177-11dd-9661-0000779fd2ac.html

Charlie Black 'deeply regrets' terror comment - a senior adviser to John McCain, said Monday he
"deeply regrets" his comments to Fortune Magazine suggesting a terrorist attack on the United
States would benefit the Arizona senator's presidential campaign {The Republican Loony Bin gets
Loonier! Too bad the Republicans would rather see the nation attacked and scared into their plan of
submission than deal with the oil and housing crisises to get re-elected. The Republican Party prefers
a path of fear and neglect instead of doing their job of helping to secure a future for America as a
prosperous, flourishing and free nation but then only a REAL political party would endeavor to
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accomplish that for America!}
(CNN) — Charlie Black, a senior adviser to John McCain, said Monday he "deeply regrets" his comments to
Fortune Magazine suggesting a terrorist attack on the United States would benefit the Arizona senator's
presidential campaign. ... Asked if McCain would stand to benefit from a terrorist attack on U.S. soil, Black
answered: "Certainly it would be a big advantage to him." A McCain campaign official said Black does not
explicitly remember saying the comment, but does not dispute it. According to the official, he was trying to
emphasize that McCain is favored on national security issues. UPDATE: Barack Obama campaign
spokesman Bill Burton called Black's comments a "disgrace."
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2008/06/23/black-deeply-regrets-terror-comment/

DebbieSchlussel.com: Anti-WWII Book by Pat Buchanan "Churchill, Hitler, and the Unnecessary War"
- He sees the Holocaust as being a result of the declaration of war by Britain and France not as a Nazi
(Satanic) goal in and of itself {Yet another sad example of how the Bush Republican party has not
only lost ALL of its credibility but has actually become a toxic, poisonous party.}
UPDATE, 06/22/08: Reader Joel has some great criticisms of the Buchanan book and demonstrates
Buchanan's absolute ignorance and naivete about history. And this is just based on a glance of the book, not
a complete reading: The man is totally ignorant of History. The Holocaust began on Kristallnacht (you can
make a case that it began on April 1, 1933 with the German boycott of Jewish stores). By the time of the
Wannsee conference in Jan. 1942, there were already around a million dead Jews thanks to the
Einsatzgruppen and the ghettoization in Poland. Buchanan wrote that had Britain not gone to war that only
the Jews of Poland and the USSR would have been killed and that the rest of the Jews of Western Europe
would have been spared. That is an absurd statement. -- He also claims that the Holocaust could be dated to
Jan. 20, 1942 (the Wansee conference) neglecting the fact that the extermination of the Jews began with the
invasion of Poland in September 1939 with the mobile killing squads and that by the time of the Wansee
conference Jews had already been gassed by mobile killing vans at Chelmno in December 1941 and that the
Einsatzgruppen had murdered hundreds of thousands of Jews in the USSR. -- He sees the Holocaust as
being a result of the declaration of war by Britain and France not as a Nazi goal in and of itself. The
commitment the Nazis had to exterminate the Jews of Europe, no matter what the military cost, would be
evident in the Spring of 1944 during the deportation of the Jews of Hungary to Auschitz-Birkenau - the
Germans used rolling stock and transportation systems that were desperately needed to supply their armies
on the Eastern Front - but genocide came first. Buchanan is not a historian - he is dangerous because he has
a little bit of knowledge and is talented (but wicked) polemicist.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/06/brownshirted_se.html

Is Pastor Hagee Good for the Jews? {Ultimately the best people to help the Jews are the Jews
themselves. When Christians or Gentiles try to help the Jews we should only do it in a supporting
role as we can only provide support to the Jews and not leadership. Pastor John Hagee tries very
hard and does a good to excellent job in most of his preaching and teaching. Like many Pastors
Hagee is best when the sticks to Jesus and salvation but strays when he gets into politics.}
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Cutting ties with John Hagee has proved to be a lot easier for Senator John McCain than it has been for
some of the very Jewish groups most offended by the conservative Evangelical pastor's statements about
God and the Holocaust. McCain moved to dissociate himself from Hagee after a 1999 sermon was publicized
in which Hagee claimed that God intended the Holocaust, and had prophesied it in the Book of Jeremiah. ...
USER COMMENTS: I used to think Mr. Hagee was on solid ground with solid preaching, but I began to see
he is on thin ice a few years ago. It is getting thinner too. He says some things that make him look rather
hypocritical, I think. He gets too involved in politics and personal issues.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/new_details.asp?ID=25784

Northgate Christian Fellowship - Can You Hear Me Now? PT 1: Learning How to Pray - Audio Archives
(Mp3's)
If God knows everything and already has a plan, why should we pray? The answer begins with understanding
that prayer isn't about getting God to see things my way as much as my learning to see His way. This week
begins a new monthly sermon series, called "Can You Hear Me Now?"
http://www.ngate.libsyn.com/index.php?post_year=2008&post_month=06

***How to know if you're saved? - Why Jesus is like the Short LINE at the Department of Motor
Vehicles [D.M.V] & Thief on the Cross Analogy (GodTube)
Do you ever doubt your salvation? How do you know if you are saved? See why Jesus is like the short line at
the DMV!
http://www.godtube.com/view_video.php?viewkey=6ce6d90e2c18e1d89d3a

Why did God flood the planet? - The [Noah's] FLOOD was NOT meant to KILL anyone! {This video is a
gem of a Bible commentary. Note: The Basic Christian News Feed is in the process of transitioning
out of current events (text news) feeds and into more Christian Video Teachings, and Dramas
especially small individual teachings like this one.} (GodTube)
If you like science, the Bible and VERY dry humor, you've come to the right place!..........Why did god flood
the planet?
http://www.godtube.com/view_video.php?viewkey=e3465a283b77763a4c77

Photos of the 2008 Manti Pageant Evangelism - Joseph Smith did WHAT?
For those of you confused what what you're seeing, watch the video on this [link] blog post. ... More photos of
the 2008 Manti Pageant evangelism will continue to be posted here until the pageant ends.
http://blog.mrm.org/2008/06/joseph-smith-did-what/

Photos of the 2008 Manti Pageant Evangelism - Visually Illustrating Joseph Smith's (34) Wives to
Provoke Thought and Start Evangelistic Conversations at the Manti Miracle Pageant - It was an
extraordinary success - I fully support the women who had the evangelistic fervor and creativity to
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put this together {This is an incredibly brilliant, amazing, bold, innovative and successful outreach.
Congratulations and job well done to all the participants!}
On Friday there were 34 women represented. On Saturday it looks like there were only 27 women
represented. For more pictures from evangelism at the 2008 "Manti Miracle Pageant", scheduled to continue
from next Tuesday till Saturday, see here. For those of you new to the issue, I welcome you to check out the
list on (www.WivesOfJosephSmith.org). ... Remember, they're dealing with normal, regular Mormons, many
of whom don't even know Joseph Smith practiced polygamy. Some of them are reaching their friends,
neighbors, schoolmates, and coworkers. I didn't personally hear of complaints of the display being called
offensive (although I'm sure I'll hear them soon enough; it's not fun for Mormons to have to explain to their
fellow members the history represented by this), but I heard stories of Mormons expressing disbelief. For
them this was the first time learning that Smith not only married over 30 women, but married over 9 who were
simultaneously married to living husbands. If one wanted to judge the event based off how effectively it
educated and started good conversations, it was an extraordinary success. I fully support the women who
had the evangelistic fervor and creativity to put this together.
http://blog.mrm.org/2008/06/visually-illustrating-joseph-smiths-30-wives-to-provoke-thought-and-start-evangel
istic-conversations-at-the-manti-miracle-pageant/

Obama opens up big lead over McCain - Sen Barack Obama has opened up a double-digit lead over
his Republican rival John McCain
"With numbers consistently showing rock-bottom approval ratings for President Bush and a large majority of
Americans unhappy with the country's direction, the opposing-party candidate should, in the normal course,
have attracted more disaffected voters. Now it looks as if Obama is doing just that. A new Newsweek poll
shows that he has a substantial double-digit lead, 51 percent to 36 percent, over McCain among registered
voters nationwide," the newsweekly said. The new poll has found that only 14 percent of Americans say they
are satisfied with the direction of the country. Overall, voters see Obama as the preferred agent of "change"
by a margin of 51 percent to 27 percent. Younger voters between 18 and 39 favour Obama by 66 percent to
27 percent.
http://www.dailytimes.com.pk/default.asp?page=2008%5C06%5C22%5Cstory_22-6-2008_pg7_51

r flood insurance, and others applied for permits to build new houses and businesses - The latest
insurance disaster prompted policymakers to demand the federal Government come up with more
accurate, up-to-date flood-risk assessments {Disaster George - is it a coincidence that so much has
so consistently gone wrong in America during the Bush years? Of course not! This many
manageable disasters that constantly spiral out of control into major disasters are not merely
disasters but are plans, a planned, concise and systematic destruction.}">Flood victims caught
without cover - After all, the federal disaster aid agency FEMA had assured the townspeople in 1999
that the levee was strong enough to withstand a historic flood - Some relieved homeowners then
dropped their flood insurance, and others applied for permits to build new houses and businesses The latest insurance disaster prompted policymakers to demand the federal Government come up
with more accurate, up-to-date flood-risk assessments {Disaster George - is it a coincidence that so
much has so consistently gone wrong in America during the Bush years? Of course not! This many
manageable 'disasters' that constantly spiral out of control into major disasters are not merely
disasters but are plans, a planned, concise and systematic destruction.}
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June 21, 2008: Juli Parks didn't worry when water began creeping up the levee that shields this town of about
750 people from the Mississippi River - not even when volunteers began piling up sandbags. After all, the
federal disaster aid agency FEMA had assured the townspeople in 1999 that the levee was strong enough to
withstand a historic flood. Some relieved homeowners then dropped their flood insurance, and others applied
for permits to build new houses and businesses. But on Tuesday, the worst happened: the levee burst and
Gulfport was submerged in 3m of water. Only 28 property owners were insured against the damage. "They all
told us, 'The levees are good - you can go ahead and build'," said Ms Parks, who did not buy flood insurance
because her bank no longer required it. "We had so much confidence in those levees." Around the US,
thousands of residents who relied on the assurances of FEMA, the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, may unknowingly face similar risks, with no cover. "People put all their hopes in the levees, and
when they do fail, the damage is catastrophic," said Paul Osman, the National Flood Insurance Program
co-ordinator for Illinois. "New Orleans is the epitome - a lot of those people didn't even realise they were in a
floodplain until the water was up to their roofs." The latest insurance disaster prompted policymakers to
demand the federal Government come up with more accurate, up-to-date flood-risk assessments, inform the
public of the dangers, and require nearly all homeowners to buy insurance if they live near dams or levees.
http://www.theaustralian.news.com.au/story/0,25197,23896229-2703,00.html

Bush Remarks on Damage From Iowa Flooding - Paulison, who is the head of FEMA, tells me that
there are 600 FEMA people moving around the state - Anyway, thanks for letting us come by and say
-- (unfinished sentence)
PRESIDENT GEORGE W. BUSH: Our job is to come down here -- and I want to thank the Senator and
Congressman and members of the Cabinet -- just to listen to what you got on your mind. Obviously, to the
extent that we can help immediately we want to help, and then plan for recovery. I know a lot of farmers and
cattlemen are hurting right now, along with the city people. The other thing I think is just very important is that
-- and the Senator and Governor have made it clear -- that as we worry about Cedar Rapids we also got to
worry about the little towns. A lot of folks are wondering whether or not the government hears about them,
too, and I can assure you that I know the Governor cares deeply about it, and so do we. Paulison, who is the
head of FEMA, tells me that there are 600 FEMA people moving around the state, and that ought to help the
people in the smaller communities know that somebody is there to listen to them and care about them. Our
hearts and prayers are -- from around the nation go out to people here. It's a tough time for you. ... BUSH:
The good news is the people in Iowa are tough-minded people. You'll come back better. Sometimes it's hard
to see it when you're this close to the deal. ... But we want to -- Congress passed a -- is about to pass a big
chunk of disaster money, which will put -- help put people's mind at ease and that will -- we're going to help
people -- help you recover. Anyway, thanks for letting us come by and say -http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/06/19/AR2008061902024.html

TRABING FIRE: Thousands of homes evacuated; South County blaze 50 percent contained - a blaze
that may have been intentionally set - Do you realize that's three fires?" Cal Fire spokesman Paul Van
Gerwen said
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SOUTH COUNTY (California) - Hundreds of firefighters are fighting a blaze that may have been intentionally
set by a motorcyclist heading north on Highway 1 early Friday afternoon. The largest concentration of the fire
was in the Buena Vista Boulevard exit area where according to officials an estimated 15 houses have burned
off Trabing Road and on Grizzly Oaks. Animal Control Officer Todd Stosuy said, "Almost every other house
has burned off Trabing." At 7 p.m. County Supervisor Tony Campos said he called the Governor's Office
asking for the third state of emergency for Santa Cruz County. The first two were for the Summit Fire and the
Martin Fire. About 5 p.m., the county issued a local emergency due to the fire dubbed the Trabing Fire.
Six-hundred firefighters poured into the region, as they have twice before in the last month. First they came to
fight the May 22 Summit fire near Corralitos and then the June 11 Martin fire in Bonny Doon. It's been less
than a month since the Summit Fire ignited outside of Corralitos in the Santa Cruz Mountains "It's just so sad.
Do you realize that's three fires?" Cal Fire spokesman Paul Van Gerwen said. "I'm scared. That's really
scary."
http://www.mercurynews.com/ci_9649307

Florida Everglades fire scorches 33,000 acres - The fire, which threatened private property - Last
week, Florida authorities charged a suspect, Brian Crowder, with arson in connection with some of
the fires in Palm Bay
May 18, 2008: (CNN) -- Almost 33,000 acres of the Everglades National Park were burning Sunday, fire
officials said, the latest in a series of wildfires that have scorched parts of Florida in May. ... The fire, which
threatened private property as well as an endangered bird, started Friday, the Southern Area InterAgency
Management Blue Team said. ... It is the latest wildfire to scorch Florida. More than 12,000 acres burned in
the "Brevard Complex" fire near Palm Bay, on Florida's Atlantic Coast just south of Daytona Beach. That
series of fires is about 75 percent contained and is expected to be fully contained on Tuesday, the National
Interagency Fire Center said Sunday. ... Last week, Florida authorities charged a suspect, Brian Crowder,
with arson in connection with some of the fires in Palm Bay. The Brevard County fires have destroyed about
22 homes and structures, and damaged another 160 homes. Damage totals more than $9 million, officials
said. A 19,000-acre fire near Clewiston, Florida, on the south end of Lake Okeechobee, is about 50 percent
contained, the fire center said Sunday. And a 1,300-acre fire north of Apalachicola in the Florida Panhandle
was 80 percent contained by Sunday, it said.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/US/05/18/florida.wildfires/

Late One Night - A great Video clip - about witnessing and hell {A big part of Christian witnessing is
simply confirming that there is an opportunity to reach out and to discover that God does exist.
Christians are rightly counting on God (Holy Spirit) to reach out to all people and we are also
counting on people themselves to reach back to God, i.e. seeking answers, asking questions, reading
the Bible, prayer, attending Church.} (GodTube)
A great movie available from www.christianfilms.com for 7 copies for $21.
http://www.godtube.com/view_video.php?viewkey=3742d77a439127673157

A Letter from Hell - From unsaved Josh to his Christian friend Zack who neglected to share with Josh
his soul saving relationship with Jesus Christ (YouTube 8:22)
Here is that letter in its entirety...
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eEKi4w4KRVw

A Letter From Hell - Download - Via RichardDawkins.net an Ahteist website - Download and
Comments {This is an incredible thought provoking video. I think it is an accurate depiction, how can
someone end up in hell and not have regrets? As Christians how can we believe in God, Heaven and
Salvation and then not tell others about it. Of course we desire to share our glorious discovery of
Jesus with others that is the purpose of good news to share it.} (.Mov)
A Letter From Hell - You've heard of the "Jesus Camp" and "Hell House" scare tactics used on children?
Well, here's another addition to this unfortunate list. My 12 year old son a non-believer all by himself, without
any help from me was given this link by a school friend who's going around trying to convert his classmates to
Christianity. This video "A Letter From Hell" is a truly frightening, scare-the-kids-into-believing 'message'. A
warning: It will both anger and sicken you. Humbly submitted for your viewing displeasure, ~ Carmine Bello
(Double Bass Atheist)
http://richarddawkins.net/article,2176,A-Letter-From-Hell,RichardDawkinsnet

Letter from Hell (girl version) - A girl dies and sends her friend a letter (GodTube)
That opend my eyes i am sending it to all my friends. ... Thank you for this. I think sometimes we really don't
fully conprehend that hell is a real place, and people are going there if they don't receive Jesus as their Lord.
http://www.godtube.com/view_video.php?viewkey=db08130e713187a51d44

Letter from Hell: REturn to Sender - A video Reply to the letter from hell (GodTube)
A video Reply to the letter from hell. Every man will be judged by his own works. Not friends, neighbors,
family or any other person will be to blame when its your judgment time.
http://www.godtube.com/view_video.php?viewkey=e5f738b8d02031bb598f

Death, what really Happens? - Being created by God we are given the gift of everlasting life - Heaven
is a real place and so is hell therefore choose wisely, choose well and most important of all choose
Jesus Christ and live an eternity with meaning! (Video - Audio - Text)
Being created by God we are given the gift of everlasting life. If life were not everlasting it would not have
significant meaning since eventually our life would end and our experiences of life would cease to exist. Life
does not end and what is at issue is where we will spend our everlasting life. 1. In the presence of God in
heaven. 2. Away from the presence of God in hell. The gift of life from God is an enormous gift and with this
gift comes the enormous responsibility of selecting where we are going to spend our eternity. Heaven is a
real place and so is hell therefore choose wisely, choose well and most important of all choose Jesus Christ
and live a life of meaning!
http://basicchristian.org/

***Christian Worship Hour: Father's Day Message - Sunday Service June 15, 2008 - **Limited
Availibility (Mp3)
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Our Sunday morning services are available online! Click on the "View" link to watch the service in Windows
Media video streaming format. Right click on "view service" and select "Save Target As" to save the worship
service to your computer and watch at your convenience. Click on the "Listen" link to Listen to the service.
Right click on "Listen" and select "Save Target As" to save the worship service to your computer so you can
listen at a later time or copy it to your ipod. If you don't have Windows Media Player, click on the link below
and download it for free.
http://www.christianworshiphour.tv/services.html

WebCam Antartica Penguins (Photos)
Nature Observation PhotoDiary of Mrs. Elke Menzel-van den Bruck; this very unboastful website provides a
wonderful detailed view on everydays photo observations. Nothing spectacular you could say, but with a
huge knowledge of all observed species both zoological and botanical she introduces us into the small but
remarkable miracles of nature which surround us everywhere. This little website teaches us to train our more
precise look onto nature! Yes: these miracles are hidden even in the apparently insignificant things around
us. Some pictures provide a nice rollover effect to magnify an interesting detail...
http://www.martingrund.de/pinguine/index.htm

March 3, 2001 [6 months prior to 9-11-2001, the official Sen. John McCain website] ON IRAQ, GOP
SPLIT OVER GAINING WORLD RESPECT OR ENFORCING IT - McCain, who's often feuded with
President Bush on domestic policy, has become one of the administration's staunchest supporters
on Iraq - crystallizes the choices America faces at a perplexing moment when our military power is
unmatched and our sense of security is unraveling {Pre 9-11 "our sense of security is unraveling"
interesting for back then.}
But today, McCain and Hagel define the poles of Republican thinking on Iraq. ... This argument between two
friends crystallizes the choices America faces at a perplexing moment when our military power is unmatched
and our sense of security is unraveling. Hagel believes that to succeed in the struggle against terrorism and
weapons proliferation, the U.S. needs cooperation from allies. "All of our great power will not be enough to
assure American security and prosperity in the 21st century. The threats to both our country and the world
will require strengthened alliances," Hagel said. Therefore, he argues, if we go to war in Iraq in a way that
divides us from our allies, we could harm our security more than help it. "If that is the price of waging war in
Iraq, then victory ... in the war on terrorism, in the Middle East, on the Korean peninsula, and against
weapons of mass destruction, will not be ours," he said in a recent speech. In the broad sense, that means
we must be humble in our approach to foreign policy, respectful of others' views, aware of anxieties about our
motivations and power, and committed to solving problems multilaterally whenever possible. "We must avoid
the traps of hubris and imperial temptation that come with great power," Hagel said. More immediately, he
said, before we go to war, we should give inspections another "two or three months," with a firm deadline for
Iraqi compliance, to build international consensus. That way, he said, "if a military option is required, we
would have the legitimacy of the United Nations, our allies and world opinion." Hagel also insists we must
balance our military thrusts against terrorism with global initiatives to solve problems that he believes breed
extremism, such as poverty and hunger. "Military power alone will not end this scourge of mankind," he said.
http://mccain.senate.gov/public/index.cfm?FuseAction=PressOffice.Articles&ContentRecord_id=692d71d5-ef
14-4616-8714-da8f00774e12&Region_id=&Issue_id=

Banned Bush Video - (2006) Irish TV interview with President Bush {In the video Bush repeatedly
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explains how safe and secure America was until 9-11-2001 and that 9-11-2001 changed everything
and therefore Bush was correct to launch his "war on terror".}
This video shows interview by Irish TV which calls bush a liar and a war criminal about the WMDs and Iraq
War.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2423859903589738572

POW Family Treatment - 1992 Senate Select Cmte. on POW/MIA Affairs - Sen. McCain walks out on
Delores Alfond - Delores Alfond's Brother USAF Captain Victor Apodaca is a Vietnam War POW/MIA Video #2 has incredible interviews (Online Video 2 Parts)
What Vietnam Veterans Think of John McCain - This is the "REAL" John McCain in living color seen belittling
Delores Alfond, head of the National Alliance of POW/MIA whose brother went missing in action in Vietnam .
..
http://noworldsystem.com/2008/02/15/what-vietnam-veterans-think-of-john-mccain/

China admits taking, burying US POW from Korea - it marked the first time China had acknowledged
taking a U.S. POW from North Korea into Chinese territory or burying an American there - And it
appears to undercut the Pentagon's public stance that China returned all POWs it held inside China
Two months after the March 2003 meeting, the Pentagon office responsible for POW-MIA issues sent
Rolland Desautels a brief written summary of what a Chinese army official had related about the case.
"According to the Chinese, Sgt. Desautels became mentally ill on April 22, 1953, and died on April 29, 1953,"
the summary said. It added that he had been buried in a Chinese cemetery but the grave was moved during
a construction project "and there is no record of where Desautels' remains were reinterred." The reported
circumstance of Desautels' death - sudden mental illness - may sound improbable. But the key revelation that he was taken from North Korea to a city in northeastern China and then buried - matches long-held U.S.
suspicions about China's handling, or mishandling, of American POWs during and after the war. It raises the
possibility that wartime Chinese records could shed light on the fate of other U.S. captives who were known
to be held in Chinese-run POW camps but did not return when the fighting ended in 1953. And it appears to
undercut the Pentagon's public stance that China returned all POWs it held inside China. The Pentagon has
focused more on the related issue of China's management of POW camps inside North Korea during the war,
which Chinese troops entered in the fall of 1950 on North Korea's side. Desautels' reported burial site - the
city of Shenyang, formerly known as Mukden - is interesting because it is far from the North Korean border
and was often cited in declassified U.S. intelligence reports as the site of one or more prisons holding
hundreds of American POWs from Korea. Some U.S. reports referred to Mukden as a possible transshipment
point for POWs headed to Russia.
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080619/ap_on_go_ca_st_pe/us_china_pow_revelation

Tech's Most Popular CEOs - Apple CEO Steve Jobs has an unsurprising 91% approval rating from his
employees - On the low end is Hector Ruiz at AMD at 11% - The least satisfied work for HP
(Hewlett-Packard) and AMD
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Inside Dell, CEO Michael Dell has a 66% approval rating -- higher than Steve Ballmer's approval rating 55%
inside of Microsoft. Inside the foundering Motorola, CEO Greg Brown has a pitiful 19% approval rating, while
Apple CEO Steve Jobs has an unsurprising 91% approval rating from his employees. ... On the low end is
Hector Ruiz at AMD at 11% and John Rittenmeyer at EDS at 16%. Among tech companies with 40 or more
reviews, the most satisfied employees work for VMware, Google, Intuit and Adobe. The least satisfied work
for HP and AMD.
http://seekingalpha.com/article/81924-tech-s-most-popular-ceos

{Flashback} McCain courting Clinton loyalists - Republican John McCain's campaign is aggressively
targeting former supporters of Hillary Clinton - Today McCain will host a nationwide telephone forum
aimed at Clinton loyalists with Carly Fiorina, the former CEO of Hewlett-Packard (HP), who is
emerging as McCain's chief messenger to women {McCain chooses lighting rod Carly Fiorina to
symbolize his campaign to women. Carly Fiorina is among the biggest supporters of outsourcing
jobs away from America. It was Carly Fiorina who outsourced on mass many of the American
computer and technical jobs. Some have said she is the most responsible for offshoring the once
great American technology sector.}
Republican John McCain's campaign is aggressively targeting former supporters of Hillary Clinton, hoping to
capitalize on their dissatisfaction with presumptive Democratic nominee Barack Obama and anger over how
Clinton was treated during the Democratic primaries. more stories like thisToday McCain will host a
nationwide telephone forum aimed at Clinton loyalists with Carly Fiorina, the former CEO of Hewlett-Packard,
who is emerging as McCain's chief messenger to women. On Thursday night, Fiorina spoke to dozens of
disgruntled Clinton supporters in Columbus, Ohio, and during the next week she plans to visit a number of
battleground states to speak to women voters. The campaign is betting that even women who favor abortion
rights may be willing to accept a difference of opinion on that issue if they like what they hear McCain saying
on broader issues such as national security, the economy, and healthcare.
http://www.boston.com/news/nation/articles/2008/06/14/mccain_courting_clinton_loyalists/

{Flashback} McCain VP TICKET TALK - there's increasing speculation in Washington and among
McCain's supporters that the Arizona maverick will instead run to the center and pick a more liberal
vice presidential candidate - {Carly (the ruin of High Tec exec) Fiorina would be an obvious McCain
VP choice. Hector Ruiz would probably be McCain's first choice but Hector is still busy running CPU
maker AMD into the ground after his accomplishment of crippling the once great Motorola.}
February 15, 2008 -- WASHINGTON - With all this talk of "suicide voters" {The only sure suicide for
conservatives is to back the fraudulent Bush RINOs.} - conservatives who are reluctant to back John McCain
- conventional wisdom has it that he has to pick a conservative as his running mate to shore up Republican
support on the right. But there's increasing speculation in Washington and among McCain's supporters that
the Arizona maverick will instead run to the center and pick a more liberal vice presidential candidate. ... In
2004, President Bush beat John Kerry by expanding the GOP base in conservative areas. This is a strategy
that simply won't work for McCain because there is a certain bloc of core, loyal and principled conservatives
who will never vote for him no matter what he says now, who he picks to run with, or who the Democratic
nominee might be. Those conservatives will never forgive him for the immigration bill he wrote with Ted
Kennedy and for opposing Bush's tax cuts. Bush's 2004 strategy was enough to edge out a boring stiff like
Kerry, but it would hardly match the mania for Obama.
http://www.nypost.com/seven/02152008/news/columnists/mccain__mcsame_ticket_talk_97765.htm
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Critics Demand Resignation of U.N. Official Who Wants Probe of 9/11 'Inside Job' Theories - theories
that the Sept. 11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon were an "inside job" - Neuer
has also criticized Falk for being biased against Israel {To look at 9-11 and blame Israel like this guy
and others are doing is the height of neglect of reason and fact. Yes, "an inside job" all the 9-11
aircraft were in the air at the same time and all the targets were hit within a few hours of each other. It
was "one job" one continuous action that day. The inside job of the Pentagon being hit had to be just
that an inside job – no one has access to the Pentagon except the government. The majority of
surveillance camera tapes from the Pentagon and WTC that have never been released and are in the
hands of the government. All the FFA, NORAD, civil defense, military and civilian control is and was
in the hands of the Bush government so any "inside job" can only be inside the Bush government.}
Richard Falk, the special rapporteur on human rights in the Palestinian territories, investigates alleged Israeli
violations of human rights law for the U.N.'s Human Rights Council. But the former Princeton professor would
also like to investigate whether "some sort of controlled explosion from within" destroyed the Twin Towers, he
told FOXNews.com. "I do think there are questions that haven't been answered, questions about the way the
buildings collapsed and the failure to heed a variety of signals that there was danger coming," Falk said. ...
But Falk's support for Sept. 11 conspiracy theories isn't the only thing that has critics up in arms. In an online
article for the Transnational Foundation for Peace and Future Research last year, Falk - prior to his
appointment as an unbiased human rights investigator - compared Israeli actions in Gaza to the Nazi
treatment of Jews. This may have led to his appointment as the rapporteur for the Palestinian territories,
Bolton said. "He was picked for a reason, and the reason is not to have an objective assessment - the
objective is to find more ammunition to go after Israel," Bolton said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,369122,00.html

Government Appeals LtCol Chessani Dismissal – Prosecution Turns into Persecution - This case has
turned into the persecution of one of the Marine's finest combat commanders - LtCol Chessani
devoted his life to the Marine Corps and his Nation - He served three tours of duty in Iraq, away from
his wife and children in defense of us all
Prosecutors have 20 days in which to file their appeal brief to the Navy-Marine Corps Court of Criminal
Appeals (NMCCA), which is located in Washington, D.C. Richard Thompson, President and Chief Counsel of
the Thomas More Law Center, reacted with outrage, "This case has turned into the persecution of one of the
Marine's finest combat commanders. LtCol Chessani devoted his life to the Corps and his Nation. He served
three tours of duty in Iraq, away from his wife and children in defense of us all. In their attempt 'to get'
Chessani, prosecutors granted immunity to seventeen Marines, including one they had charged with murder.
Still they failed. Sadly, in the process they have destroyed the career of an outstanding officer. Enough is
enough." ... LtCol Chessani's official 2006 Combat Fitness Report, which includes the time frame in which he
is facing criminal charges, declared him "a superb leader, who knows his men, knows the enemy, knows his
business," and recommended him for promotion. The reviewing Major General added, Lt. Colonel Chessani
has "unlimited potential and value to the Marine Corps," and also recommended him for promotion.
http://www.thomasmore.org/qry/page.taf?id=63

{Flashback} GOP misgivings with Gonzales boil over - Rohrabacher criticized the (Bush)
administration for its "pattern of arrogance" and the "ruthless prosecution" of former Border Patrol
agents Ignacio Ramos and Jose Compean
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The latest example is Rep. Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.). The lawmaker has strongly criticized Gonzales in
the case of two Border Patrol agents, who are serving long prison sentences for an incident that resulted in
the shooting of a suspected Mexican drug smuggler. Rohrabacher criticized the (Bush) administration for its
"pattern of arrogance" and the "ruthless prosecution" of former Border Patrol agents Ignacio Ramos and Jose
Compean. Since taking office, the Bush administration's Justice Department has drawn the ire of Democrats
and Republicans with expanding executive authority - often irking lawmakers in the process.
http://thehill.com/leading-the-news/gop-misgivings-with-gonzales-boil-over-2007-03-16.html

Feds Say Reagan Shooter John Hinckley Is Womanizing Narcissist - Would-be presidential assassin
John Hinckley is a womanizing narcissist who juggles sexual relationships and "believes himself
entitled to a life of leisure" {Does John Hinckley think the Bush family owes him a life of leisure for
his work in the Reagan assignation attempt?}
Hinckley, who shot and wounded President Reagan in 1981, has been committed to St. Elizabeth's Hospital
since he was found not guilty by reason of insanity. He said he shot Reagan to impress actress Jodie Foster.
Hinckley has been allowed visits to his family home in Virginia but wants to extend those visits, as well as get
a driver's license and begin volunteering or working in the community, all under the supervision of his doctors.
But federal prosecutors argue he needs to address "his issues" surrounding these relationships, "in order to
preclude the danger that he might again try to impress a woman through violence," The Smoking Gun
reported.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,368663,00.html

{Flashback} Did then Vice President Bush Sr. attempt to have President Reagan Assassinated? Bush Son (Neil) Had Dinner Plans With John Hinckley Brother (Scott) Before [Reagan] Shooting - In
Washington, an aide to Vice President George Bush disputed a Houston Post report that the
Hinckleys made large contributions to Bush's presidential campaign - The friendship between the
Hinckley and Bush families goes back more than a decade to their shared conquest of the oilfields of
Texas {Scroll down - several articles}
-- Hinckley's brother was scheduled to have supper with Bush's son the day after the assassination attempt,
which struck Blumberg as ''the most remarkable assassination coincidence in the history of this country." -The friendship between the Hinckley and Bush families goes back more than a decade to their shared
conquest of the oilfields of Texas. -- The Hinckley oil company was warned, just hours before the shooting,
that it faced a $2-million fine for overpricing oil. The possible charges were never mentioned after Hinckley's
attempt. -- The widely accepted official story that Hinckley was trying to get the attention of actress Jodie
Foster was based entirely on a letter that Hinckley was said to have written, but which the public and the
media never saw. Blumberg's book attempts to documents those assertions and blasts the nation's
journalists for sloth and neglect. He said journalists were fed a barely believable story full of inconsistencies.
http://www.hereinreality.com/hinckley.html

McCain's YouTube (Credibility) Problem Just Became a Nightmare - {The ability of the new Bush
Republican Party to Lie at Every Instance is just astounding. America cannot continue to endure this
amount of deceit.} (YouTube 3:14)
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There's no question John McCain is getting a free ride from the mainstream press. But with the power of
YouTube and the blogosphere, we can provide an accurate portrayal of the so-called Maverick. We can put
the brakes on his free ride! Since we first released The Real McCain a year ago, our REAL McCain series
has garnered close to 2 million views, with over 13,000 comments and tens of thousands more in petition
signatures! Clearly, John McCain's record is something the public wants to discuss, and yet the corporate
media is doing NOTHING to present the truth. We feel obliged to continue countering the mainstream media's
love of McCain. And so we thought it was high time for a sequel: The Real McCain (Vol.) 2.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GEtZlR3zp4c

Obama opts out of public financing system - "But the public financing of presidential elections as it
exists today is broken, and we face opponents who've become masters at gaming this broken
system" {That pretty much sums up the entire Bush family existence. They break a good system or
create a broken system that others cannot fairly compete in and then they "game" it for all they can
get from it whether it is money, land, wealth, positions or whatever most of their gain comes via their
own twisted rules!}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Sen. Barack Obama told supporters Thursday that he has decided not to accept
public financing for his general election campaign. In an e-mail message, the presumptive Democratic
presidential nominee said the decision means that his campaign will forgo more than $80 million in public
funds. In exchange for taking public funds, candidates usually agree to a cap on the amount of money they
can spend on their campaigns. "It's not an easy decision, and especially because I support a robust system
of public financing of elections," Obama wrote. "But the public financing of presidential elections as it exists
today is broken, and we face opponents who've become masters at gaming this broken system." Obama
repeatedly broke campaign fundraising records during the Democratic primary season. Since January 2007,
he has raised more than $272 million. Sen. John McCain, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee,
raised less than half that amount, roughly $100 million, over the same period.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/06/19/obama.public.financing/index.html

{Flashback} Barbara Bush made (hurricane Katrina) donation - provided her son's (Neil Bush) firm
got it - "If everybody started doing that, it would ruin our whole system for tax-exempt organizations
because people would be using them to benefit their business rather than for the public benefit"
HOUSTON - Former first lady Barbara Bush contributed money to a hurricane-relief fund on the condition that
it be spent to buy educational software from her son Neil's company. Jean Becker, the chief of staff of former
President George H.W. Bush, would not disclose the amount earmarked for purchases from Ignite Learning.
... But Daniel Borochoff, president of the American Institute of Philanthropy, a charity watchdog group, said
donors who direct that their money be used to buy products from a family business set a bad precedent. "If
everybody started doing that, it would ruin our whole system for tax-exempt organizations because people
would be using them to benefit their business rather than for the public benefit," he said.
http://seattletimes.nwsource.com/html/nationworld/2002888160_katbush25.html

23 Minutes in Hell by Bill Wiese - 2nd Video Testimony Dec 2006 (Video Downloads)
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"My sincere hope is that this book is the closest you will ever come to experiencing hell for yourself." Bill
Wiese saw the searing flames of hell, felt total isolation, and experienced the putrid and rotting stench,
deafening screams of agony, terrorizing demons, and finally, the strong hand of God lifting him out of the pit.
"Tell them I am coming very, very soon!" Wiese's visit to the devil's lair lasted just twenty-three minutes, but
he returned with vivid details etched in his memory. Since this life-changing ordeal, he has spent the last
seven years studying the Scriptures to find answers and has listed more than 150 Bible verses referencing
hell. Everyone is curious about the afterlife, and now Wiese shares his insights to commonly asked questions
such as: * Is hell a literal burning place? * Where is hell? * Do you have a body in hell? * Are there Degrees of
punishment in hell? * Are there children in hell? * Can Demons torment people in hell? * Can "good" people
go to hell? "Even if you don't believe my story, I hope you will believe the Scriptures and avoid hell just the
same."
http://www.freecdtracts.com/BillWiese23MinutesInHell.htm

The Marks of a Cult: A Biblical Analysis - A fascinating analysis examining the core of Christian
orthodoxy - where denominations within the true Church ends and a cult begins (DVD $12.95)
"Once again, The Apologetics Group has developed a scholarly presentation addressing a vital current issue.
This new production not only deals with how to identify The Marks of a Cult, but in its own right is a type of
"mini-systematic theology" that will greatly benefit any individual or church group. I highly recommend it for a
better understanding of cult beliefs and practice, as well as, developing your understanding of historic
Christian theology." Dr. Kenneth G. Talbot - President, Whitefield Theological Seminary.
http://www.theapologeticsgroup.com/cms/component/option,com_virtuemart/page,shop.browse/category_id,1
5/Itemid,75/

***The Marks of a Cult: Division from Historic Christianity (Salvation from God) is the Mark of a Cult
{This Excellent 10 min video clip exactly explains how and why cults like the LDS take the focus off of
God (Jesus) and place it on cult leaders. Removing salvation from God while pretending to place it in
the hands of the cult leaders.} (Online Video)
falcon on June 18th, 2008: Excellent video. Add to it the notion to trust the leaders unquestionably and once
the prophet/leader speaks the thinking is done. According to the Mormon church, can a member leave the
church and still be saved? A big NO! Are the members controled by the leaders? Totally! The elite leaders
own the salvation of the little gerbil followers so they can keep these folks busy on the little religion wheel
running as fast they can. And the beauty of the gerbil wheel, to the leaders, is that the little gerbil followers
never get any where. So they keep trying. And if the gerbils try to break out, they're reminded that outer
darkness awaits anyone who leaves. Total control through fear. This is flat out spiritual abuse with the
abused blaming themselves and not the abusers. No wonder the exMos carry anger with them for years.
http://blog.mrm.org/2008/06/division-from-historic-christianity-is-the-mark-of-a-cult-division-from-historic-christ
ianity-is-the-mark-of-a-cult/

Watchdog Web Site (Wikileaks.org) Goes After the Mormon and Scientology (Cult) Churches - In
mid-April, Wikileaks took on the Mormon Church, releasing the secret version of the Handbook of
Instructions for the Church of Latter-Day Saints - In March, the site published a document detailing
behind-the-scene workings of the Church of Scientology: a 612-page manual commonly refered to as
the secret "bible" of Scientology {Yep, paying that old green stuff to some cult for their secret way to
get into heaven will get you into heaven every time, either that or it will simply dupe you out of your
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money every time, I'm thinking it's a duping.}
Wikileaks.org - a watchdog Web site that leaks corporate and government documents - hasn't officially
launched, yet it has already uncovered human rights violations in China, claimed to have swayed Kenya's
elections and exposed the inner workings of Guantanamo Bay. So many were surprised when it recently
turned its sights on two lawyer-heavy religious groups: the Mormons and the Scientologists ... In March, the
site published a document detailing behind-the-scene workings of the Church of Scientology: a 612-page
manual commonly refered to as the secret "bible" of Scientology, containing writings by L. Ron Hubbard on
the eight different Operating Thetan levels, a basic principal of the religion. The public had never seen the
entire document before it appeared on Wikileaks; the church views them as secret and had sued CNN and
Time for releasing small parts of them in the past. ... Church of Scientology International spokeswoman Karin
Pouw wrote in an e-mail to FOXNews.com: "I can only assume that religious bigotry and prejudice is driving
their activity, as there is no altruistic value in posting our copyrighted scriptures, despite Wikileaks'
self-serving statements to the contrary. ... In mid-April, Wikileaks took on the Mormon Church, releasing the
secret version of the Handbook of Instructions for the Church of Latter-Day Saints. The materials, not
available even to most Mormons, included information on how the church hierarchy deals with matters of
discipline, excommunication and apostasy. The church issued legal warnings demanding that the information
be taken down, and even sent threats to the Wikimedia Foundation - the not-for-profit that operates Wikinews
and Wikipedia - for linking to the material in a WikiNews article. LDS church spokesman Michael Purdy wrote
in an e-mail that there is nothing particularly newsworthy in the material and said it is used as "a reference
guide to assist local Church leaders in managing Church affairs. "However," he wrote, "the material is
copyrighted. Copyright infringement is a concern for many organizations." The Wikimedia Foundation - which
has no relation to the watchdog group - removed the documents. Wikileaks refused.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,368315,00.html

Mormon Church LDS legal notice to Wikileaks.org - [From] Intellectual Reserve, Inc. "Dear Sir of
Madam:" {Is this stuff real? Can't the Mormons afford Lawyers who can write and spell? Shouldn't it
read "Dear Sir or Madam:" - Looks like some Mormon Lawyers are in for some small planets to rule
over if they can't properly rule over this important task of keeping their followers in the dark. How
could Mormons this sloppy not lose some rewards from their eternal planet paradise if not lose their
planet all together? Brigham Young the strict disciplinarian must be turning over in his grave!} (PDF)
Formal notice of infringement filed by LDS with wikileaks, demanding removal of Church Handbook of
Instructions. Sent by Berne S. Broadbent of the Intellectual Property Division of The Church of Jesus Christ of
the Latter-day Saints. ... Register of Copyrights - Application Received NOV 16, 1998 - a. Name of Author
"Corporation of the President of the (LDS)" - b. Substantially new text. Selection, arrangement, condensation,
and revision of preexisting text. - Previous Registration "No". {How could you not trust a 1998 updated book
with all the rules that mankind needs to know in order to get your own far away sex-planet. After all it was
completely updated in 1998 to the point that it needed to be copyrighted for the first time. Too bad no one is
allowed to see such an important book of rules. IRI is the owner of the copyright of the "original" (LDS) work. I
wonder if the Mormons know they are owned by corporations? Corporations that won't even show them the
rules they are supposed to follow to be obedient enough to get their own Mormon planet. Too -- Weird!}
http://www.wikileaks.org/wiki/Mormon_Church_LDS_legal_notice_to_Wikileaks

{Flashback} Mitt "How many counties are in Massachusetts?" she asked - Oh, no, I think it's 13,
Romney said - A spokesman for Romney said he shortly thereafter, "corrected the record" to the right
number of 14 {LDS member Mitt Romney was the Governor of Massachusetts from 2002-2006.}
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WILTON, Iowa -- Mitt Romney spent this morning barnstorming the small farming communities of Eastern
Iowa, holding a series of "Ask Mitt Anything" events and urging his supporters to turn out Saturday for the
straw poll in Ames. ... "How many counties are in Massachusetts?" she asked. "Thirteen," he said. A few feet
away, an aide shook his head and said, "Ten." "Oh, no, I think it's 13," Romney said. "Not like your 99." He
paused for a moment. "Yeah, if you count Dukes County ... " he trailed off. "So, anyway, we have very, very
few." "Ninety-nine counties," Romney said, apparently hoping to change the subject, "Why didn't you get to
100?" ... A spokesman for Romney said he shortly thereafter, "corrected the record" to the right number of 14.
http://www.boston.com/news/nation/articles/2007/08/09/romney_has_a_memory_lapse_on_mass/

English Crop Circle's Mysterious Pattern Solved - Another crop circle has appeared in the English
countryside - and this one's clearly been made by someone, or something, that understands math
{The drawing and explanation are not all that clear. A photocopy would be easier to follow than a
drawing and besides the numbers 7 and 8 seem to be skipped over.}
At first glance, the strange ratcheted pattern, radiating out clockwise, doesn't look like much - modern art,
perhaps. But an electrical engineer from North Carolina - described by the London newspapers as a "retired
astrophysicist" - figured out that it was an abstract representation of pi, the number at the center of Euclidean
geometry. ... The circle, one of hundreds that have sprung up overnight in the English countryside over the
past two decades, appeared in early June near Wroughton, Wiltshire, just south of Swindon and about 80
miles west of London. It's about half a mile from Barbury Castle, a pre-Roman fortress surrounded by long
hillocks that may be the remnants of Iron Age buildings or burial mounds.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,368422,00.html

{Flashback} Crop Circles (Demon Circles) and Occultic, Masonic & Illuminati Symbols {Note: In the
photos with Pope John Paul II the 'upside-down cross' on the chair is the cross of St. Peter who was
crucified upside down. The crop circles are the best part of the video.} (Video 7:00)
Description: Crop Circles and Occultic, Masonic & Illuminati Symbols.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WafRr3JSxHw

U.S.: Shiite 'Special Group' Behind Baghdad Bombing That Killed 63 - No group claimed
responsibility for the blast - "We believe he ordered the attack to incite Shiite violence against
Sunnis" {I hope the Iraqi's can come to some terms and govern that nation. The tragedies and scope
of human suffering over there is appalling.}
BAGHDAD - The U.S. military blamed a renegade Shiite group Wednesday for a deadly car bombing in a
Baghdad Shiite neighborhood and said it was seeking to re-ignite the sort of sectarian violence that swept the
area 18 months ago. Iraqi officials said the death toll from the bombing rose to 63, including women and
children. ... But U.S. spokesman Lt. Col. Steven Stover said the command did not believe Al Qaeda in Iraq
was behind the attack based on the type of vehicle and explosives used. Instead, he said the command
believed the attack was carried out by a Shiite special group led by Haydar Mehdi Khadum al-Fawadi, whom
Stover described as a "murderous thug" seeking to incite violence "for his individual profit and gain." ... "We
believe he ordered the attack to incite (Shiite) violence against Sunnis; that his intent was to disrupt Sunni
resettlement in Hurriyah in order to maintain extortion of real estate rental income to support his nefarious
activities," Stover said in an e-mail. Several Iraqi police officials said the casualty toll stood at 63, with another
78 wounded.
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http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,368303,00.html

#1 Death, what Happens? - Sept. 30th, 2006 Bill Wiese - 23 Minutes In HELL (Mp3)
Bill Wiese, on the night of November 23, 1998 , had an out of body experience whereby the Lord showed him
Hell. This was not a dream, but rather a supernatural experience that placed Bill in a prison cell with stone
walls and metal bars. He was confronted and tortured by demons, had no physical strength, no rest and was
surrounded by darkness. Besides physical attacks, he felt extreme heat, unquenchable thirst, heard millions
of people screaming, endured intense foul odors, experienced complete utter fear and worst of all, he felt the
hopelessness of being lost forever. In his testimony, Bill shares that he found himself in Hell ...
http://theedgeam.com/guests/pastguest12.htm

#2 Death, what Happens? - Attack Of The Killer Jellyfish - Ian McCormick - 14059.mp3 (Mp3)
Ian details his deadly encounter with a poisonous ocean jellyfish. Death with an unsaved soul is the ultimate
torment of agony, therefore choose life, choose Jesus Christ and give your soul the refreshing free gift of
eternal life forever.
http://server.ffmp3.com/2002catalog.asp

#3 Death, what Happens? - Dying Testimonies Of Saved And Unsaved - Originally Published in 1898
(Online Book)
Solomon B. Shaw was a wise recorder of life-and-death scenes. His best-known book is "Dying Testimonies
of Saved and Unsaved", originally published in 1898. In this most touching, and spiritually rewarding, book,
Shaw records the dying scenes, and the last words, of both the saved and unsaved, both famous and
unknown. You will see the tremendous difference between those who are Born Again and those who have
refused salvation, as they approach the hour of their death. As one physician once remarked, "Christians die
well". Biblical doctrines which saints of God have believed all their lives sustain them wonderfully in the hour
of their death. Many believers report seeing angels coming to escort them to Heaven and the lights of that
wondrous abode shining around them as they lay dying. Conversely, you will realize that many unsaved go
through the agonies of Hell as they approach death, some even feeling the fires of Hell and seeing demons in
the room, coming to take their spirits to the Abyss. You will also discover that the Biblical doctrine that a
person cannot come to Jesus on their own, but must be drawn by the spirit -- Who gives the very desire to
come to salvation -- is borne out by the testimonies of the unsaved. No one should put off the promptings of
the Holy Spirit, thinking they can utter the correct words just before they die and go to Heaven. Truly, God is
not mocked!
http://www.cuttingedge.org/shaw/

Bush to Urge Congress to Lift Offshore Drilling Ban - "The president believes Congress shouldn't
waste any more time" {Bush already knowingly wasted eight years. What a FRAUD the Bush
Republicans turned out to be.}
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WASHINGTON - President Bush plans to make a renewed push Wednesday to get Congress to end a
long-standing ban on offshore oil and gas drilling, echoing a call by GOP presidential candidate John McCain.
Congressional Democrats have opposed lifting the prohibitions on energy development on nearly all federal
Outer Continental Shelf waters for more than a quarter-century, including waters along both the East and
West coasts. With oil prices soaring and motorists paying $4 a gallon for gasoline, political pressures have
been growing for more domestic oil and gas production. "The president believes Congress shouldn't waste
any more time," White House press secretary Dana Perino told The Associated Press on Tuesday.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,368221,00.html

***Highly Recommended - The Edge AM (Radio Shows) - OCTOBER 1st, 2005 9:00 PM CST 2nd Hour
RUSS DIZDAR - REAL LIFE NIGHT STALKER (Mp3's)
Russ Dizdar has been tracking Satanic activities for 18 years. He is the Director of the agency SHATTER
THE DARKNESS. He has personally held over 300+ deliverance sessions from demon possession. Russ has
spent thousands of hours dealing with, interviewing, counseling, researching, tracking, investigating satanic
crime, cult multiples, covens, rouge military, and underground dark occultism. He is currently writing a book
entitled 'THE BLACK AWAKENING' on the satanic underground agenda.
http://theedgeam.com/guests/pastguest6.htm

RUSS DIZDAR - SHATTER THE DARKNESS - Website Resources and Info - THE COVERT
INFILTRATION OF CHRISTIAN CHURCHES - Radio Show, Newsletters
THE MISSION OF SHATTER THE DARKNESS - PRAYER-INTERCESSION AND SPIRITUAL WARFARE:
To pour out prayer for massive spiritual awakening for our day. For the salvation of hundreds of thousands.
For th revival of the body of Christ. For the blessing of God to touch and grip society is such a way as to
cause it to turn to God. May God so grip and strike with His kingdom of grace, power, truth and His
astounding presence. For evil and that satanic agenda to be exposed and crushed. (Acts 4).
http://www.shatterthedarkness.net/

RUSS DIZDAR - 'THE BLACK (MAGIC) AWAKENING' RISE OF THE SATANIC SUPER SOLDIERS THE
COURSE WILL BE RELEASED IN WHOLE - COST FOR COURSEORDERS ARE $100 (Mp3's)
YOU WILL BE SENT A WEB PAGE THAT HAS THE LINKS FOR 20 hours of sessions (extra will be added)
THE SESSIONS (MP3..WINDOWS MEDIA)FOR YOU TO DOWN LOAD (MAKE YOUR OWN CD) AND A
LINK FOR THE STUDY MANUAL YOU CAN PRINT IT OUT.
http://www.shatterthedarkness.net/theblackawakening/page2.html

40daysforlife.com: 40 Day Pro-Life Prayer & Fasting Event - The 2008 fall campaign will be held from
SEPTEMBER 24 THROUGH NOVEMBER 2, ending the Sunday before America goes to the polls to
elect new national leaders - The registration period for the fall 40 Days for Life will begin in mid-July sign-ups are tentatively scheduled to begin on July 16
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Even as we've been aggressively working behind the scenes preparing for this fall's 40 Days for Life
campaign, people have been pounding us non-stop with e-mails, wanting to register NOW so they can get
started. In fact, more than 500 cities have already expressed an interest in joining the fall 2008 campaign!
Now, I fully realize that some of these cities may not actually go through with it, but based on early
indications, this fall's 40 Days for Life promises to be the largest and longest grassroots pro-life mobilization
in history. Based on the questions coming in - as well as the feedback from the 139 cities that have
previously conducted 40 Days for Life campaigns - we've decided to give you a lot of information, tools, and
training BEFORE registrations to help you: ... The fall campaign will be held from SEPTEMBER 24
THROUGH NOVEMBER 2, ending the Sunday before America goes to the polls to elect new national leaders
- a crucial time for people of faith and conscience to join together in a massive, unified effort of prayer, fasting
and peaceful action. The registration period for the fall 40 Days for Life will begin in mid-July - sign-ups are
tentatively scheduled to begin on July 16. One of the biggest things past campaign leaders told us they
needed was more time to prepare. Well, we listened. To help you prepare effectively, over these next few
weeks we'll be sending you a number of short, focused pre-registration training materials including: Videos,
Audios, Multimedia presentations, Downloadable training guides, Planning checklists, Printable materials.
http://40daysforlife.com/blog/?p=115

**Highly Recommended - The Edge AM (Radio Shows) - Oct. 28th 2006 3 Hours Daniel & Jamie Ott
take your calls - Taking live calls of Spooky Stories (Mp3's)
Something freaky happen to you? Seen a ghost, monster, alien or just had a scary nightmare? Now's your
chance to scare up your story with Daniel on the air. Share your true story with the Edge listening audience
and receive free Edge gear!
http://theedgeam.com/guests/pastguest13.htm

"In Depth: The Big Lies" - Five Palistinaian Case Studies, Al-Dura, Jenin, Gaza Beach, Lebanon, Gaza
Siege and Other Resources (Online Video Selections)
HonestReporting: a fast-action website that monitors Mideast media bias and ensures that Israel receives fair
worldwide press coverage.
http://www.honestreporting.com/a/bigLies.asp

Must-See Video: The BEST Al-Jazeera Clip I've EVER Seen! {The Al-Jazeera reviewer tried to pretend
that Jerusalem has always been important to Islam and is written in the Quran when Jerusalem is not
mentioned once. This is why Shiite Islam has such a credibility problem.}
June 17, 2008 By Debbie Schlussel - I've long been a fan of scholar Mordechai Kedar, as was my late father.
Dr. Kedar, who speaks Arabic, Hebrew, and English fluently, is professor of Arabic Studies at Israel's Bar-Ilan
University and has written a great deal on Islam, Syria, and Arabic history--he is an expert on all of them. I've
cited his work on this site, and he is very learned on Jerusalem and its true history as the eternal Jewish
capitol versus its unimportance in Islam until recently. He is also a scholar at the Begin-Sadat Center for
Strategic Studies. Dr. Kedar was recently on Al-Jazeera, and I can say--without qualification--that it's the best
few moments I've ever watched on the Terrorist News Network. I don't agree with his statement that
"G-d-willing, there will be a Palestinian State in the West Bank." (They have a state there--it's called Jordan.)
But other than that, this is a broadcasting masterpiece (thanks to reader Herb for the tip):
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http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/06/video_of_the_da_24.html

{Flashback} Egyptian-Cairo Born Yasser Arafat's French Death Certificate Forged with Jerusalem
Birthplace
Zvili said the affair was "very badly perceived in Israel", adding that those responsible for issuing the "false
document" could be subject to a legal process. "I don't understand how when Arafat arrived in France he had
been born in Cairo [Egypt] and when he left France he had been born in Jerusalem," he said.
http://web.israelinsider.com/Articles/Diplomacy/4464.htm

HonestReporting.com: Win a Free Trip to Israel while Helping to Fight Media Bias - Prize Drawing
date: June 30, 2008 - Sign up to enter the drawing and if you're not already a subscriber - you'll begin
receiving HonestReporting communiques
Sign up to enter the drawing, and if you're not already a subscriber, you'll begin receiving HonestReporting
communiques, joining the effort to ensure Israel receives fair and accurate coverage in the world media.
Refer friends and for each friend who registers with HonestReporting, you will receive an extra chance to
WIN! You can check your entry stats (number of tickets) at any time.
http://www.honestreporting.com/giveaway/

TheEdgeAm.com: The Edge AM (Radio Shows) - Daniel Ott is the host of The Edge Radio Broadcast
(Mp3 past shows) - {Info Radio with up to date current items of interest.}
Daniel Ott is the host of The Edge Radio Broadcast. On The Edge show Daniel examines Politics, Religion,
Unexplained Mysteries and Conspiracy Realities along with your e-mails, calls and Special Guests.
http://theedgeam.com/guests/pastguest19.htm

EscapeAllTheseThings.com: Tim McHyde "My Best Radio Interview" Listen free by downloading: 1st
Hour.mp3 2nd Hour.mp3 (located on right side) {A good thoughtful interview the radio host is
Excellent! Try to get past the "Planet X" discussion although planet x becomes interesting because
the heavens will be re-aligned during the Revelation Tribulation. As with most things future, we don't
know so it is interesting but uncertain except that Jesus will return in triumph that part is certain!}
Thus, this site is not only a Bible prophecy site, but an all Bible learning site. It's just that a big part of learning
solid answers to this question requires first understanding the whole Bible, including that part we all
necessarily must put off till last, the difficult writings of the prophets. But they must not be put off forever. For
example, for those of us living in the End Times, we have specific instructions from Jesus in his Olivet
Discourse on one of the things that we should be doing now: ... If we are to watch and pray for what Jesus
prophesied would happen, we must first understand what he described. This requires study into Bible
prophecy, especially the books of Daniel and Revelation in conjunction with the Olivet Discourse. And after
we study these things and understand them properly they should help us to improve our walk with our God,
as Peter said:
http://www.escapeallthesethings.com/antichrist-cup-tea.htm
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Al Gore backs Obama for president - urging Americans to reject what he called the Bush
administration's legacy of "incompetence, negligence and failure" {Amen! Bush is a failure.}
(CNN) -- Former Vice President Al Gore endorsed Democratic presidential candidate Barack Obama on
Monday, urging Americans to reject what he called the Bush administration's legacy of "incompetence,
negligence and failure." "Americans simply cannot afford to continue the policies of the last eight years for
another four," Gore, the party's 2000 presidential nominee, told Obama supporters at a rally in Detroit,
Michigan. Perceived as a senior statesman in the Democratic party, Gore brings a certain force to Obama's
campaign, political analysts have said. Monday marked Gore's debut in the 2008 election; he had not
weighed in while Obama was still battling Sen. Hillary Clinton. ... "After the last eight years, even our dogs
and cats have learned that elections matter," Gore said, adding, "After eight years of lost jobs and lower
wages, we need change. After eight years of incompetence, negligence and failure, we need change." Gore
said the Bush administration has "dishonored and disrespected" the Constitution and led the nation through
"eight years of the most serious foreign policy mistakes in the entire history of our nation."
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/06/16/gore.obama/index.html

Prince William becomes 1,000th knight - The Order of the Garter was established in 1348; the
monarch (Queen) can give the honor to anyone she chooses without advice from government
ministers
LONDON (AP) -- Prince William was made a Royal Knight of the Garter on Monday at a ceremony presided
over by his grandmother -- the British monarch -- and attended by his father, brother and girlfriend. Queen
Elizabeth II made William the 1,000th knight to join the order and formally presented him with the regalia,
including a blue garter, sash and star brooch. After the ceremony at Windsor Castle, the knights wore their
traditional ostrich feather hats and velvet robes as they walked to St. George's chapel in the castle grounds
for a service. ... The Order of the Garter was established in 1348; the monarch can give the honor to anyone
she chooses without advice from government ministers. It is meant to honor those who have held public
office, who have contributed to national life or who have served the queen personally. William, 25, is second
in line to the throne after his father, Prince Charles.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/europe/06/17/william.knighted.ap/index.html

CuttingEdge.org: Prince William To Be Inducted Into The "Order of the Garter! - This "Order of the
Garter" is a serious Illuminati decoration - If Prince William is to one day become Antichrist, as
"Antichrist and a Cup of Tea" demonstrates he might, this honor is one of the prerequisite steps he
must take
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"Of all the medals, orders and honorary decorations he will receive in his lifetime (and there will be plenty),
Prince William will never be awarded anything quite like the extraordinary regalia he will wear on Monday. In
fact, with a black ostrich-plumed hat, a red hood, a blue velvet cloak lined with white satin, a silver star, a
priceless miniature of St George and the Dragon dangling from a chain of solid gold and a garter strapped
just below his left knee, it will probably be the biggest dressing-up exercise this side of his own coronation ...
The Prince will become a knight. And he will not be receiving any old knighthood, either. The second in line to
the throne will be formally invested as a 'Royal Knight Companion of the Most Noble Order of the Garter'."
This "Order of the Garter" is a serious Illuminati decoration. If Prince William is to one day become Antichrist,
as "Antichrist and a Cup of Tea" demonstrates he might, this honor is one of the prerequisite steps he must
take. Let us now go back to this featured story for more interesting detail. "It will be exactly 40 years since the
Prince of Wales was invested as a member of the oldest order of chivalry in the world. Prince William will join
a 660-year-old club which goes to the heart of the English national identity and owes its origins to both King
Arthur and St George. In addition, he will acquire a set of initials which will always take pride of place
immediately after his name: KG." Do not be deceived: When Prince William takes the "Order of the Garter",
he is taking a very large step toward becoming the Masonic Christ!
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

Bush, Berlusconi Meet in Rome - President Bush met with Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi Thursday
- Mr. Bush is scheduled to meet with Pope Benedict XVI on Friday (13th) before departing to Paris to
continue his farewell European tour {What kind of a person schedules a meeting with the Pope on
Friday the 13th? A Devil worshiper maybe? The June Friday the 13th of 2008 is the only Friday the
13th of 2008 and it is the last one before Bush leaves office.}
ROME -- President Bush met with Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi Thursday, a day after antiwar activists and
hundreds of other demonstrators marched through the Italian capital to protest the U.S. president's visit. Mr.
Bush praised Italy for committing troops to trouble spots around the world, including more than 2,000 Italian
troops toward the NATO-led mission in Afghanistan. Italy, along with Germany, France and Spain, have
restricted their troops to less dangerous areas in northern Afghanistan -- and that has caused a rift because
other NATO members (USA, Canada) are deployed in the more violent regions of the nation.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121326638965367575.html?mod=googlenews_wsj

{Flashback} President Bush favours a very secret society - "Skull and Bones" with it's own "Black
Pope"
The Skull and Bones headquarters is in a windowless stone building on the Yale campus known as the tomb.
Each year 15 Bonesmen - and since 1991, Boneswomen - are "tapped", or invited, to join, and put through a
bizarre initiation ceremony. Alexandra Robbins, author of Secrets of the Tomb, says it includes [unholy trinity]
a devil [Satan], a Don Quixote figure [false christ] and a [Black magic - Satanic/evil] pope [false prophet] with
one foot in a white monogrammed slipper, resting on a stone skull.
http://smh.com.au/news/world/no-bones-about-it-bush-favours-a-very-secret-society/2006/03/17/1142582522
189.html

{Flashback} Satanic Bible by Anton La Vey (called "The Black Pope") - from HarperCollins Publishers
owend by Fox News Channel owner Rupert Murdoch
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Called "The Black Pope" by many of his followers, Anton La Vey began the road to High Priesthood of the
(lurch of Satan when he was only 16 years old and an organ player in a carnival: ... From that time early in his
life his path was clear. Finally, on the last night of April, 1966 -- Walpurgisnacht, the most important festival of
the believers in witchcraft -- LaVey shaved his head in the tradition of Ancient executioners and announced
the formation of The Church Of Satan. He had seen the need for a church that would recapture man's body
and his carnal desires as objects of celebration.
http://www.harpercollins.com/global_scripts/product_catalog/book_xml.asp?isbn=0380015390

Is America's suburban dream collapsing into a nightmare? {No! There is a need for both suburban
and urban living. The conservative suburban family is being attacked on all sides. Bush is the worst
thing that has ever happened to America but the conservative movement can emerge more focused
and much stronger. The conservative movement will survive and thrive!}
(CNN) -- When Shaun Yandell proposed to his longtime girlfriend Gina Marasco on the doorstep of their new
home in the sunny suburb of Elk Grove, California, four years ago, he never imagined things would get this
bad. But they did, and it happened almost overnight. "It is going to be heartbreak," Yandell told CNN. "But we
are hanging on." Yandell's marriage isn't falling apart: his neighborhood is. Devastated by the subprime
mortgage crisis, hundreds of homes have been foreclosed and thousands of residents have been forced to
move, leaving in their wake a not-so-pleasant path of empty houses, unkempt lawns, vacant strip malls,
graffiti-sprayed desolate sidewalks and even increased crime. In Elk Grove, some homeowners not only cut
their own grass but also trim the yards of vacant homes on their streets, hoping to deter gangs and criminals
from moving in. ... "The American dream is absolutely changing," he told CNN. ... This change can be
witnessed in places like Atlanta, Georgia, Detroit, Michigan, and Dallas, Texas, said Leinberger, where once
rundown downtowns are being revitalized by well-educated, young professionals who have no desire to live
in a detached single family home typical of a suburbia where life is often centered around long commutes and
cars. Instead, they are looking for what Leinberger calls "walkable urbanism" -- both small communities and
big cities characterized by efficient mass transit systems and high density developments enabling residents to
walk virtually everywhere for everything -- from home to work to restaurants to movie theaters. The so-called
New Urbanism movement emerged in the mid-90s and has been steadily gaining momentum, especially with
rising energy costs, environmental concerns and health problems associated with what Leinberger calls
"drivable suburbanism" -- a low-density built environment plan that emerged around the end of the World War
II and has been the dominant design in the U.S. ever since.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/TECH/06/16/suburb.city/index.html

--Important-- MichelleMalkin.com: Fight Their Smears: ABC News, Bob Beckel, Time, AP, Guardian,
and NYT slime the Right {Conservative Talk Radio is the epicenter of the War against Conservatism
being waged in part it seems by the Bush Republican Party. Ask Rush Limbaugh or any
Conservative; Columnist – Reporter – Commentator, how much support they get from the Bush
Republican Party and the answer is zero. The Bush Republican Party supports the conservative
movement the same way the Bush White House supports military recruiters on college campuses,
Bush support is a complete absent no-show!}
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Time lies. The NYTimes slimes. AP distorts. ABC News, the Guardian, and the blithering Bob Beckel {with a
FALSE "smear story" aimed at Michelle Obama, and WRONGLY claiming that conservatives are behind the
story} have all now piled on, too. They are at it again. Smearing conservative bloggers and talk radio.
Because they think they can get away with it. ... And just when you think they can't go any lower, along
comes Bob Beckel. First, let's review what he said in a heavy-breathing interview on Fox and Friends on June
3. I've taken the time to transcribe the exact moment when he launches into his hyped-up Michelle Obama
rumor-mongering–which was not solicited or prompted by the hosts. Pay close attention:
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/06/16/fight-their-smears-abc-news-bob-beckel-time-ap-guardian-and-nyt-slim
e-the-right/

June 12, 2008: Ron Paul Suspends Campaign - Says 'Thank You' {Ron Paul runs for the Exit – Why
did Ron Paul Quit suddenly after 17 Months? – Ron Paul was close to the WIN – Only two Republican
candidates remained a crumbling, bumbling John McCain and a Surging, money (4.5 mil) in the bank
Ron Paul. Ron Paul quit when not only victory was within reach but some of the major changes he
espoused, or pretended to support, were within his grasp. It seems Texas Congressman Ron Paul
was a Bush spoiler only needed to draw votes away from McCain to put Hillary in the White House
but now that Hillary is gone Ron Paul is out of a job.}
THANK YOU: For 17 months we brought the message of peace, freedom, and prosperity to millions of
Americans. The response overwhelmed me: more Americans believe in liberty and the Constitutions than I
ever imagined. I am deeply honored and moved by your hard work and sacrifice on behalf of our cause.
However, after much serious thought, I have decided to end my campaign for the Presidency of the United
States. It is time now to take the energy this campaign has awakened and channel it into long term efforts to
take back our country. We have some exciting plans and projects to move the revolution forward that will
come together in the next several months. Watch for them. I will work until my last breath on behalf of this
great message. That I promise you. We don't have to live in the kind of America the two major parties have in
store for us. Together, let us continue to lay the foundations for an America worthy of our Founding Fathers.
Ron Paul
http://www.ronpaul2008.com/

o support him">Ross Perot - 1992 presidential candidacy - Perot became a potential candidate and
soon polled roughly even with the two major party candidates (George H. W. Bush & Bill Clinton) [Then he suddenly Dropped out in July 1992] - by claiming that Republican operatives had wanted to
reveal compromising photos of his daughter - Later in the 1990s, Perot's detractors accused him of
not allowing the Reform Party to develop into a genuine national political party, but rather keeping it a
movement to support him
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On February 20, 1992, he appeared on CNN's Larry King Live and announced his intention to run if his
supporters could get his name on the ballot in all 50 states. With such declared policies as balancing the
federal budget, firm pro-choice stance, expansion of the war on drugs, ending outsourcing of jobs, opposition
to gun control, belief in protectionism on trade, his support of the Environmental Protection Agency and
enacting electronic direct democracy via "electronic town halls," he became a potential candidate and soon
polled roughly even with the two major party candidates. Perot's candidacy received increasing media
attention when the competitive phase of the primary season ended for the two major parties. President
George H.W. Bush was losing support, and Democratic nominee Bill Clinton was still suffering from the
numerous scandal allegations made in the previous months. With the insurgent candidacies of Republican
Pat Buchanan and Democrat Jerry Brown winding down, Perot was the natural beneficiary of populist
resentment toward establishment politicians. On May 25, 1992 he was featured on the cover of Time
Magazine with the title "Waiting for Perot", an allusion to Samuel Beckett's play Waiting for Godot. With
several months to go until the Democratic and Republican conventions, Perot filled the vacuum of election
news, as his supporters began petition drives to get him on the ballot in all 50 states. This sense of
momentum was reinforced when Perot hired two savvy campaign managers in Democrat Hamilton Jordan
and Republican Ed Rollins. ... Later in the 1990s, Perot's detractors accused him of not allowing the Reform
Party to develop into a genuine national political party, but rather keeping it a movement to support him,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ross_Perot

Citizen Perot - IN JULY 1992, Ross Perot hastily called a press conference to announce he was
dropping out of the presidential race - He reentered the race on Oct. 1 and, through infomercials and
solid performances in the presidential debates, soon approached 20% in the polls - Then he made a
decision that stopped his momentum cold: he agreed to a 60 Minutes interview to present the "real
reason" for his earlier withdrawal
IN JULY 1992, Ross Perot hastily called a press conference to announce he was dropping out of the
presidential race. He reentered the race on Oct. 1 and, through infomercials and solid performances in the
presidential debates, soon approached 20% in the polls. Then he made a decision that stopped his
momentum cold: he agreed to a 60 Minutes interview to present the "real reason" for his earlier withdrawal.
On Sunday, Oct.25, he told startled viewers he had pulled out after receiving "multiple reports" that there was
a Republican plot to embarrass his daughter by disrupting her summer wedding, and that there was also a
plan to distribute a computerized false photo of his daughter. After the show Perot was widely ridiculed, and
many believed his reasons were bogus. ... Barnes now admits that no such pictures existed and that he
concocted the story. But he insists he did so on explicit instructions from Perot himself so that Perot would
have an excuse for his withdrawal. It is hard to imagine, though, that Perot, so concerned about the privacy of
his family, would encourage anyone to circulate such a story. Barnes and Taylor deny that they were the
sources for the allegation that the Republicans intended to disrupt Perot's daughter's wedding. To this day,
Perot refuses to identify those sources.
http://www.posner.com/articles/time.htm

Ron Paul, the (once) Political Wild Card in This Presidential Election - his devoted followers could be
a problem for Sen. John McCain in November - Paul is certain to win re-election in his congressional
district south of Houston - He'll barely have to sweat {It makes no sense for Ron Paul to suddenly
suspend his campaign unless he is a ringer who never intended to make a difference.}
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While most Republicans are likely to consider Rep. Ron Paul of Texas a mere pest, his devoted followers
could be a problem for Sen. John McCain in November. Paul, the GOP congressman with the squeaky voice
but with a following of vocal supporters, will not go away. He's suspended his presidential campaign but his
crusade goes on. Paul got into the presidential race with no chance of winning. But his opposition to the war
in Iraq, his isolationist foreign policy, and his leave-us-alone views on the domestic front won him faithful
supporters during the debates earlier this year. Based on those performances, the Paul campaign raised
millions of dollars, especially on the Internet. As of the end of April, he had pulled in $35 million, according to
the Center for Responsive Politics, which tracks these things. It was one of the surprises in this campaign
with many twists and turns. ... Paul has serious disagreements with the nominees of both major parties. It is
hard to see him back either McCain or Barack Obama. Paul is certain to win re-election in his congressional
district south of Houston. He'll barely have to sweat. The Republican nightmare is for Paul backers to stay at
home in a close presidential election. It could happen, since everything else has this campaign.
http://www.usnews.com/blogs/mashek/2008/06/16/ron-paul-the-political-wild-card-in-this-presidential-election.
html

From Reagan's Berlin Wall Speech: Message For Today's GOP - For conservatives and Republicans
who are wondering what in the world happened to their party, we should recall June 12, 1987 - Two
and half years later, the wall was down and a new chapter begun
For conservatives and Republicans who are wondering what in the world happened to their party, we should
recall June 12, 1987. That day, 21 years ago, President Ronald Reagan stood before the wall dividing East
and West Berlin and directed his famous appeal to the leader of the then Soviet Union, "Mr. Gorbachev, tear
down this wall." The rest, as they say, is history. Two and half years later, the wall was down and a new
chapter begun. It's always worth recalling Reagan's courageous act and words of that time. But we
particularly should consider it now in light of today's Republican conundrums. I turn to the well-known account
of Peter Robinson, then a Reagan speechwriter, of how it all came about. The story of Reagan's Berlin
speech, as recounted by Robinson, is about change and fighting the Washington establishment - exactly the
themes we're hearing almost every day now from our current presidential aspirants. Robinson wrote the
speech for President Reagan, including the famous "tear down this wall" line, and submitted it for review. The
opposition to it from the administration's entire foreign policy establishment was uniform and adamant. The
National Security Council and the State Department were opposed, as was our highest-ranking diplomat in
Germany. They felt it was too provocative and unrealistic. But the president liked it. After several drafts,
Robinson told Reagan, at a meeting to review the speech, that his words would be broadcast on the other
side of wall, in East Berlin. He asked him if he had anything to say to those people. "Well, there's the passage
about tearing down the wall," Reagan said. "That wall has to come down. That's what I'd like to say."
http://www.gopusa.com/commentary/sparker/2008/sp_06161.shtml

How to Pick a Vice President - presidential candidates should use their VP choice to make a
statement about their own candidacy - The vice president is a candidate's first and most important
appointment {McCain in expressing the desires of the new Republican Party likely will pick a liberal
for VP, most of the people Bush chooses to associate with are very liberal. The Republican Party is
NOT going to WIN in 2008. If conservatives stay in this sinking RINO boat the conservative will be the
biggest losers of 2008. Abandon the RINO Party and make your vote count as an Independent or in
some other Party. The FUTURE of the Conservative Voice depends on not becoming a useless, taken
for granted, hostage in this hostile Republican Party. When Republican leaders wake up and finally
admit that they cannot win w/o their conservative base our conservative voice will return to the
Party.}
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Bill Clinton's selection of Al Gore changed forever the calculus presidential candidates need to use in
choosing their running mates. Previously, presidential candidates usually used their VP pick to help them to
carry a pivotal state or region, as JFK did in choosing Lyndon Johnson in 1960. But the single state theory
doesn't work anymore. Voters can tell the difference between the first and second place on the ticket and
don't let the tail wag the dog in determining their votes. After all, John Kerry couldn't carry North Carolina
even after putting Edwards on his 2004 ticket. Instead, presidential candidates should use their VP choice to
make a statement about their own candidacy. The vice president is a candidate's first and most important
appointment. ... For McCain, the pressing need is to lend excitement to his candidacy. His low key delivery,
one often wonders if he is putting himself to sleep with his own speeches, does not provoke anything like the
excitement that Obama does.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,365690,00.html

When McCain Drops Out - I think there is every reason to believe John McCain won't be the nominee Ok, let me say that again - McCain will not be the Republican candidate in November - The reason will
be health-related {This is why Ron Paul had to head for the door to assure that the liberal John
McCain stays in unopposed. For the Bush Republican leaders 2008 is about reshaping the Party it is
not about winning an already lost White House. Bush would rather drive the Republican Party into
more Liberal tracks than *replace McCain and win the White House in 2008. It's most important to the
RINOs that they displace the conservative base and regulate conservatives to a 2nd or 3rd class
(voiceless) status within the Republican Party.}
When the Republicans choose their candidate on September 4th, there is a very real chance that they could
throw the election into an unexpected chaos as they pull a genuine September Surprise. I think there is every
reason to believe John McCain won't be the nominee. Ok, let me say that again. McCain will not be the
Republican candidate in November. ... Here's how it could happen: At some point in mid August, John
McCain will announce that he has decided that he can not accept his party's nomination for president. The
reason will be health-related, and that may turn out to be the truth. Anyone who's seen him on stage these
days knows he looks like he's about to keel over. And anyone who's been on a presidential campaign knows
the physical demands are grueling and can be a challenge for a young man. But excuses or facts hardly
matters. He won't be accepting his party's nomination. The reasons are simple. He can't win. Now that
Obama is the presumptive Democratic nominee -- the polls all show that McCain's pro-war stance and Bush
endorsement make him a lost cause in November. That combined with soft stand on litmus test conservative
issues make him an unpopular candidate among the base.
http://news.yahoo.com/s/huffpost/20080616/cm_huffpost/107236

McCain and Clayton Williams - So when the McCain campaign got asked about the "lie back and
enjoy it" remark, they swiftly canceled the fundraiser - Except now it turns out that the fundraiser's
not canceled and the $300,000 is still being banked, the venue is just shifting to someone else's
house - Comments: McSame is proving himself to be one giant hypocrite {"McSame" (lol) - The Bush
"McSame" party is literally crumbling. It's possible Ron Paul had to perform a hasty exit from the
Presidential race just to keep McCain in the lead on the Republican side. Oops, Ron Paul is not an
agent of change just a tool like the tools Ross Perot and Ralph Nader before him.}
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Clayton Williams is a prominent person in Texas politics. Prominent enough to secure the GOP gubernatorial
election in 1990. During this election campaign he said various things that decent people find abhorrent, such
as joking about rape that "As long as it's inevitable, you might as well lie back and enjoy it." These remarks
were publicized in Texas and perhaps played a role in Williams' 1990 loss. But this is a big country, and there
are lots of non-decent people out there. Thus, Williams was tapped as a fundraiser for John McCain and put
together an event that was going to raise $300,00 for McCain. So far, so good -- we already know that
McCain has a fondness for sexist jokes. But uh-oh, this fundraiser was scheduled for the time period when
McCain is trying to woo women disappointed by Hillary Clinton's loss by touring his love of Abba. So when
the McCain campaign got asked about the "lie back and enjoy it" remark, they swiftly canceled the fundraiser.
So that was the story -- McCain cancels fundraiser. Except now it turns out that the fundraiser's not canceled
and the $300,000 is still being banked, the venue is just shifting to someone else's house. ... Comments:
McSame is proving himself to be one giant hypocrite. And it is frankly scary how McSame is selling himself
out to so many people of very shady backgrounds. His entire campaign is run by lobbyists...and not just any
lobbyists, but some of the most sleazy around with a veritable rogue's gallery of client. McSame should never
be allowed into the White House...just repaying the favors he owes to all of these jerks would bring our
country down.
http://matthewyglesias.theatlantic.com/archives/2008/06/mccain_and_clayton_williams.php

Conservative blacks leaning towards Obama - "Among black conservatives" Williams said, "they tell
me privately, it would be very hard to vote against him in November" - Likewise, retired Gen. Colin
Powell, who became the country's first black secretary of state under President George W. Bush, said
both candidates are qualified and that he will not necessarily vote for the Republican
WASHINGTON - Black conservative talk show host Armstrong Williams has never voted for a Democrat for
president. That could change this year with Barack Obama as the Democratic Party's nominee. ... Perhaps
sensing the possibility of such a shift, Republican presidential candidate John McCain has made some efforts
to lure black voters. He recently told Essence magazine that he would attend the NAACP's annual convention
next month, and he noted that he recently traveled to Selma, Ala., scene of seminal voting rights protests in
the 1960s, and "talked about the need to include 'forgotten Americans.'" ... Williams, the commentator, says
his 82-year-old mother, who also hasn't voted for a Democratic presidential candidate, has already made up
her mind. "She is so proud of Senator Barack Obama, and she has made it clear to all of us that she's voting
for him in November," Williams relates. "That is historic. Every time I call her, she asks, 'How's Obama
doing?' They feel as if they are a part of this. Because she said, given the history of this country, she never
thought she'd ever live to see this moment."
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Business/Default.aspx?id=139064

Online Video Demo - Entire New Testament (Contemporary English Version) on DVD! For limited time,
get acclaimed 'WatchWORD' 12-DVD set at 1/4 previous price! $49,95
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Over 10 years in the making, the entire New Testament on video – word for word – is now available from
WorldNetDaily for only $49.95 – the same 12 DVD recordings that previously sold nationally for up to
$299.95! The WatchWORD Bible New Testament is history's first true "Video Book." A remarkable new art
form for the information age: You watch it, read it and hear it all at once. The entire set originally retailed for
$299.95, with WND offering it for between $169.95 and $199.99. But now, thanks to new manufacturing and
distribution partners, we are able to make the entire 12-DVD "WatchWORD Bible New Testament" available
to our readers for the amazing price of $59.95, which we are temporarily lowering to only $49.95! All 27
books of the New Testament are presented with dynamic text on screen, inspiring narration, thousands of
scenes, special effects, original music and sound effects. The WatchWORD Bible is compelling to watch – a
chapter a day or more! Instant chapter selection on DVD plus amazing quality. God's Word leaps from the
printed page to your television and computer!
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=58124

Firstborn - The Firstborn has many Biblical implications all of which are fulfilled in Jesus who is the
Firstborn of our resurrected life - The feast of Passover was to protect the Firstborn of Israel from the
plague of death suffered by the Firstborn of Egypt - A plague that was required to set the Jews free
from Egypt and allowed them to be led to the promise land of God (PDF)
Firstborn is a position. It is a position determined by God as God calls forth the generations of the families.
The Firstborn is a position of honor because prior to the Firstborn the family is childless and if a child is not
born the family will cease to exist. In early Biblical times a birth was not just a child but the birth of a nation as
these children became fathers of nations. To kill a person is to also kill his nation, his generations of offspring
that will never know life because of his death. The Firstborn is also a position of responsibility, the
responsibility of leading and guiding the family on a course that includes knowledgeable worship of God. If a
family ceases to worship the living God, it is the spiritual death of a family nation. -- The Firstborn has many
Biblical implications all of which are fulfilled in Jesus who is the Firstborn of our resurrected life. It was
necessary for the death of the Firstborn before God's children could be set free from the bondage and slavery
of Egypt. Likewise, the death of Jesus has set us free from the bondage and slavery of sin. Had Jesus, the
Firstborn, not died, we would still be slaves to sin. Jesus suffered the death of the Firstborn for us and Jesus
having atoning blood also fulfilled the feast of Passover. The feast of Passover was to protect the Firstborn of
Israel from the plague of death suffered by the Firstborn of Egypt. A plague that was required to set the Jews
free from Egypt and allowed them to be led to the promise land of God. Jesus is also our Passover. He has
set us free and He has also given us Passover life. Jesus is the Firstborn of God and the Passover is a feast
only for the Firstborn. It was only the Firstborn that were in jeopardy of death that night in Egypt. This is why
our life is in Jesus because only He has life, as death (separation from God) has passed Him over and death
will pass us over too if we are identified with Jesus the Firstborn.
http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/Theology.pdf

SermonAudio.com: "Let Us" - Enter in, Rest, Hear, Obey, Labor, Rejoice, Etc. (Mp3 Series 4 Parts)
Pastored Bible Baptist Church, Apheatone, Oklahoma. Graduated from Bible Baptist Seminary, Fort Worth,
Texas with Bachelor of Divinity Degree. While attending Seminary was Associate Pastor of Victory Baptist
Church, Kennedale, Texas. After graduation pastored Mount Pleasant Baptist Church, Mount Pleasant,
Texas, then organized the Ruidoso Baptist Church, Ruidoso, New Mexico, in February 1959. He is still the
pastor.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?sourceonly=true&currSection=sermonssource&keyword=waynejoy
ce&subsetcat=series&subsetitem=Let+Us
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h their Islam stand-ins and starts stuffing Gitmo with Christians and Jews then the place will cease to
be a spa and will become a concentration death camp.}">Is Gitmo a day spa? - Rotunda says Gitmo
is hardly a concentration camp - "On the average, the detainees have gained about 15 pounds since
they've been in Guantanamo Bay {It's reported that the days in Gitmo consist of recreation,
banqueting and reading Harry Potter books. Gitmo is not a concentration camp yet, in the sense of a
'political detainee' camp. Just wait until the government gets done training and practicing with their
Islam stand-ins and starts stuffing Gitmo with Christians and Jews then the place will cease to be a
spa and will become a concentration death camp.}
A former Army JAG officer who was a member of the Guantanamo prosecution team says the detention
facility in Cuba is not the concentration camp the media portrays, but a place where detainees actually
receive more privileges than many American prisoners. ... Rotunda says Gitmo is hardly a concentration
camp. "On the average, the detainees have gained about 15 pounds since they've been in Guantanamo Bay.
Many of them have eyeglasses that they've never had before. And also most of them live in open bays. They
get up to 12 hours of recreation time. There's an extensive library. They can take classes," Rotunda explains.
The Gitmo detainees, according to Rotunda, are treated much better than U.S. citizens in American prisons.
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Security/Default.aspx?id=134832

Friday the 13th - The reason Friday the 13th is considered unlucky is that the 10th Plague [death of
the firstborn] visited by God on Ancient Egypt took place on Friday the 13th - Friday the 13th for the
Egyptians - Jewish calendar it was the 14th (Passover), because the Jews started the next day at
sundown
The reason Friday the 13th is considered unlucky is that the 10th Plague visited by God on Ancient Egypt
took place on Friday the 13th. On the Jewish calendar it was the 14th, because the Jews started the next day
at sundown, but the Egyptians didn't start the next day until after midnight. When the firstborn son of every
Egyptian family was slain, it was still the 13th. Unfortunately, there are those who take a historical fact or
Biblical truth and make a silly superstition out of it. There's no such thing as luck. God is in control....
http://www.gone-ta-pott.com/fridaythe13th.html

**LIST OF SATANIC HOLIDAYS - All Friday the 13th's are high satanic days - Satanic holiday dates
change annually according to the regular calendar and differ from cult to cult {**Warning Satanic
Calendar website.}
A. The highest ritual holiday is the member's birthday. It usually involves the member or a victim of the
member's choice and someone in authority, usually the coven's leader. B. The first and third of every month.
Put 1 and 3 together and it makes 13, though ritual/worship can occur at anytime, frequently coinciding with
times of stress. C. All Friday the 13th's are high satanic days. D. All full-moon nights provide reason for major
occult activity easiest to move around without difficulty and without being detected. E. Holy week Palm
Sunday to Easter Sunday. Some groups are thought to sacrifice, cook and eat a human baby on Easter
Sunday..
http://members.cox.net/lop1/SRAcalendar.html

Bush, Berlusconi Meet in Rome - President Bush met with Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi Thursday
- Mr. Bush is scheduled to meet with Pope Benedict XVI on Friday (13th) before departing to Paris to
continue his farewell European tour {What kind of a person schedules a meeting with the Pope on
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Friday the 13th? A Devil worshiper maybe? The June Friday the 13th of 2008 is the only Friday the
13th of 2008 and it is the last one before Bush leaves office.}
ROME -- President Bush met with Italian Premier Silvio Berlusconi Thursday, a day after antiwar activists and
hundreds of other demonstrators marched through the Italian capital to protest the U.S. president's visit. Mr.
Bush praised Italy for committing troops to trouble spots around the world, including more than 2,000 Italian
troops toward the NATO-led mission in Afghanistan. Italy, along with Germany, France and Spain, have
restricted their troops to less dangerous areas in northern Afghanistan -- and that has caused a rift because
other NATO members (USA, Canada) are deployed in the more violent regions of the nation.
http://online.wsj.com/article/SB121326638965367575.html?mod=googlenews_wsj

Friday June 13, 2008: George W. Bush meets Pope amid claims he might convert to Catholicism - {If
Bush converted to Catholicism-Christianity it would be a false conversion because Bush Jr. nor any
of the Bushes for that matter have renounced their Satanic membership in the Skull & Bones Society.
Bush has placed many Skull & Bones associates in his government. FYI – The "Skull & Bones" that
Bush and his Satanic associates celebrate are the alleged bones of Jesus Christ. The "Bonesmen"
are celebrating what they believe to be Satan's victory over Jesus Christ on the cross and they claim
the bones of Jesus in denying the resurrection of Jesus.}
George W Bush and Pope Benedict XVI have held an intimate meeting in Rome as rumours mounted in Italy
that the president may follow in Tony Blair's footsteps and convert to Catholicism. The two men spoke for half
an hour in the 12th century Tower of St John, a private area in the Vatican gardens which is used by the pope
for private reflection. The usual protocol for heads-of-state is a meeting in the pope's library in the Apostolic
Palace, but a spokesman for the Vatican said Benedict wanted to reward Mr Bush for the "warmth" of his
reception at the White House earlier this year. ... Several Italian newspapers cited Vatican sources
suggesting that Mr Bush may be prepared to convert. One source told Il Foglio, an authoritative newspaper,
that "Anything is possible, especially for a born-again Christian such as Bush." He added that while the Holy
See deplored the war in Iraq, "on ethical matters he has always had a line that is practically identical to that of
the Vatican." Mr Bush has spoken out against gay marriage, abortion and stem cell research. He proposed
amending the US constitution to "fully protect marriage" as the "union of man and woman as husband and
wife". {Bush has "spoken out" against so many things yet Bush is the first President to FUND stem cell
research and all these things Bush pretends to oppose are now the law of the land. Is it because in reality
Bush is not "born-again Christian" but is in fact a Judas (false) leader?}
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/northamerica/usa/2122733/George-W-Bush-meets-Pope-amid-cl
aims-he-might-convert-to-Catholicism.html

May 18, 2003: Pope (John Paul II) fears Bush is antichrist, journalist contends - John Paul II has
always believed the world was on the precipice of the final confrontation between Good and Evil as
foretold in the New Testament - Madsen contends that "Bush is a dangerous right-wing ideologue
who couples his political fanaticism with a neo-Christian (Satanic) blood cult"
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John Paul II has always believed the world was on the precipice of the final confrontation between Good and
Evil as foretold in the New Testament. Before he became pope, Karol Cardinal Wojtyla said, "We are now
standing in the face of the greatest historical confrontation humanity has gone through. I do not think that
wide circles of the American society or wide circles of the Christian community realize this fully. We are now
facing the final confrontation between the church and the anti-Church, of the Gospel versus the anti-Gospel."
The pope worked tirelessly to convince leaders of nations on the UN Security Council to oppose Bush's war
resolution on Iraq. Vatican sources claim they had not seen the pope more animated and determined since
he fell ill to Parkinson's Disease. In the end, the pope did convince the leaders of Mexico, Chile, Cameroon
and Guinea to oppose the U.S. resolution. Madsen contends that "Bush is a dangerous right-wing ideologue
who couples his political fanaticism with a neo-Christian blood cult."
http://findarticles.com/p/articles/mi_m0MKY/is_9_27/ai_108881880

German Papers Say 'Many Have Lost Faith in America' Because of Bush - "Rarely has an American
president been less popular in this country - And rarely has one embodied the arrogance of power
more convincingly than Bush" {I wonder why the unpopular Bush trotted over to Europe at this time,
was he intending to celebrate an expected EU election victory in Ireland and then use it to push his
North America Merger over here? Update: Bush Jr. also timed his visit to meet the Pope on a
scheduled Friday the 13th (June 13, 2008), the only Friday the 13th of 2008 and the last one before
Bush leaves office.}
NEW YORK With George W. Bush visiting Germany and other parts of Europe this week, German
newspapers have been slamming the U.S. president in language stronger than most American dailies use.
The Der Spiegel publication compiled some of the comments, which are quoted below. -- Berliner Zeitung:
"Rarely has an American president been less popular in this country. And rarely has one embodied the
arrogance of power more convincingly than Bush. -- Suddeutsche Zeitung: "In Germany, America is no longer
seen as a country of individual liberty, as a reliable ally, and definitely not as a model. There are a large
number of justified accusations leveled at Bush's policies. They include dangerous naivete, lies, and the
sustained infringement of human rights. -- "Bush won't care, but in the thoughts and feeling of many Germans
he is leaving behind a mixture of antipathy, ridicule, anger, and skepticism towards U.S. policies and towards
America in general. Differentiating between the two has become more difficult with every year of his
presidency. The memory of Bush will darken America's image in the world for years to come."
http://www.editorandpublisher.com/eandp/news/article_display.jsp?vnu_content_id=1003816332

EU at crossroads after Irish vote - lurking at the back of everybody's mind is the thought that, once all
the other countries have ratified, Ireland might be asked to vote again, and come up with the right
answer this time - The Irish prime minister left this option on the table when he spoke on Friday
evening immediately after the official result was announced
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But anyone who spent time with voters during this campaign was presented with a bewildering array of
objections to the treaty. Among them: abortion, neutrality, tax sovereignty, military conscription, the loss of an
Irish commissioner, the deregulation of the taxi trade and, of course, the desire to give the government of the
day - not to mention the ubiquitous "Eurocrats" - a good kicking. Amending the Lisbon Treaty to encompass
those objections would challenge even the mightiest Euro-minds. Then there's the question of political timing.
Getting people to vote again is a good trick. But there's a limit to how many times you can pull it. Irish voters
may have other things on their mind than the re-weighting of votes in the Council of Ministers. They are not
dumb, and they may get more than a little irritated at being asked to vote over and over again until they come
up with the right answer. And as the Irish economy hits a particularly rocky patch, who is to say that Ireland's
voters are going to be in a better mood in six months time, if they are asked to vote again? On the Monday
before the vote Brian Cowen was asked whether the treaty was dead if Ireland voted against it. "Obviously",
came back his reply. Come late Friday he'd changed his mind.
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/7454427.stm

Ron Paul declines to concede at rally, but his website says it's really over - the campaign website
made his withdrawal official: "After much serious thought, I have decided to end my campaign for the
Presidency of the United States" - "Conservatives have been having problems with the Republican
Party for a few years now - It cost them in 2006 - If they don't learn their lesson, it will cost them in
2008"
But overnight, the campaign website made his withdrawal official: "After much serious thought, I have
decided to end my campaign for the Presidency of the United States," Paul said in a statement posted there.
... But Paul, 72, had symbolically held off on conceding the nomination and said he did not intend to endorse
McCain, with whom he clashed over the Iraq war and other issues. ... and his insistence on a reduced
international role for the United States attracted those uncomfortable with the size of the U.S. government. ...
It was unclear how much of a schism Paul could represent within the party -- or whether he could coalesce
already disaffected conservatives. "It depends on his definition of libertarianism, which is a very elastic term,"
said John J. Pitney Jr., an analyst at Claremont McKenna College. "Paul's own brand of libertarianism might
not have a large following, but a broader definition that is Republican -- fiscal conservative but less
conservative on social issues -- that brand might have a following." ... "And it's not just libertarians," Muth
said. "Conservatives have been having problems with the Republican Party for a few years now. It cost them
in 2006. If they don't learn their lesson, it will cost them in 2008."
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/politics/la-na-ronpaul14-2008jun14,0,7515001.story

New Report: Carly Fiorina the Latest McCain Advisor Linked to Iran, Says Democratic National
Committee - "The fact that John McCain is stocking his campaign with lobbyists and corporate
executives who have profited from companies doing business in Iran raises serious questions about
his promise to stop Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons"
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According to a 2004 article in Forbes, Hewlett-Packard was "among many other U.S. companies" that kept
offices in Dubai and were linked to Iranian traders there. As the report noted, "If you want to get around
export controls, just sell the product to a front company in Dubai. The middlemen will take it from there." The
CEO of Hewlett-Packard at the time was Carly Fiorina. In fact, Fiorina bragged about Hewlett-Packard's
success in the Middle East during a 2003 corporate earnings call. [Forbes, 4/19/04; Hewlett Packard Q1 2003
Earnings Conference Call, Fair Disclosure Wire, 2/25/03] "The fact that John McCain is stocking his
campaign with lobbyists and corporate executives who have profited from companies doing business in Iran
raises serious questions about his promise to stop Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons," said Democratic
National Committee Senior Advisor Matt Dorf. "McCain has consistently taken a 'do as I say, not as I do'
approach to the reforms he claims to support, but our nation's security is too important for games like this. If
McCain is serious about his call to isolate Iran, he will rid his campaign of any advisors and strategists who
worked to circumvent the American government's trade boycott."
http://washington.bizjournals.com/washington/prnewswire/press_releases/national/District_of_Columbia/2008
/06/12/UN25093

d been battling for years, had had enough of her - she ended up symbolizing not one but at least
three corporate excesses: outsourcing, M&A-mania, and golden parachutes - Shes a real American
success story-for corporate Republicans">Why Is Carly Fiorina-a Symbol of Corporate
Excesses-McCain's Favorite CEO? - At HP, Fiorina developed the reputation of a manager who
knocked heads together-or who chopped them off - And there were massive layoffs during her tenure
- In 2003, the company announced it would dismiss almost 18,000 people - In February 2005, she was
pushed out of HP The company's board, with which she had been battling for years, had had enough
of her - she ended up symbolizing not one but at least three corporate excesses: outsourcing,
M&A-mania, and golden parachutes - She's a real American success story-for corporate Republicans
She had not succeeded in reviving HP as a computer-selling powerhouse. The day she was dumped, the
company's stock price rose 7 percent. That was Wall Street exclaiming, Hooray. As Robert Cihra, an analyst
with Fulcrum Global Partners told Money magazine, "The stock is up a bit on the fact that nobody liked
Carly's leadership all that much. The Street had lost all faith in her and the market's hope is that anyone will
be better." ... But Fiorina did fine for herself. She departed the company with a $21 million severance
package. "I doubt very much that she's worried about making ends meet," Magin cracked. In her 2006 book,
Tough Choices, Fiorina defended her management of HP and claimed the firm's subsequent successes were
a result of changes she had implemented. But it had been a rocky tenure at best. Nevertheless, McCain is
deploying Fiorina as a surrogate on economic policy and as an ambassador to women voters. But in this time
of economic insecurity, there's not much about Fiorina's time at HP that can be reassuring to voters female or
otherwise experiencing financial jitters. After six years at Hewlett-Packard, she ended up symbolizing not one
but at least three corporate excesses: outsourcing, M&A-mania, and golden parachutes. Workers and
shareholders did not prosper during her reign, but Fiorina made millions, got a book deal, and now is a top
PowerPointer for a presidential candidate. She's a real American success story-for corporate Republicans.
http://www.motherjones.com/mojoblog/archives/2008/06/8687_why_is_carly_fi.html

Newsman Tim Russert dies (heart attack) at 58 - Tim Russert, who became one of America's leading
political journalists as the host of NBC's "Meet the Press" died Friday {Tim Russert was a genuine
good guy news commentator until the NWO agenda machine got ahold of him and ruined him. In the
last few years Russert seldom looked happy as he knowingly distributed false info to the American
public.}
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(CNN) -- Tim Russert, who became one of America's leading political journalists as the host of NBC's "Meet
the Press," died Friday, according to the network. He was 58. The network said Russert suffered a heart
attack while at work and could not be revived. ... Russert joined the network in 1984 and quickly established
himself as the face of the network's political coverage.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/US/06/13/tim.russert/index.html

s ban on abortion">Ireland rejects European Union reform treaty - Ireland's voters have rejected the
European Union reform treaty, a blueprint for modernizing the 27-nation bloc that cannot become law
without Irish approval, electoral officials said Friday - Anti-treaty groups from the far left and right
mobilized "no" voters by claiming that the treaty would empower EU chiefs in Brussels, Belgium, to
force Ireland to change core policies - including its low business tax rates, its military neutrality and
its ban on abortion
DUBLIN, Ireland - Ireland's voters have rejected the European Union reform treaty, a blueprint for
modernizing the 27-nation bloc that cannot become law without Irish approval, electoral officials said Friday.
In a major blow to the EU, 53.4 percent of Irish voters said no to the treaty. Irish Prime Minister Brian Cowen
now will join other EU leaders at a summit next week to try to negotiate a new way forward. Anti-treaty groups
from the far left and right mobilized "no" voters by claiming that the treaty would empower EU chiefs in
Brussels, Belgium, to force Ireland to change core policies - including its low business tax rates, its military
neutrality and its ban on abortion.
http://news.yahoo.com/s/ap/20080613/ap_on_re_eu/ireland_eu_referendum

{Flashback} ***NWO Alert*** Irish Finance Minister (FM) warns against EU 'no' vote - Ireland's finance
minister said Wednesday that a rejection of a new EU treaty in an Irish referendum next month would
be a step backward for his country's economy - creating a new post of EU president {EU getting
bigger, bolder and taking more power, welcome to the New World Order (NWO) whether you like it or
not (Daniel 2:28). Somehow I don't think it will be better financially in the long run but of course the
people already have little or no choice thanks to their leaders stripping them of their voice.}
BRUSSELS, Belgium (AP) -- Ireland's finance minister said Wednesday that a rejection of a new EU treaty in
an Irish referendum next month would be a step backward for his country's economy. ... The new EU treaty
would clear the way for the European Union's executive office to pass more decisions by majority -- rather
than unanimous -- vote, and would raise the bloc's profile on the world stage by creating a new post of EU
president. Finance Minister Brian Lenihan said he believed Irish voters would see the advantages of
approving the treaty, stressing that there was strong Irish support for European projects such as the euro
currency. "For me, a 'No' vote is a step into isolationism for Ireland," he said. "When people reflect on the
current position of the Irish economy, they see how important it is to deepen and strengthen our international
position. "A decision by the Irish people not to ratify the treaty ... would send a very clear signal to those who
have traded with us in Europe," he said. As part of the euro-zone, Ireland no longer controls its own interest
rates and its economy has not been helped by the European Central Bank's refusal to follow the U.S. Federal
Reserve and the Bank of England in slashing borrowing costs to stoke slowing growth.
http://biz.yahoo.com/ap/080514/eu_ireland_treaty.html

Poll: Republican support, enthusiasm down - Only 37% of Republicans feel enthusiastic and 36% of
Republicans say they are not enthusiastic about voting - "Bottom line: After eight years of the Bush
presidency, Republicans are demoralized" {Even after the 2006 election disaster the Bush Republican
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Party is unwilling to offer any concessions to the conservative base. Bush and his RINOs are willingly
destroying the Republican Party.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- The Republican party may face tough times at the polls come November, according
to results of a new national survey. ... "Republicans are far less enthusiastic about voting than Democrats
are, and enthusiasm has plummeted among GOPers since the start of the year," said Keating Holland, CNN
polling director. "There was already an 'enthusiasm gap' in January, when Democrats were 11 points higher
than GOPers on this measure. Now, that gap has grown to 26 points." "Bottom line: After eight years of the
Bush presidency, Republicans are demoralized," said Bill Schneider, CNN senior political analyst.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/06/13/poll.republicans/index.html

a day coming when we will all rejoice the day that Jesus returns and restores the world to
righteousness.}">Walter E. Williams asks: Are Americans slaves? - Personally, I don't believe that the
state of condition in America fosters anything but captivity to the current system - Yeah, we're slaves
all right, just like Williams describes in his piece. Now the question is: What are we going to do about
it? {Freedom is in God not from mankind. Jesus came to set the captives FREE (Luke 4:18-19).
Currently we live and work in this fallen world but there is a day coming when we will all rejoice the
day that Jesus returns and restores the world to righteousness.}
Over at Townhall.com Williams has posed the question: "Are Americans pro-slavery?". It's a fairly short but
rich piece that should have everyone reading it question whether they are really free or not. Personally, I don't
believe that the state of condition in America fosters anything but captivity to the current system. That we
aren't "owned" in terms of there existing a title deed with one's name on it doesn't change the fact that most
of the product of our own labor does go to bigger government. And can it be said that we are becoming "more
free" at all, in this day of increasing taxes and mandates on the citizenry? Yeah, we're slaves all right, just like
Williams describes in his piece. Now the question is: What are we going to do about it?
http://theknightshift.blogspot.com/2008/06/walter-e-williams-asks-are-americans.html

'Hazzard's' Cooter: I was out of control - He's written about his ups and downs in his autobiography,
"Redneck Boy in the Promised Land" - "My life is not a story about falling down" he said "it's a story
about getting up"
WASHINGTON (AP) -- Ben Jones figures he drank 43,000 beers; drank 2,000 jugs of whiskey, wine, gin and
vodka; and smoked pounds of pot in the 20 years he was out of control. Ben Jones says there were days
when he would wake up in jails not knowing how he got there. "I'd wake up in jails just wondering how I got
there. Vomit on my shoes and blood on my shirt," the 66-year-old actor said. ... "That all seemed dreamlike to
me," he said. "That's when it hit me, what a blessing I had been given and I just started crying." ... "My life is
not a story about falling down," he said, "it's a story about getting up. I think people could relate to that and
they could relate to alcoholism and all that behavior that goes with it, because it's a common disease. ...
http://www.cnn.com/2008/SHOWBIZ/TV/06/12/people.benjones.ap/index.html

Southern Baptists worried by decline in baptisms - Baptisms in the Southern Baptist Convention
have fallen to a 20-year low - growth, fell in 2007 for the third year in a row - We are commanded to go
and preach the gospel (eternal life in Jesus) to every person - Several delegates interviewed by
Reuters expressed their concern in such terms: fewer baptisms meant fewer saved souls
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INDIANAPOLIS (Reuters) - Baptisms in the Southern Baptist Convention have fallen to a 20-year low, a trend
that is setting off alarm bells in America's largest evangelical denomination. The number of people baptized in
Southern Baptist churches and ceremonies, an important indicator of conversions and denominational
growth, fell in 2007 for the third year in a row by 5 percent to 345,941. That was the lowest number since
1987, a trend on the minds of many of the 7,000 delegates known as "messengers" attending the SBC's
annual meeting in Indianapolis. This year's theme is called "Fulfilling the Mission" and the logo pointedly
depicts a picture of a baptism in progress. For Southern Baptists, a decline in baptisms is a worry because a
major tenet of their faith is to spread it. Many believe the "unchurched" are doomed to an eternity in hell. "We
should always be concerned when baptisms dip. It's about salvation. ... We are commanded to go and preach
the gospel to every person," said Tommy French, a 77-year-old pastor from Baton Rouge, Louisiana. Several
delegates interviewed by Reuters expressed their concern in such terms: fewer baptisms meant fewer saved
souls.
http://www.reuters.com/article/domesticNews/idUSN1038116920080610

A majority of Republicans 68% do not believe in evolution, according to a Gallup Poll released
Monday
From the poll taken between May 21-24, results showed that 68 percent of Republicans tended to favor the
idea that humans were created in their present form about 10,000 years ago, while only 30 percent believe in
the theory that humans originated from simple organisms. Independents and Democrats, on the other hand,
were more likely to believe in evolution - 61 and 57 percent, respectively. The results come after recent
presidential primary debates touched on the subject of evolution and whether Republican candidates
believed in the theory.
http://www.christianpost.com/article/20070612/27915_Poll%3A_Most_Republicans_Doubt_Evolution.htm

Ron Paul to End Campaign - Paul's announcement will be a formality - Paul has said he won't endorse
Sen. John McCain the likely GOP presidential nominee
AUSTIN, Texas - Republican presidential candidate Ron Paul will end his campaign Thursday night and
announce a new effort to help elect libertarian-leaning Republican to public offices around the country.
Campaign spokesman Jessee Benton said the announcement, expected during a speech outside the Texas
Republican convention, was "not a disappointment at all. I think this is really exciting." ... The 72-year-old
Texas congressman won few delegates during the Republican primaries. But he raised millions of dollars
online and developed a large, grass-roots following among those who backed his call for end the war in Iraq
and smaller government at home. Supporters have pushed for a speaking role for him at the Republican
National Convention in September in St. Paul, Minn.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/06/12/ron-paul-to-end-campaign/

Justices: Gitmo detainees can challenge detention in U.S. courts {I think this is a good ruling. If the
Bush spy ring has any info on anyone they need to prove it otherwise let these people go. There has
been no 9-11 investigation only what Bush claims and the claims of Bush don't add up to reality.}
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WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Suspected terrorists and foreign fighters held by the U.S. military at Guantanamo
Bay, Cuba, have the right to challenge their detention in federal court, the Supreme Court ruled Thursday.
The decision marks another legal blow to the Bush administration's war on terrorism policies. The 5-4 vote
reflects the divide over how much legal autonomy the U.S. military should have to prosecute about 270
prisoners, some of whom have been held for more than six years without charges. Fourteen of them are
alleged to be top al Qaeda figures. Writing for the majority, Justice Anthony Kennedy said, "the laws and
Constitution are designed to survive, and remain in force, in extraordinary times. Liberty and security can be
reconciled; and in our system reconciled within the framework of the law."
http://www.cnn.com/2008/US/06/12/scotus/index.html

ThirdPartyWatch.com: How does Bob Barr get so much publicity? - Bob Barr gets more online media
than any of the other alternative presidential candidates, including Ralph Nader
Gaking analyzes Barr's press releases in detail, showing how they aim at the weak spots of both of the major
party candidates. These press releases are a strategic treasure for the Barr campaign. They trigger
widespread chatter in the blogosphere. They also take on a strategy that has shown to be successful for
alternative candidates. "I am hardly a Barr fan," Gaking concludes, "but I have to give him credit for getting off
to an impressive start for a third party campaign." And there's a lesson here for the other alternative
candidates: "They must get aggressive to earn their share of coverage in 2008." ... FOX and Friends have
been talking about McCain and Obama in the mornings. Brian Kilmeade keeps making the statement that
many people don't want to vote for either one of these Candidates, so all people can do is stay home and not
vote. I sent an e-mail to them about Bob Barr. Everyone needs to contact them and let them know about Bob
Barr.
http://thirdpartywatch.com/2008/06/11/how-does-bob-barr-get-so-much-publicity/

ABA and Biden Join Feminists' War on Fathers - which was produced "for use in litigation" called the
"Commission on Domestic Violence" - "10 Myths" is designed to teach lawyers how to win money
verdicts against fathers by using false or misleading arguments masquerading as objective research
{With the Bush Republican Party amounting to an empty suit when it comes to legitimate
conservative – family causes, we are deeply at risk of being disenfranchised and being steamrolled
by the out of touch, unrealistic, self serving, Joe Biden's of the world.}
The "Commission's" website notes this disclaimer: "The ABA Commission on Domestic Violence does not
engage in research, and cannot vouch for the quality or accuracy of any of the data excerpted here." Too bad
the "10 Myths" flier doesn't include this disclaimer, too, because most of it lacks both quality and accuracy. A
non-profit research and education organization called Respecting Accuracy in Domestic Abuse Reporting
(RADAR) has just published a detailed analysis of "10 Myths." RADAR's report proves that "10 Myths" uses
bogus statistics and is "profoundly and systematically biased . . . unworthy to be used as a foundation for
legal practice or public policy." ... Senator Joe Biden (D-DE) has rushed to the aid of women who want free
lawyers to help them make domestic violence accusations, and of lawyers seeking income from those cases.
He is the lead sponsor of an extravagant new boondoggle called the National Domestic Violence Volunteer
Attorney Network Act (S.1515). Biden's bill would give $2 million a year to the ABA "Commission" that wrote
"10 Myths" in order to create a National Domestic Violence Volunteer Attorney Network Referral Project.
Biden wants the taxpayers to pay the lawyers' student loans. Biden's bill will channel an estimated $55.5
million of taxpayers' money to lawyers and the special-interest ABA "Commission" will be in the catbird seat.
The bill will authorize federal funding to create and maintain an electronic network, provide mentoring,
training and other assistance, and set up a legal coordinator's office in each state to match lawyers to victims.
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http://www.eagleforum.org/column/2008/june08/08-06-11.html

n has made it clear that his campaign intends to aggressively court supporters of Hillary Clinton,
include her major base of women voters {Bush, McCain, Schwarzenegger, Condoleezza Rice,
Romney, Rove, Dole, Jack Kemp, etc. have been desperately trying to form a new liberal Republican
Party one that does not have to answer to a conservative base. This is a great disservice to the
Nation by duplicating two liberal parties and obliterating the conservative voice in America. I doubt
Bush can pull it off and they can only remake the Republican Party into a liberal party if we
conservatives blindly allow them to void our voice and I dont see that happening. **Note: Prescott
Bush was always a liberal Democrat who became a Republican RINO only because he was unable to
get elected as a Democrat. The Bush family has ALWAYS been more loyal to the Democrat
causes.}">Key Women Clinton Supporters: McCain Won't Get Our Vote - John McCain has made it
clear that his campaign intends to aggressively court supporters of Hillary Clinton, include her major
base of women voters {Bush, McCain, Schwarzenegger, Condoleezza Rice, Romney, Rove, Dole, Jack
Kemp, etc. have been desperately trying to form a new liberal Republican Party one that does not
have to answer to a conservative base. This is a great disservice to the Nation by duplicating two
liberal parties and obliterating the conservative voice in America. I doubt Bush can pull it off and they
can only remake the Republican Party into a liberal party if we conservatives blindly allow them to
void our voice and I don't see that happening. **Note: Prescott Bush was always a liberal Democrat
who became a Republican RINO only because he was unable to get elected as a Democrat. The Bush
family has ALWAYS been more loyal to the Democrat causes.}
The Nation -- John McCain has made it clear that his campaign intends to aggressively court supporters of
Hillary Clinton, include her major base of women voters. Now top women Clinton supporters have a message
for McCain: not so fast. "The McCain campaign has been talking about the mythology of trying to pick up
HRC supporters," says Ellen Malcolm, president of EMILY'S List. "This is a pipe dream, because he's out of
touch with their lives and the issues they care about." "We are here to sound the alarm bell," said
Congresswoman Debbie Wasserman-Schultz of South Florida on a conference call today. "We are going to
work hard to make sure that John McCain is not allowed to pull the wool over womens' eyes one more day."
... McCain is currently running well behind George W. Bush in 2004, who lost women voters to John Kerry by
just three points by appealing to "security moms."
http://news.yahoo.com/s/thenation/20080611/cm_thenation/15328690

Setback for John McCain - A number of Republican Congressmen have declined to endorse Senator
John McCain for President, including Ron Paul of Texas who is still running for President
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Republican members who have not endorsed or publicly backed McCain include Sens. Chuck Hagel (Neb.)
and Jeff Sessions (Ala.) and Reps. Jones, Peterson, John Doolittle (Calif.), Randy Forbes (Va.), Wayne
Gilchrest (Md.), Virgil Goode (Va.), Tim Murphy (Pa.), Ron Paul (Texas), Ted Poe (Texas), Todd Tiahrt
(Kan.), Dave Weldon (Fla.) and Frank Wolf (Va.). Many of the recalcitrant GOP members declined to detail
their reasons for withholding support, but Rep. John Peterson (R-Pa.) expressed major concerns about
McCain's energy policies and Rep. Walter Jones (R-N.C.) cited the Iraq war, according to a report from
TheHill.com. ... Meanwhile, Ron Paul continues his own Presidential campaign on the Republican ticket.
Representative Ron Paul, the Republican presidential candidate, will be the main attraction at the Twin Cities
confab. No, not the Republican National Convention fewer than eight miles away at the XCel Center, but at
his own party, to be held on the second day of the event that will seal Senator John McCain as the G.O.P.
nominee. "This isn't a protest," said Jesse Benton, the libertarian-leaning Republican's spokesman. "This is a
celebration of limited government and Republican principles." Paul had been building momentum during the
final weeks of the Primary voting, where he received double digit percentages in nearly every remaining
state. An AOL poll showed he was getting more of the vote among Republicans in a handful of Northwestern
States, which was reflected in primary voting as well - particularly Idaho.
http://www.gambling911.com/John-McCain-061208.html

McCain is likely a good fit for pro-choice Democrats - John McCain is far from the standard-issue
Republican they instinctively vote against - While McCain has positioned himself as "pro-life" during
this campaign, his statements over the years show considerable latitude on the issue
In a 1999 interview with the San Francisco Chronicle editorial board, McCain said, "I would not support repeal
of Roe v. Wade, which would then force X number of women in America" to undergo "illegal and dangerous
operations." ... McCain played a central role in the Gang of 14 - the seven Democratic and seven Republican
senators who joined hands to find common ground on court appointments. For his efforts at compromise,
McCain took a pummeling from the right wing. Note that Obama, the self-styled foe of division, declined to
join the bipartisan group. ... And if a President McCain did put forth a controversial candidate, the Democratic
majority in the Senate - sure to grow after the upcoming election - would put a quick end to the idea. That's
why McCain would probably choose a cipher, as had some of his Republican predecessors. Ronald Reagan
gave us Sandra Day O'Connor, and George H.W. Bush picked David Souter. Both justices were essentially
friendly to Roe. Obama is no doubt pro-choice, but on the issue, he's hardly been a profile in courage. As an
Illinois state senator, he famously voted "present" on anti-choice legislation. Voting "present" is a tactic used
to express disapproval without actually taking a stand.
http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/editorial/outlook/5832027.html

**Direct Link - The Values Voter 2008 Presidential Debate (Online Video)
The V2 (Values Voter) Debate was held September 17th, 2007 at 6:00 p.m. at the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts in downtown Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. While another date had been planned for the
Democratic candidates, they all declined. ... "The big losers last night were the no-show [Republican]
candidates Fred Thompson who placed at 4%, Rudy Giuliani and John McCain who each received 1% and
Mitt Romney (Marriott porn peddler) who was the only candidate to receive zero votes at the end of the
night."
http://www.afa.net/debate/

**Direct Link - The Values Voter 2008 Presidential Debate ($10 DVD - the 2 dvd set covers the entire
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debate)
The Values Voter Debate was held September 17th, 2007 at 6:00 p.m. at the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts in downtown Ft. Lauderdale, Florida. While another date had been planned for the
Democratic candidates, they all declined. Questions came from 40 of our nation's leaders including: Paul
Weyrich, founder and President of the Free Congress Foundation, Phyllis Schlafly, founder and President of
Eagle Forum, Don Wildmon, founder and Chairman of the American Family Association, Judge Roy Moore,
with the Foundation for Moral Law, Rick Scarborough, Vision America, and Mat Staver of Liberty Council.
This isn't about partisanship. It's about values. It's not about the letter behind the name, rather it's about the
values of the heart and the policies that effect the public.
https://store.afa.net/p-10000078-values-voter-debate-dvd.aspx

e Streaming Option then Click Play Button - Values Voter Guide PDF, DVDs and video clips of last
nights debate event {The following no-show Republican candidates refused to participate in the
Values Voter debate event - John McCain - Rudy Giuliani - Mitt Romney - Fred Thompson. Looks like
the Bush-RINOs unanimously stiffed their own party base!}">{Flashback} Note: Watch the online
Video or get the DVD of the "Values Voter" Debate, you will be SHOCKED at how far the Bush
Republican Party has left the Conservative base -- The First Ever Values Voter Presidential Debate Delegates from America's Largest Voting Block (Values Voters) United - *Online Replay - Select the
"Live Streaming" Option then Click Play Button - "Values Voter Guide PDF, DVD's" and video clips of
last night's debate event {The following no-show Republican candidates refused to participate in the
Values Voter debate event - John McCain - Rudy Giuliani - Mitt Romney - Fred Thompson. Looks like
the Bush-RINOs unanimously stiffed their own party base!}
The First Ever Values Voter Presidential Debate Straw Poll, held last night at the Broward Center for the
Performing Arts in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, declared Governor Mike Huckabee as the pro-family winner.
"The big losers last night were the no-show candidates Fred Thompson who placed at 4 percent, Rudy
Giuliani and John McCain who each received 1 percent and Mitt Romney who was the only candidate to
receive zero votes at the end of the night." "While many very good candidates attended the event, Governor
Mike Huckabee was the clear winner," said Janet Folger, President of Faith2Action (F2A.org) and member of
the Values Voter Debate committee. Huckabee received nearly five times the votes of the other candidates.
http://www.valuesvoterdebate.com/

Southern Baptists remain wary of McCain - the Baptists are meeting again and John McCain's
campaign is nowhere to be seen at a gathering of 7,200 people, most of them staunch Republicans {I
strongly recommend that all Reagan, Conservative, Christian voters leave the Republican Party at
least for a while. The Bush-McCain party has no interest in the Reagan base. There is no sense in
remaining in a Republican Party that is actually openly hostile to our values and beliefs. Register as
an Independent, vote for Ron Paul, vote for Obama, vote for a write-in but do not contribute time,
money or effort to further this new deceitful Bush liberal Republican Party.}
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INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Four years ago, the Bush-Cheney re-election campaign hosted a reception for
Southern Baptist pastors at a hotel across the street from their annual meeting. The country is electing a
president again, the Baptists are meeting again and John McCain's campaign is nowhere to be seen at a
gathering of 7,200 people, most of them staunch Republicans. The absence has some Southern Baptists
wondering whether the Arizona senator wants their vote. Others are more sympathetic to a campaign still
gearing up, a candidate not known for talking about his faith, and reticence McCain might feel over his recent
rejection of two endorsements by high-profile, evangelical pastors. In interviews, Southern Baptist leaders
and the rank-and-file said they were warily waiting for McCain to inspire them while acknowledging that they
will vote for him anyway now that Sen. Barack Obama, far too liberal for most Southern Baptists, has all but
secured the Democratic nomination. "There's a lack of fire and passion for (McCain) right now, and for him to
win, that fire has to be kindled," said the Rev. Jack Graham, a former president of the 16.2 million-member
denomination and among its most politically connected leaders.
http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5htrzfk-dur8TqNhrVkbqIVRFxuoQD91873VO0

Possibly the World's Oldest Christian Church Unearthed in Northern Jordan - dating from AD 33 to
AD 70 - the Rihab area of Jordan has been "rich in unique archaeological sites" with some 30
churches uncovered there so far {A wonderful ancient Church discovery! The original Christian
Church was in Jerusalem. The "Upper Room" where the disciples received the "Born Again" Spirit
from Jesus (John 20:22) would be the original and oldest Christian Church then Christianity spread
out from Jerusalem.}
(Jordan)-In what is being hailed as an "important milestone for Christians all around the world," an ancient
cave was discovered recently, beneath St. Georgeous Church in Jordan. Archaeologist Abdul Qader Hussan,
head of the Rihab Center for Archaeological Studies, said the find was "amazing," stating that they
"uncovered what we believe to be the first church in the world, dating from AD 33 to AD 70." According to the
report, the Rihab area of Jordan has been "rich in unique archaeological sites" with some 30 churches
uncovered there so far. ... "We have evidence to believe this church sheltered the early Christians: the 70
disciples of Jesus Christ," explained Hussan, citing a mosaic inscription on the floor of St. Georgeous Church
that reads: "the 70 beloved by God and Divine."
http://www.breakingchristiannews.com/articles/display_art_pf.html?ID=5431

Texas Judge in polygamy case threatened - Police were provided dossiers and photos of 16 men and
women deemed a threat - warned of "enforcers" from the (FLDS) sect {Nothing friendlier than a bunch
of irate Mormons except maybe a den of rattlesnakes.}
SALT LAKE CITY, Utah (AP) -- The home of a judge in Texas who ordered the removal of 440 children from
a polygamist ranch is under guard after Utah and Arizona authorities warned of "enforcers" from the sect, a
newspaper reported Wednesday. ... Police assigned to Judge Walther's Texas, house were provided
dossiers and photos of 16 men and women deemed a threat, the Deseret News said. ... The newspaper
reported that law enforcement has been on alert since an FLDS-related Web site published Walther's home
address and telephone numbers. ... A Web site that talks of a threat to "pay Ms. Walther's home a visit" is not
sanctioned by the FLDS Church, Parker said. The site is run by Medvecky, a Florida., man who has donated
to the fund for captive FLDS children, Parker said.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/CRIME/06/11/polygamist.judge.threat.ap/index.html

Rep. Dennis Kucinich introduces Bush impeachment resolution - Kucinich announced his intention
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to seek Bush's impeachment Monday night, when he read the lengthy document into the record {A
real leader who loves America wouldn't entangle the nation in the short end of so many foreign affairs
and wouldn't allow the nation to become hostage to foreign oil the way Bush has. The damage Bush
is doing to the wealth, moral, character and conduct of America is beyond the scope of treason. Bush
might not get impeached though he deserves it but Bush will very likely be convicted and jailed for
war crimes after he leaves office. It would be better if America impeached Bush but the NWO wants'
to take over and exercise authority over Bush instead of letting the American people exercise
authority over our own government.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Rep. Dennis Kucinich, a former Democratic presidential candidate from Ohio,
introduced a resolution to impeach President Bush into the House of Representatives on Tuesday. Kucinich
announced his intention to seek Bush's impeachment Monday night, when he read the lengthy document into
the record. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi has repeatedly said she would not support a resolution calling for
Bush's impeachment, saying such a move was unlikely to succeed and would be divisive. Most of the
congressman's resolution deals with the Iraq war, contending that the president manufactured a false case
for the war, violated U.S. and international law to invade Iraq, failed to provide troops with proper equipment
and falsified casualty reports for political purposes. Kucinich also charges that Bush has illegally detained
without charge both U.S. citizens and "foreign captives" and violated numerous U.S. laws through the use of
"signing statements" declaring his intention to do so. Other articles address global warming, voting rights,
Medicare, the response to Hurricane Katrina and failure to comply with congressional subpoenas.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/06/11/kucinich.impeach/index.html

Former Referee Says NBA Fixed Playoff Series and Other Games - NBA referees, influenced by cozy
relationships with league officials, rigged a 2002 playoff series to force it to a revenue-boosting seven
games {Cheater George Bush Jr. went from the sports world to politics. No wonder Bush thinks it's
just a game to cheat America out of its revenue. Not just a game though as it seems Bush is trying to
be a Judas Goat (false leader) in leading America to destruction.}
NEW YORK - NBA referees, influenced by cozy relationships with league officials, rigged a 2002 playoff
series to force it to a revenue-boosting seven games, a former referee at the center of a gambling scandal
alleged Tuesday. Without identifying anyone or naming teams, Tim Donaghy also claimed the NBA routinely
encouraged refs to ring up bogus fouls to manipulate results but discouraged them from calling technical
fouls on star players to keep them in games and protect ticket sales and television ratings. The allegations
were contained in a letter filed by a lawyer for Donaghy, who pleaded guilty last year to felony charges
alleging he took cash payoffs from gamblers and bet on games himself. Donaghy, 41, faces up to 33 months
in prison at sentencing on July 14. "If the NBA wanted a team to succeed, league officials would inform
referees that opposing players were getting away with violations," the letter said. "Referees then would call
fouls on certain players, frequently resulting in victory for the opposing team."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,365581,00.html

Welcome to Operation Gratitude - Support Our Troops - Operation Gratitude Makes A Difference!
"...I just wanted to say thank you very much for all that you are doing I think it is great. It's really nice to know
that what we are doing is appreciated. I told my mother about Operation Gratitude and she is so happy that
there are people who are willing to take time out of their lives to give us thanks. It's not easy for me to be this
far away from my family but your package brought me closer to home. Thank you very much..." AM3 T.B.
http://www.opgratitude.com/
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Soldiers Story Video tribute - To those who have seen duty clear, far and away from home...this is
dedicated to you. Bless You...and come home soon!!! (YouTube)
Regardless of your feelings about the wrong or right of this war, it behooves each and every one of us to
support our troops...our nation's sons and daughters, brothers and sisters, mothers and fathers. To those
who have seen duty clear, far and away from home...this is dedicated to you. Bless You...and come home
soon!!!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RjmIrwfVOho

Remember Me Video tribute - Support Our Troops – We Love You! – We Miss You! – We Are Proud of
You! – We Thank You for Your Service and Sacrifice to Our Great Nation! (YouTube)
This video is simply amazing. As I sat here watching it? I called my brother over to see it. As we sat here
watching and remembering all the familys that go through waiting for thier family members to come home,
and to remember for us what it was like to have my uncle come home. All frightened and waiting for my uncle
to come home...what joy was brought to our hearts! God bless the soilders that have gone away to war and
bless the familys waiting for familys :] ... WOW is all I can say ,,, my husband in overseas right know an this
movie brought tears to me..? You did an amazing job on it... thank you very much for making it !! ... I
absolutely love this video. It's amazing. Maybe if more people could see it they'd realize what they take for
granted. It's good to know there? are still people who back us up. God speed.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ervaMPt4Ha0

June 10, 2008: U.S. Court Orders Deportation of Former Nazi Guard Living in Pennsylvania - A retired
steelworker who served as a Nazi guard should be deported even though the United States granted
him a visa in 1956, a federal appeals court ruled Tuesday - The office has prevailed in more than 100
cases, leading to at least 65 deportations, a spokeswoman previously said {Even though Anton
Geiser was a small cog in a big machine he was a part of a machine that waged an unrelenting,
unscrupulous war against innocents, civilians, women and children. The war he waged had no honor
and no dignity and he needs to go. Good riddance, don't let the door hit you on your way out. Oh, and
take the Nazi Bushes with you.}
PHILADELPHIA - A retired steelworker who served as a Nazi guard should be deported even though the
United States granted him a visa in 1956, a federal appeals court ruled Tuesday. Anton Geiser's work as a
guard meets the type of persecutory conduct banned under the Refugee Relief Act, which was in effect when
he entered the U.S., the ruling said. Geiser, 83, did not cite his Nazi ties on his visa application, but he is not
accused of lying about them. Files from the period have been lost and it is not clear what questions he was
asked. ... But the 3rd U.S. Circuit Court, which focused on the language of the Refugee Relief Act, said
Geiser should have his U.S. citizenship revoked and be deported. "We conclude, as have other Courts of
Appeals, that according to the plain meaning of the RRA, concentration camp guards 'personally advocated
or assisted in ... persecution,' Judge D. Michael Fisher wrote. ... The Justice Department's Office of Special
Investigation has been pursuing naturalized citizens with alleged Nazi ties for three decades. The office has
prevailed in more than 100 cases, leading to at least 65 deportations, a spokeswoman previously said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,365484,00.html

Did John McCain Really Refuse to Meet With One Of the Most Beloved People (Billy Graham) on the
Planet? - The John McCain campaign insists it is trying to arrange a meeting with the Evangelist Billy
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Graham after a letter surfaced from the McCain camp that suggested the candidate didn't have time
for such a meeting - It reads, "I must pass along our regrets and do not foresee an opportunity to add
this event to our calendar"
The John McCain campaign insists it is trying to arrange a meeting with the Evangelist Billy Graham after a
letter surfaced from the McCain camp that suggested the candidate didn't have time for such a meeting.
Graham, the nation's best-known Christian evangelist, had long been a spiritual adviser to presidents of both
parties. The letter, written June 3 by McCain scheduling director Amber Johnson to an intermediary trying to
set up a meeting, came to light as the McCain camp tries to patch things up with Christian conservatives. It
reads, "I must pass along our regrets and do not foresee an opportunity to add this event to our calendar."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,364766,00.html

h a meeting">McCain, Graham camps: Rumor false {Well not really false} A Web story said the
Republican had refused to meet the preacher (Billy Graham) - Wead even produced a form letter from
a McCain scheduler declining the offer - McCain campaign staffers were claiming that they were
working with Franklin Graham to set up a meeting between Billy Graham and McCain - For the record,
Billy Graham spokesman Larry Ross said the McCain campaign has never called him or Billy
Graham's Montreat office about such a meeting
A half-baked Internet news "story" that said Sen. John McCain had declined a meeting with Billy Graham
dominated the Christian blogosphere Monday. It sent McCain staffers scurrying to deny the rumor and insist
they've been working behind the scenes to set up such a meeting with the Charlotte-born evangelist. But
spokesmen for Graham and his son, Franklin, insist neither of the evangelists have initiated a McCain
sit-down or have talked with McCain staffers about holding one. The chain of events began Sunday night with
a startling online headline: "McCain Campaign Declines to Meet with Billy Graham," read the headline atop a
story on Newsmax.com, a conservative site that claims to report news. By Monday morning, Christian and
conservative blogs were all over the story. The author: Doug Wead, a one-time White House staffer who
dealt with religious groups during the George H.W. Bush administration. In the first-person article, he claimed
that he and a Texas pastor, Brian Jacobs, had offered to broker a meeting between McCain and Graham.
Wead even produced a form letter from a McCain scheduler declining the offer – proof, Wead wrote, that
McCain "has little interest in reaching out to his conservative base, including evangelical Christian voters."
McCain recently repudiated the endorsements of two other evangelical ministers – Rev. John Hagee and
Rev. Rod Parsley – because of their controversial statements. Was he now distancing himself from Graham,
too?
http://www.charlotte.com/local/story/662135.html

June 10, 2008: McCain: 'I will veto every single beer' {Well McCain has the slip of the tongue brains of
Bush Jr. McCain would be a 3rd Bush term with no real plans for America. McCain's second wife
Cindy chairs her deceased father's (Jim Hensley) business it is the 3rd largest Anheuser-Busch beer
distributor in America so McCain likely has beer on his mind.} (Video)
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He'll veto every single beer? In a slip of the tongue while railing against excessive earmarks at the National
Small Business Summit in Washington, the presumptive Republican presidential nominee inadvertently
pledged to veto the popular alcoholic beverage. I will use the veto as needed. I will veto every single beer bill with earmarks," he said, as rumblings from the crowd could be heard. "And every single bill that we have
come across my desk I will make them famous. I will veto them, you will know their names." ... Aside from
vetoing beer, it's kind of disturbing to hear him say that he'll veto every bill with earmarks. Sometimes
earmarks are good things! Imagine if the Rep. from Minneapolis/St Paul had earmarked some $$ for bridge
reconstruction! Of course some of them are outrageous Alaska, I'm looking at you but not all. I'm just sayin'.
http://thepoliticalcarnival.blogspot.com/2008/06/mccain-i-will-veto-every-single-beer.html

8/7/2007: McCain's wife controls family's riches - The candidate's spouse (Cindy - daughter of Jim
Hensley) runs an investment portfolio of an estimated $36.6 million to $53.4 million and chairs one of
the nation's largest beer distributorships - nation's third-largest distributor of Anheuser-Busch
products
Among presidential candidates, GOP Sen. John McCain has a particularly sophisticated financial adviser: his
wife. ... Less well-known is that she is chairwoman of Hensley, the nation's third-largest distributor of
Anheuser-Busch products. She also controls the McCain family portfolio, which is estimated at between
$36.6 million and $53.4 million. ... But like the candidate himself, the McCain family is more distinguished for
its valor than its investment prowess. The Arizona senator was the most famous POW in the Vietnam War,
and both of his sons are in the service, one at the U.S. Naval Academy and the other a Marine private bound
for Iraq.
http://articles.moneycentral.msn.com/Investing/MutualFunds/McCainsWifeControlsFamilysRiches.aspx

{Flashback} Anheuser-Busch to Stop Selling Beverage Critics Said Was Targeting Minors - a 2-ounce
bottle of flavored-malt beverage meant to be mixed with beer or other drinks, or consumed as a shot Packaged in colorful bottles, Spykes contains 12 percent alcohol by volume - the flavor masks the
strong taste of alcohol
ST. LOUIS - Anheuser-Busch said Thursday it will stop selling a malt beverage called Spykes, a product
under fire from critics who charged that it appealed to underage drinkers. ... "Due to its limited volume
potential and unfounded criticism, we have ceased production of Spykes," Michael J. Owens,
Anheuser-Busch Cos.' marketing vice president, said in a statement. He said Spykes was introduced about
two years ago in test markets, and nationwide in January, but had not performed to expectations. Critics said
the product was designed to attract underage drinkers. ... Spykes is a 2-ounce bottle of flavored-malt
beverage meant to be mixed with beer or other drinks, or consumed as a shot. Packaged in colorful bottles,
Spykes contains 12 percent alcohol by volume. Critics, including more than two dozen state attorneys
general, say those characteristics are attractive to underage drinkers. They say the flavor masks the strong
taste of alcohol. Spykes comes in four flavors - lime, mango, melon and hot chocolate. It also contains
caffeine, ginseng and guarana, which are components of energy drinks popular among teens and young
adults. Connecticut Attorney General Richard Blumenthal said, "This move by Anheuser-Busch, ceasing
sales of Spykes after attorneys general raised significant concerns, is a significant victory in the fight against
underage drinking." He said Spykes appealed to children in taste, packaging and marketing.
"Anheuser-Busch is doing the right thing about Spykes - and should become a model for the entire industry
by stopping marketing of all caffeinated alcoholic drinks that appeal to underage drinkers," Blumenthal said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,273476,00.html
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{Flashback} Hillary's Your Gal - Right - as I was saying: dump McCain and nominate Hillary for
president, running on the Republican ticket - And in any case, you already have a Lefty running for
president - John McCain doesn't give a rat's patootie about conservatives; - Call it Operation Chaos in
reverse
I mean, get real: He's old, he's weird, he's married to a Stepford Wife who won't release her tax returns (why in case America finds out just how profitable beer is?). Plus he'll nominate some clueless midwestern white
guy nobody's ever heard of as veep, and that will be that. Sure, you Baby Boomers have some vague
memory of Vietnam, how you heroically dodged the draft in Canada, smoked dope and had sex for peace,
and blew up a townhouse or two in Greenwich Village, but for my generation, "Hey, hey LBJ, how many kids
did you kill today?" is an ancient as "54-40 or fight," whatever that was. By the time this election is over,
McCain will be lucky to get Bob Dole's gig as the senior-citizen vet, hawking Viagra, and the clueless white
guy will join the ranks of Henry Cabot Lodge and William E. Miller. ... Just look at the tatters of your
"conservative" movement. Rush can't stop reading his press clips; his radio show has become the equivalent
of Lenny Bruce reading from his trial transcripts while the paying public heads for the exits. The
once-formidable Bill O'Reilly hawks his Factor gear, boasts about his tax bracket, and embarrasses himself
every time he talks about pop culture; a show that was once as much fun to watch as a bullfight with a naked
matador has devolved into a circle of sycophantic adulation, with Geraldo Rivera appearing periodically as
the designated "sparring partner." Newt Gingrich has gone from visionary to blowhard, whose legacy will
eventually boil down to this: bested by Bill Clinton in hand-to-hand combat and forced to give up his seat. And
Bush is a spent force, whose last remaining order of business is passing Harry Truman's record-low opinion
polls before he leaves office.
http://article.nationalreview.com/?q=MGMwMzViNzkyNTkzZDY0ZWJkOTM2NzQ3NGU3MzJmYmY=

{Flashback} Judge's Unintelligent Rant Against Design - Judge John E. Jones III could still be
Chairman of the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board if millions of evangelical Christians had not
pulled the lever for George W. Bush in 2000 {Judge is a Bush appointee - a thanks again W! way to
come through for your voters}
Judge John E. Jones III could still be Chairman of the Pennsylvania Liquor Control Board if millions of
evangelical Christians had not pulled the lever for George W. Bush in 2000. Yet this federal judge, who owes
his position entirely to those voters and the Bush who appointed him, stuck the knife in the backs of those
who brought him to the dance in Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District. Judge Jones issued a 139-page rant
against anyone who objects to force-feeding public schoolchildren with the theory of evolution. He accused
parents and school board members of "breathtaking inanity" for wanting their children to learn that "intelligent
design is an explanation of the origin of life that differs from Darwin's view."
http://www.eagleforum.org/column/2006/jan06/06-01-04.html

Treblinka by Jean-Francois Steiner (His father Mr. Kadmi Cohen died in the Nazi Holocaust at the
Auschwitz sub-camp Gleiwitz) - One of the best books on the Holocaust - This is without a doubt one
of the better books about the death camps - You will become intimately acquainted with Treblinka
and the Nazis who ran it - Steiner's book is well-written and does justice to the horror {An absolute
must read but be prepared for the hard realities the book portrays. It's a difficult book to contemplate
because it shows society at its worst in the past and now society is heading back in that very same
direction.} (Book)
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A chance meeting with a university professor in NY years ago caused me to ask the question of what was it
really, really like to exist in a place of complete insanity; where you were placed at risk of death at every
moment, where every act, every gesture could be your last. What sort of social structure could possibly
evolve in such indescrible conditions where inmate sometimes turned on inmate for a crust of bread. And yet
in this dark chaos an order did evolve. The inmates organized themselves to such an extent that they
ultimately rose up in rebellion, overpowering their opressors and a small number actually escaped. I have
read numerous books on the Holocaust but none of those prepared me for Steiner's superb work. Many of
the works I've read concerned Auschwitz. Frankly, I never focused on Treblinka. As there is a relatively large
number of Auschwitz survivors, I suspect scholars tend to focus on them. As far as Treblinka survivors go...
there were only 75. Steiner's descriptions are so overwhelming; his imagery so clear and lucid that you can
see in your own mind, the acts of brutality and barbarism, as well as small acts of kindness as if you are
actually there. I found myself cringing at the blows of the clubs and the slash of the whips. And yet he takes
pains to describe acts of heroism one can hardly imagine. You see how exposure to this inhumanity affects
the inmates. Some degenerate while others work at mostly futile individual escape attempts in order to warn
the remaining Jews of what ultimately lies in wait at the railhead at Treblinka Station. This is strong stuff and
is not for everyone. This is not a book that compiles statistics but rather paints a searing description of
day-to-day life with the inmates, their struggles to make it another day, their planning and finally their
courageous attempt to escape. If you make it through this book, read Kogon's "The Theory and Practice of
Hell" and then the next time you see "ethnic cleansing" taking place in some remote venue such as the
Balkans, Rawanda or Timor ask yourself just how far we've really come and how easily we've learned to
mouth the words "never again".
http://www.amazon.com/Treblinka-Jean-Francois-Steiner/dp/0452011248

Anthony Beevor: "A Writer At War" Vasily Grossman with the (Russian) Red Army 1941-1945 - details
the experiences of the Russian author Vasily Grossman throughout his time as a frontline
correspondent during the Second World War - Ultimately Grossman's story leaves you with an
impression of the sheer scale and brutality of the times he lived through and a feeling that during
those years there was no reality, let alone normality, only war {"Grossman's arrival at a newly
liberated Treblinka (Treblinka camp #1?)" The well known 'Treblinka' death camp #2 after a camp wide
prisoner revolt with about 200 prisoners escaping (sixty surviving until the end of the war) had
already been disassembled, covered over and was functioning as a farm by the end of the war.}
(Book)
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At the time of the German invasion of Russia, Grossman was an overweight writer in his mid-thirties.
Declared unfit for active duty, he signed up as a war correspondent for Red Star, the newspaper of the Red
Army, and insisted on reporting from the front line. The scale and importance of the events he witnessed and
reported on were breathtaking. From the disasters of the summer of 1941, where huge German
encirclements threatened to destroy the Russian army wholesale, to the months he spent detailing the street
fighting at Stalingrad. From the massive tank engagements at Kursk, to the re-capturing of the Ukraine the
following year. As well as being one of the first journalists to enter Warsaw, Grossman also witnessed the
discovery of the horrors at Treblinka and finally, in May 1945, found himself standing inside Hitler's office at
the Reich chancellery. ... In addition to this, we learn of the personal pain of Grossman's war. He reported
from Stalingrad for four months and knew that somewhere else within the city his nephew was also serving; it
was not until after the battle had finished that they were to be finally reunited, when Grossman found his
nephew's grave.As the Russian advance continued, and they reclaimed more and more of their country, he
came ever closer to his hometown of Berdichev. At the start of the German onslaught his mother and many
other members of his family had been trapped there. He blamed himself for failing to evacuate them in time, a
guilt that was all the heavier from the thought of the fate that may befall them as Jews. When Berdichev was
eventually re-taken he returned to discover that his worst fears had been true; during the first months of
occupation, his mother, her family and 20-30,000 other Jews of the town had been taken by the Nazis to a
nearby airfield and executed on mass. -- This was not the first such atrocity that Grossman discovered, and it
wasn't to be the last. As the evidence of the Jews treatment built up, Grossman and fellow writer Ilya
Ehrenburg decided to document everything that was found in what they called The Black Book. There was
plenty of material; from the massacre at Babi Yar, to the almost total annihilation of the Jewish population of
the Ukraine, and ultimately to Grossman's arrival at a newly liberated Treblinka. The interviews he conducted
with the forty or so survivors from that camp formed his most powerful and famous article The Hell called
Treblinka which was quoted at the Nuremburg trials and is reproduced in large part by Beevor. -- Despite the
success of that article, others on a similar theme were heavily edited, or like The Black Book itself,
suppressed due to Stalin's order that "The dead shall not be divided"; a decree he used to avoid the
embarrassment of collaboration by locals with the Nazi atrocities being revealed.
http://feedingthepigeons.wordpress.com/category/british/

Debate Forum: Final Destination Treblinka - Upon their arrival in 1945, the Soviets found a moon-like
wasteland of recent excavations by scavengers complementing other scars in the landscape left by
the obliteration of the camp's building foundations. Most tellingly, they found among the upturned
soil innumerable human remains - (Photos - Documents)
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Before continuing, it must be noted that this paper is not intended to be an exhaustive exegesis of Treblinka. I
have written it to demonstrate beyond any reasonable doubt that Treblinka was an extermination camp
devoted to the wholesale slaughter of hundreds of thousands of Jews within the framework of the Final
Solution. Any shortcomings of detail, therefore, must needs be remedied by other treatises. ... Field
Command Post 10.4.1943 (October 04, 1943) To the inspector of statistics, PG. Korherr (B e r l i n) The
Reichsführer SS has reviewed your statistical report on "the final solution of the Jewish question in Europe."
He wishes that the term "special treatment of the Jews" be nowhere be mentioned. Page 9, point 4, must
read as follows: "Transportation of Jews from the eastern provinces to the Russian East: The following
numbers were sifted through the camps in the General government ..... through the camps in the Warthegau
..............." No other formulation may be used. I have sent the copy of the report already draughted to the
Reichsführer SS with the request to amend page 9 accordingly and send it back again.
SS-Obersturmbannführer ... At least over 800,000 Jews and likely far more as many train records are
incomplete or lack head counts were shipped to Treblinka in the space of a year for 'special treatment';
'evacuation'; 'liquidation'; 'resettlement'; murder, with only a handful ever seen again. Such creative language
had long been used to attempt to disguise killing operations of Jews in the east, most notably by the
Einsatzgruppen but also by the Gendarmerie. ... As SS-Sergeant and camp guard Franz Suchomel put it,
"Treblinka was a primitive but efficient production line of death. Understand? Primitive, yes. But it worked
well, that production line of death." We know that Jews were being sent to their deaths, but the question of
how remains. Much allusion has been made up to this point to use the use of gas chambers. Eichmann, in a
paper entitled "Götzen" he submitted for his defence, wrote that "Globocnik had established gassing camps
at Treblinka and Belzec upon instruction from Himmler and Krüger." Reference to the testimony of those
present best describes what was occurring inside the camp all the while. Testimony of SS-Unterscharführer
Willi Mentz: ...
http://www.thephora.net/forum/showthread.php?t=4511

Treblinka Death Camp History (Photos)
The camp staff of Treblinka, responsible for the smooth operation of the mass killings, consisted of about
35–40 Germans, all of whom wore the field-grey uniform of the Waffen-SS. None of them held a rank lower
than SS-Unterscharführer {NCO-E4}. They came either from the Waffen-SS, or from the General Allgemeine
SS, but some had previously served with the Police, and many had experience of working at various
"euthanasia" killing centres. Men like Franz, Kuttner, Miete, Mentz, Hirtreiter, and Matthes, were already
brutal mass murderers. In addition to the Germans, there were approximately 90–120 Ukrainian auxiliaries,
who mainly assisted with guard duties. As distinct from the Germans, these men wore black uniforms, and
were armed with carbines; the German camp staff all carried pistols, and sometimes sub-machine guns. Most
of the Ukrainian guards were former Soviet prisoners of war who had volunteered to serve the Germans, and
had been trained at the Trawniki camp. ... The witness Jan Sulkowski, a Polish prisoner from the Treblinka l
forced labour camp, who helped construct the death camp from 19 May 1942, recalled: "SS-men said it was
to be a bath. Only later on when the building was almost completed, I realised it was to be a gas chamber.
What was indicative of this was a special door of thick steel insulated with rubber, twisted with a bolt and
placed in an iron frame, and also the fact that in one of the building compartments, an engine was installed
from which 3 iron pipes led through the roof to the 3 remaining parts of the building. A specialist from Berlin
came to put tiles inside and he told me that he had already built such chambers elsewhere".
http://www.holocaustresearchproject.org/ar/treblinka.html

Treblinka Camp History - Rudolf Höss, Auschwitz commandant, visited Treblinka in spring 1942 Treblinka was ready to receive transports 22 July 1942 - The camp was turned into a farm (1944?) - A
Ukrainian guard, a certain Streibel, was settled there, in order to give the impression that nothing
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untoward had happened at the camp site, and to prevent the local population from unearthing any
remaining valuables {Streibel the Ukrainian guard turned farmer was given the land to farm however
after some months Streibel took his family and fled from his free land declaring the land to be full of
ghosts and extremely haunted (an area full of demons).}
Treblinka was ready to receive transports from 22 July 1942. Jews from Warsaw and neighbouring towns, as
well as inmates from Treblinka I, were used to complete the construction. In charge of the building work was
SS Hauptsturmführer Richard Thomalla, the Aktion Reinhard construction expert. Rudolf Höss, Auschwitz
commandant, visited Treblinka in spring 1942. ... When this final gassing was completed, the camp area was
ploughed over and trees were planted. The camp was turned into a farm. A Ukrainian guard, a certain
Streibel, was settled there, in order to give the impression that nothing untoward had happened at the camp
site, and to prevent the local population from unearthing any remaining valuables. After he left the site, the
local population descended on the camp site, looking for gold and other valuables. Whilst doing this they
unearthed parts of decomposed bodies. The remaining Jewish prisoners, who had been forced to dismantle
the camp, were transferred to the Sobibor death camp on 20 October 1943, via Siedlce and Chelm. On 17
November 1943, the last transport departed, carrying equipment from the camp. Parts of the barracks were
sent to the Forced Labour Camp Dorohucza near Trawniki. It is estimated that a minimum of between
700,000 and 800,000 Jews lost their lives in Treblinka. Most recent research suggests a figure at or beyond
the upper limit of this range.
http://www.deathcamps.org/treblinka/treblinka.html

e Jews before him who had revolted and burned parts of Treblinka to the ground.} (On-line Book)">A
YEAR IN TREBLINKA By Yankel Wiernik - An Inmate Who Escaped Tells the Day-To-Day Facts of One
Year of His Torturous Experiences - The farm (Photo) which was built in Treblinka after the liquidation
of the death camp, in order to leave no traces of the crime - It was burnt down by the Ukrainian owner
on June 1944 {Streibel the Ukrainian guard turned farmer not only fled from his free 'extremely
haunted' farm he revolted and burned it down joining the Jews before him who had revolted and
burned parts of Treblinka to the ground.} (On-line Book)
Dear Reader: For your sake alone I continue to hang on to my miserable life, though it has lost all attraction
for me. How can I breathe freely and enjoy all that which nature has created? Time and again I wake up in
the middle of the night moaning pitifully. Ghastly nightmares break up the sleep I so badly need. I see
thousands of skeletons extending their bony arms towards me, as if begging for mercy and life, but I,
drenched with sweat, feel incapable of giving any help. And then I jump up, rub my eyes and actually rejoice
over it all being but a dream. My life is embittered, Phantoms of death haunt me, specters of children, little
children, nothing but children. I sacrificed all those nearest and dearest to me. I myself took them to the place
of execution. I built their death-chambers for them. Today I am a homeless old man without a roof over my
head, without a family, without any next of kin. I talk to myself. I answer my own questions. ...
http://www.zchor.org/treblink/wiernik.htm

Senate Considers Windfall Profits Tax on Big Oil - on whether to consider a windfall profits tax
against the five largest U.S. oil companies and rescind $17 billion in tax breaks the companies expect
to enjoy over the next decade - if energy prices are not reined in "we're going to find ourselves in a
deep recession" - The five largest U.S. oil companies earned $36 billion during the first three months
of the year - in the face of a threatened GOP filibuster {For six years (2000-2006) the Bush Republican
Party held the White House, Senate, Congress and most of the Governorships, yet the Republican
Party refused to drill for more oil domestically and lacked implementing any new plans to secure
America's future.}
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WASHINGTON - With gasoline prices topping $4 a gallon, Senate Democrats want the government to grab
some of the billions of dollars in profits being taken in by the major oil companies. Senators were to vote
Tuesday on whether to consider a windfall profits tax against the five largest U.S. oil companies and rescind
$17 billion in tax breaks the companies expect to enjoy over the next decade. "The oil companies need to
know that there is a limit on how much profit they can take in this economy," said Sen. Richard Durbin of
Illinois, the Senate's No. 2 Democrat, warning that if energy prices are not reined in "we're going to find
ourselves in a deep recession." But the Democrats are going to have to overcome staunch Republican
opposition to any new taxes on the oil industry. The five largest U.S. oil companies earned $36 billion during
the first three months of the year. Majority Leader Harry Reid, D-Nev., will need 60 votes Tuesday to proceed
with the oil tax legislation in the face of a threatened GOP filibuster. If he doesn't get 60, he likely will pull the
bill from the floor. ... Most Senate Republicans have a different approach to dealing with the growing energy
crisis - pump more oil and gas. The GOP energy plan, rejected by the Senate last month, calls for opening a
coastal strip of the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge in Alaska to oil development and to allow states to opt out
of the national moratorium that has been in effect for a quarter century against oil and gas drilling in more
than 80 percent of the country's coastal waters. "Republicans by and large believe that the solution to this
problem, in part, is to increase domestic production," said McConnell.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,364846,00.html

Obama: Economy needs urgent $50 billion boost - "Such relief can't wait until the next president
takes office" he told a North Carolina crowd on the first day of what is to be a two-week economic
tour around the country {Good someone has to step in and take over the country from Bush. Bush
prefers his oil profits to the welfare of the country and Bush seems mainly interested in ruining our
great nation.}
NEW YORK (CNNMoney.com) -- On the first day of what is to be a two-week economic tour around the
country, Barack Obama said Monday that lawmakers should inject another $50 billion immediately into the
sluggish U.S. economy. ... With a big jump in the unemployment rate and record oil prices, Barack Obama
says he wants to extend benefits for those out of work and send out more rebate checks. ... The presumptive
Democratic presidential nominee cited the largest monthly increase in the unemployment rate in over 20
years, and record highs in oil prices, food prices and foreclosures. Such relief can't wait until the next
president takes office. ... That's why I've called for another round of fiscal stimulus, an immediate $50 billion
to help those who've been hit hardest by this economic downturn," Obama told a crowd in Raleigh, N.C. He
said that he supports the expansion and extension of unemployment benefits, as well as a second round of
tax rebate checks.
http://www.cnn.com/

{Flashback} The Bush family and the S&L Scandal - Prior to the American entry into WWII Prescott
Bush was director of Union Banking Corporation - Union Banking Corporation helped to finance
Hitler's regime - Prescott (Bush) profited directly from the Auschwitz labor camp
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There are several ways in which the Bush family plays into the Savings and Loan scandal, which involves not
only many members of the Bush family but also many other politicians that are still in office and still part of
the Bush Jr. administration today. Jeb Bush, George Bush Sr., and his son Neil Bush have all been
implicated in the Savings and Loan Scandal, which cost American tax payers over $1.4 TRILLION dollars
(note that this is about one quarter of our national debt). ... The S&L scandal is by no means the only incident
of questionable, and actually illegal, financial activity that the Bush family has been involved in. The line of
questionable, illegal, and unethical businesses practices goes back at least to Prescott Bush Sr., George
Bush Sr.'s father. Prescott Bush was a Senator from 1952 – 1963. Previous to his time as a Senator Prescott
was a banker and businessman. Prior to the American entry into WWII Prescott Bush was director of Union
Banking Corporation. Union Banking Corporation helped to finance Hitler's regime. The Concentration Camps
of Nazi Germany were labor camps that the Nazis used to make products for their regime as well as for sale
to raise money. Prescott profited directly from the Auschwitz labor camp. In 1942, after Hitler declared war on
America the United States government seized the Union Banking Corporation under the Trading with the
Enemy Act as a front operation that was supporting the Nazis. Much of the profits from the operation were
already pocketed by Prescott however, and $1.5 million was put in a trust fund for George Bush Sr. For more
on Prescott Bush's ties to the Nazis see: ... {It was the FBI (J. Edgar Hoover) that investigated and then
seized the Nazi Bush family business that is why the Bush family has been so active in creating and
furthering the CIA as a Bush replacement to the American FBI.}
http://rationalrevolution.net/war/bush_family_and_the_s.htm

Oregon University Hosts Talk by Notorious Holocaust Denier, Amid Protest - Irving, a prolific
historian who has stated that there were no gas chambers in Auschwitz and routinely downplays the
number of Jews killed during the Holocaust {Far from denying the Holocaust of WWII the actual
events of WWII dictate a much larger Holocaust including the allied fire-bombings of Dresden and
other 'sanctuary cities' and the huge post war death toll in allied controlled POW camps mainly
housing German POW's. Much of what happened before, during and after WWII was Holocaust in
scope and nature directed against all the people of Europe the Jews though being the main target of
the Holocaust.}
The University of Oregon will play host Monday night to Holocaust denier David Irving, prompting protests
from a local rights group. ... Williams is helping organize a Monday-night protest vigil against Irving, a prolific
historian who has stated that there were no gas chambers in Auschwitz and routinely downplays the number
of Jews killed during the Holocaust. ... Frohnmayer wrote a letter condemning the "gutter bigotry" of the
Pacifica Forum, but defended its right to speak out. "My own feeling is that these subjects are better
expressed . . . than left to fester silently," he wrote, but stressed that the forum "did not speak for the
University of Oregon." Despite his objection to the content of the presentation Monday, Williams said he
wasn't concerned that students would attend the meeting or be swayed by the forum and David Irving's
anti-Semitic sentiments. "Students stay away in droves," he said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,364764,00.html

{Flashback} Jan Karski: How One Man Tried to Stop the Holocaust - They asked him if he could carry
their information to Winston Churchill and Franklin D. Roosevelt - They also asked if he would be
willing to enter the Ghetto and see for himself what was happening - Mr. Karski, who was blessed
with a photographic memory, agreed {2 Internet Pages}
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One of the Jews who had prompted Mr. Karski to enter the Ghetto and escorted him around was a lawyer
named Leon Feiner. Mr. Karski recalled that Mr. Feiner kept murmuring, "Remember this, remember this."
There was also another man, whose name Mr. Karski never learned. They both urged Mr. Karski to tell what
he was witnessing to as many people in the West as he could. They knew the information would be hard to
believe, but they wanted the West to know that the Germans were systematically taking thousands of Jews
each day to extermination camps. ... And when Mr. Karski carried his information about the destruction of the
Jews to higher authorities in London, he was met by even greater reluctance to act. "In February 1943, I
reported to Anthony Eden," he would later write about his secret meeting with the British Foreign Secretary.
"He said that Great Britain had already done enough by accepting 100,000 refugees." ... The Jews were
totally helpless. - The Jews had no country, no government. They were fighting but they had no [nation
backing] identity."
http://www.holocaustforgotten.com/karski.html

{Flashback} Mass Grave Believed to Contain Thousands of Jews Killed by Nazis Found in Ukraine near the site of what was once a concentration camp
KIEV, Ukraine - A mass grave holding the remains of thousands of Jews killed by the Nazis has been found
in southern Ukraine near the site of what was once a concentration camp, a Jewish community
representative said Tuesday. The grave was found by chance last month when workers were preparing to lay
gas pipelines in the village of Gvozdavka-1, near Odessa, said Roman Shvartsman, a spokesman for the
regional Jewish community. ... Efraim Zuroff, director of the Israel office of the Simon Wiesenthal Center, said
the finding was no surprise: "It underscores the enormous scope of the plans of annihilation of the Nazis and
their collaborators in eastern Europe." "The scope is enormous, the number of places where murders were
carried out is very large and that is why even now at this point, so late after the events, graves are still being
discovered," he added. ... Shvartsman said that Jewish community knew about the mass killing but did not
know where the bodies were located. Anatoly Podolsky, director of the Ukrainian Center for Holocaust
Studies, said there are believed to be some 250-350 mass grave sites from the Nazi occupation, during
which some 1.5 million Ukrainian Jews are believed to have been killed - including those massacred near
their homes and those deported to camps elsewhere. He said most of the site have been discovered, many
of them since the Soviet collapse of 1991, but others have not. ... Ilia Levitas, the head of Ukraine's Jewish
Council, put the number of mass Jewish graves in the country at over 700 and said more than 100 are
without monuments to the victims. ... Odessa's chief rabbi, Shlomo Baksht, hopes to fence the site off and
erect a monument to the victims by the end of the year. Ukraine's Jewish population was devastated during
the Holocaust. Babi Yar, a ravine outside the capital Kiev where the Nazis slaughtered some 34,000 Jews
over two days in September 1941, is a powerful symbol of the tragedy. About 240,000 Jews were killed by
the Nazis in the Odessa region, according to Shvartsman. He said a mass grave with remains of about 3,500
Jews was found in the region last year.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,278110,00.html

1 million">wikipedia: World War II casualties - The total estimated human loss of life caused by World
War II was roughly 72 million people, making it the deadliest, and most destructive war in human
history - The civilian toll was around 47 million, including 20 million deaths due to war related famine
and disease - The military toll was about 25 million, including the deaths of about 4 million prisoners
of war in captivity - The Allies lost approximately 61 million people, and the Axis powers lost 11
million
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The casualties of World War II were suffered disproportionately by the various participants. This is especially
true regarding civilian casualties. The following chart gives data on the casualties suffered by each country,
along with population information to show the relative impact of losses. Military casualties include battle
deaths and personnel missing in action, as well as fatalities due to accidents, disease and deaths of
prisoners of war in captivity. Civilian casualties include deaths caused by strategic bombing, Nazi
persecution, Japanese war crimes, population transfers in the Soviet Union and deaths due to war related
famine and disease. Jewish losses in the Holocaust are listed separately for each nation, since they are
known. Compiling or estimating the numbers of deaths caused during wars and other violent conflicts is a
controversial subject. Historians often put forward many different estimates of the numbers killed during
World War II. The distinction between military and civilian casualties caused directly by warfare and collateral
damage is not always clear cut. For nations that suffered huge losses such as the U.S.S.R, China, Poland
and Yugoslavia, our sources can give us only the total estimated population loss caused by the war and a
rough estimate of the breakdown between deaths caused by military activity, crimes against humanity and
war related famine. The footnotes give a detailed breakdown of the casualties and their sources. ... Notes:
Germany 1. The number killed in action was 2,303,320; died of wounds, disease or accidents 500,165;
11,000 sentenced to death by court martial; 2,007,571 missing in action or unaccounted for after the war;
25,000 suicides; 12,000 unknown 6,335; *459,475 confirmed POW deaths, of whom 77,000 were in the
custody of the U.S., UK and France; and 363,000 in Soviet custody. POW deaths includes 266,000 in the
post war period after June 1945, primarily in Soviet captivity.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_War_II_casualties

Dresden - Second World War: The bombing of Dresden by the (British) Royal Air Force and by the
United States Air Force between February 13 and February 15, 1945, remains one of the more
controversial Allied actions of the Western European theater of war - The inner city of Dresden was
completely destroyed during what later proved to be the final weeks of war in Europe - industrial and
military sites on the outskirts were relatively unscathed
Dresden - Second World War: Being the capital of a state, it also had garrisons and military industry for
centuries and during the Second World War. None of all these garrisons military sites had ever been targeted
on 13th February 1945 by the Allies. Dresden was attacked seven times between 1944 and 1945. It was
completely captured by the Red Army after German capitulation. The bombing of Dresden by the Royal Air
Force and by the United States Air Force between February 13 and February 15, 1945, remains one of the
more controversial Allied actions of the Western European theater of war. The inner city of Dresden was
completely destroyed during what later proved to be the final weeks of war in Europe. While the inhabited city
center was literally wiped out, larger residential, industrial and military sites on the outskirts were relatively
unscathed. Some of the Allies described the operation as the justified bombing of a military and industrial
target while others called it "Terror." Prime Minister Winston Churchill tried to distance himself from the attack
which he had ordered himself.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dresden

FAQs about the Holocaust - Why didn't the Allies bomb Auschwitz [rail lines]? - The Allies had
command of the skies by that time, and air bases in Italy brought the Allied forces in the West within
range - Allied aircraft flew over the camp several times on a mission to photograph German industrial
plants a few kilometers away
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The first detailed information about Auschwitz reached the Allies in June 1944 {the west had almost complete
knowledge about the Holocaust the entire time, the Holocaust was not hidden from the world leaders}, in a
report from two escaped prisoners forwarded by Jewish underground activists in Slovakia. The information
included a request to bomb the camp and the rail lines leading to it from Hungary, as masses of Hungarian
Jews were then being deported to the camp. The Allies had command of the skies by that time, and air bases
in Italy brought the Allied forces in the West within range of parts of Poland. From the spring to the autumn of
1944, Allied aircraft flew over the camp several times on a mission to photograph German industrial plants a
few kilometers away. In the late summer these plants were bombed, but the extermination camp
Auschwitz-Birkenau was never bombed. The Allies explained their decision not to bomb the camp in several
ways. They said it was technically impossible for them to reach the camp. The fact that they bombed other
targets very nearby indicates that this was not true. They argued that such bombardment would not slow
down the murder operation and would divert forces from decisive battles and endanger the airmen. The only
way to rescue Jews, they said, was by winning the war. Their main arguments, then, were "rescue through
victory" and "no diversion from the war effort." Whether a bombing mission to the extermination camp would
have succeeded or failed is an open question. However, it is clear that the Allies did not marshal the same
energy and determination to rescue the Jews as the Nazis did to murder them.
http://www1.yadvashem.org/about_holocaust/faqs/answers/faq_29.html

U.S. Should Have --And Could Have-- Bombed Auschwitz - The refusal to bomb Auschwitz was part of
a broader policy by the Roosevelt administration to refrain from taking action to rescue or shelter
Jewish refugees during the Holocaust
WASHINGTON, D.C.- A leading Holocaust research institute has praised President Bush for his statement
that the United States "should have bombed" the Auschwitz death camp in 1944. ... OTHER AMERICAN
LEADERS WHO HAVE SAID THAT - THE U.S. SHOULD HAVE BOMBED AUSCHWITZ: * President Bill
Clinton ... * U.S. Secretary of State Cyrus Vance ... * U.S. Senator and 1972 Democratic Presidential
Nominee George McGovern was one of the pilots who attacked German oil factories near Auschwitz in 1944.
In an interview with Israel Television and the Wyman Institute on December 20, 2004, McGovern said "There
is no question we should have attempted ... to go after Auschwitz. There was a pretty good chance we could
have blasted those rail lines off the face of the earth, which would have interrupted the flow of people to those
death chambers, and we had a pretty good chance of knocking out those gas ovens ... "God forgive us for
that tragic miscalculation."
http://www.wymaninstitute.org/press/2008-1-11.php

{Flashback} WWII Polish Underground Operative Jan Karski (1943) delivered unheeded messages on
Holocaust - an emissary for the Polish underground and was one of the first non-Jewish
eyewitnesses to the Holocaust to tell Western leaders about Hitler's extermination of European Jews On requests for U.S. visa forms that could be delivered to the underground and forged to save the
lives of Jews, Karski was summarily dismissed
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When meeting with State Department and War Department representatives, Karski said, he delivered
requests and demands for various actions on behalf of European Jews. All were refused, he recalled.
"Whatever demand I submitted on behalf of the Jews, [the response was], 'impossible.' " On Jewish calls for
Allied leaders to make a public declaration that stopping the Holocaust become part of the official war
strategy, Karski was told that it would only reinforce German Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels'
contention that World War II was provoked by Jews and that Western nations were suffering on their behalf.
On suggestions that Germans be notified about the Holocaust via bomber-delivered leaflets, he was told that
each sortie was too critical to consider carrying anything other than bombs. On Jewish demands to bomb
railroad lines leading into Auschwitz, he was told that the rails would be quickly repaired - by Jewish prison
laborers, many of whom would die in the effort. On requests for U.S. visa forms that could be delivered to the
underground and forged to save the lives of Jews, Karski was summarily dismissed by Charles Bohlen, an
envoy who would later become ambassador to Moscow and Paris: "That would be a violation of federal law."
Overall, Karski said, "Everybody sympathized with the Jews, but the Jews were abandoned." However, he
said, "My message is, the Jews were abandoned by governments, by churches, by societal structures - but
not by humanity. Thousands of individuals - in Poland, in Belgium, in the Netherlands, in Greece - were trying
to help the Jews. "Don't believe that humanity betrayed the Jews." Many Poles, he said, assisted Jews even
though there was an automatic death sentence in occupied Poland for anyone caught doing so. At the same
time, in many regions, Karski said Poles who informed on Jews in hiding or collaborators were offered a
"bounty" of one liter of vodka.
http://news-service.stanford.edu/pr/95/950307Arc5338.html

Allies of World War II - The Allies of World War II were the countries officially opposed to the Axis
powers during the Second World War. Within the ranks of the Allied powers, the British Empire, the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, and the United States of America were known as "The Big Three"
- During December 1941, Roosevelt devised the name "United Nations" for the Allies, and the
Declaration by United Nations, on 1 January 1942, was the basis of the modern UN
During December 1941, Roosevelt devised the name "United Nations" for the Allies, and the Declaration by
United Nations, on 1 January 1942, was the basis of the modern UN. At the Potsdam Conference of
July-August 1945, Roosevelt's successor, Harry S. Truman, proposed that the foreign ministers of China,
France, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom and the United States "should draft the peace treaties and
boundary settlements of Europe," which led to the creation of the Council of Foreign Ministers. ... The Charter
of the United Nations was agreed to during the war at the United Nations Conference on International
Organization, held between April and July 1945. The Charter was signed by 50 nations on 26 June (Poland
had its place reserved and later became the 51st "original" signatory), and was formally ratified shortly after
the war on 24 October 1945. The five leading Allied nations, namely China, France, the Soviet Union, the
United Kingdom, and the United States met repeatedly during the war, such as at the 1944 conference at
Dumbarton Oaks where the formation and permanent seats of the United Nations Security Council were
decided. The Security Council met for the first time in the immediate aftermath of war on 17 January 1946.
The first version of the UN flag, introduced in April 1945.These are the original 51 signatories. Security
Council Permanent members are indicated in bold.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allies_of_World_War_II

Axis powers of World War II - The three major Axis powers, Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy and Imperial
Japan
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The Axis powers, also interpreted as Axis alliance, Axis nations, Axis countries or sometimes just the Axis
were those countries opposed to the Allies during World War II. The three major Axis powers, Nazi Germany,
Fascist Italy and Imperial Japan were part of a military alliance on the signing of the Tripartite Pact in
September 1940, which officially founded the Axis powers. At their zenith, the Axis powers ruled empires that
dominated large parts of Europe, Africa, East and Southeast Asia and the Pacific Ocean, but World War II
ended with their total defeat. Like the Allies, membership of the Axis was fluid, and some nations entered and
later left the Axis during the course of the war. ... The term was first used by Benito Mussolini, in November
1936, when he spoke of a Rome-Berlin axis arising out of the treaty of friendship signed between Italy and
Germany on October 25, 1936. Mussolini declared that the two countries would form an "axis" around which
the other states of Europe would revolve. This treaty was forged when Italy, originally opposed to Germany,
was faced with opposition to its war in Abyssinia from the League of Nations and received support from
Germany. Later, in May 1939, this relationship transformed into an alliance, called by Mussolini the "Pact of
Steel". The term "Axis powers" formally took the name after the Tripartite Pact was signed by Germany, Italy
and Japan on September 27, 1940 in Berlin, Germany. The pact was subsequently joined by Hungary
(November 20, 1940), Romania (November 23, 1940), Slovakia (November 24, 1940) and Bulgaria (March 1,
1941). The Italian name Roberto briefly acquired a new meaning from "Rome-Berlin-Tokyo" between 1940
and 1945. Its most militarily powerful members were Germany and Japan. These two nations had also signed
the Anti-Comintern Pact with each other as allies before the Tripartite Pact in 1936.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axis_powers_of_World_War_II

BOOK OF REVELATION: Overview (6 Mp3 Messages) FREE Downloads
Get the basics regarding the Bible's book of Revelation (6 Mp3 Messages) FREE downloads. The book of
Revelation (revealed - unveiling) was written by the beloved disciple John at the instructions of the risen
resurrected Jesus in approximately the year 100 AD.. Revelation contains seven letters given from Jesus to
the entire Christian Church movement. Letters of instruction and also letters of encouragement. Did you know
that all of the Apostles of Jesus died a martyrs death except for the disciple John and that according to early
Church tradition the Roman government had likewise tried to kill John by boiling him in oil yet God delivered
him and did not allow John to be hurt therefore the Roman government banished John to a small island
named "Patmos" and it was there at this prison island of Patmos that the disciple John again saw the
resurrected Jesus and wrote the things Jesus instructed John to write giving us "The Revelation of Jesus
Christ" the Bibles' last book. The book of Revelation describes in vivid detail the final events of the earth and
of mankind prior to the glorious return of Jesus. Amazingly the book of Revelation is so accurate and so
relevant to today that reading the ancient book of Revelation is like reading the newspaper of today.
http://server.ffmp3.com/kjv/projects/firefighters/kjv_web/html/sermons.htm

Bible verse: Isaiah 31:1-7 Woe to them that go down to Egypt [the world] for help ... {The complete
Bible is available at BasicChristian.net}
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Isaiah 31:1-7 Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help; and stay on horses, and trust in chariots, because
they are many; and in horsemen, because they are very strong; but they look not unto the Holy One of Israel,
neither seek the LORD! Yet He also is wise, and will bring evil, and will not call back His words: but will arise
against the house of the evildoers, and against the help of them that work iniquity. Now the Egyptians are
men, and not God; and their horses flesh, and not spirit. When the LORD shall stretch out His hand, both he
that helpeth shall fall, and he that ishelped shall fall down, and they all shall fail together. For thus hath the
LORD spoken unto me, Like as the lion and the young lion roaring on his prey, when a multitude of
shepherds is called forth against him, he will not be afraid of their voice, nor abase himself for the noise of
them: so shall the LORD of hosts come down to fight for mount Zion, and for the hill thereof. As birds flying,
so will the LORD of hosts defend Jerusalem; defending also He will deliver it; and passing over He will
preserve it. Turn ye unto Him from whom the children of Israel have deeply revolted. For in that day every
man shall cast away his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, which your own hands have made unto you for a
sin... -- Bible
http://www.basicchristian.net/

Darwin 'ripped off' theory of evolution - Author: 'Origin of Species' stolen by famous naturalist
{Evil-ution (evolution) theory has been around since the Greeks. It was a Greek philosophy. Darwin's
Dad and Uncle were both evolutionist before Darwin was even born.}
Davies' book, "The Darwin Conspiracy: Origins of a Scientific Crime," accuses Darwin of incorporating ideas
from Wallace's letters to him into his writings and claiming the ideas as his own. The publisher's website
describes The Darwin Conspiracy as "a true story about deceit and deception and stands as an outstanding
metaphor for the idea of survival of the fittest." Historians have long known of the letters from Wallace to
Darwin but have generally accepted Darwin's testimony that they arrived from far-off Indonesia after Darwin
published his famous theory. According to Davies, however, newly examined shipping records demonstrate
that two crucial letters written by Wallace – who was struck feverishly with malaria and wrote to his colleague
Darwin, explaining his ideas – actually arrived before Darwin published his Origin of Species. Darwin's
treatise on evolution that launched a scientific revolution was published 15 months after Wallace wrote those
letters.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=66517

Can you believe this goes on at U.S. colleges? - Stunning new DVD shows universities today
resemble totalitarian states - Censorship, Enforced political conformity, Hostility to diversity of
opinion, Sensitivity training
Censorship. Enforced political conformity. Hostility to diversity of opinion. Sensitivity training. Though such
despotic tactics are usually associated with totalitarian regimes, they increasingly describe life on America's
university campuses. "When we think of going to college, we think of intellectual freedom. We imagine four
years of exploring ideas through energetic, ongoing, critical thinking and debate," says filmmaker Evan Coyne
Maloney in the stunning new video documentary "Indoctrinate U: Our Education, Their Politics." "But the
reality is very far from the ideal. What most of us don't know is that American college students check their
First Amendment rights and individual freedom at the door." Hailed by the New York Sun as one of
"America's most promising" documentary filmmakers, Maloney has assembled a scorching indictment of
higher education in America today, one sure to make students, parents, trustees, lawmakers and concerned
citizens sit up and take notice. Produced by On the Fence Films, with the support of the Moving Picture
Institute, "Indoctrinate U" makes the campus culture wars – often treated as an abstract, hopelessly partisan
battle – intensely personal and unforgettably human.
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http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=66110

What undid Hillary Clinton - She campaigned as the ultimate Washington insider just when
Democrats were clamoring for an outsider - failed to recognize the national hunger for something
bigger
A Washington mentality may even explain Hillary Clinton's astoundingly inept approach to the nominating
process. The Clinton team seemed to treat the primaries more as a media narrative than a race for
delegates. First, in their insider arrogance, Clinton's aides assumed that they could eliminate Obama early, in
the Iowa caucuses and New Hampshire primary. When that didn't happen, they focused on the importance of
wins in such "big states" as California, Ohio and Pennsylvania. Meanwhile, the Obama team grasped that it
could lose such key high-profile contests and still take the nomination by methodically racking up delegates in
smaller, unglamorous places the media had little interest in, such as Idaho, Colorado, Maine, Kansas and
Utah. -- When Obama started to overtake Clinton in the pledged delegate count, she fell back on the ultimate
Washington insider's argument: that superdelegates, the creation of the inside-Washington party machine,
would come to her rescue and override the will of the voters. Not only did this strategy fail, it enhanced
Clinton's image as an insulated Beltway manipulator. -- Even Clinton's supposed mastery of political media
backfired on her. Her media team overplayed its hand early in the campaign, engendering resentment among
reporters with a bare-knuckled, kill-or-be-killed philosophy cultivated during past Clinton scandals. Last
September, for instance, Clinton aides forced GQ magazine to spike a critical story on her campaign by
threatening to withhold access to Bill Clinton. -- And other aides, notably Penn, became figures of ridicule
with their constant over-spinning as they found ever-more creative ways to explain away Obama's wins and
Clinton's losses caucuses don't really count, Clinton won more "electoral votes," etc.
http://www.latimes.com/news/printedition/opinion/la-op-crowley8-2008jun08,0,6453832.story

***"Pro-Life Leaders and Groups to Join Together for Massive Prayer, Fasting, and Action..." - FREE
Teleconference and Web Simulcast eventThursday, June 5, 2008 9 PM Eastern (6 PM Pacific)
Give us 60 minutes and we'll reveal all the exciting details about a massive gathering in Washington, D.C.
later this summer (Aug 16th) -- and how this event could be a major turning point for the pro-life movement...
http://www.helpshapehistory.com/

SermonAudio.com: Principles of War - A 10 Part Series - #1 - Objective, #2 - Offense, #3 Concentration, #4 - Mobility (10 Free Mp3's - page 2)
Evangelical Institute of Greenville: At EIG we are passionate about making disciples who really get to know
Jesus. We want to join with Him in grounding them in the Scriptures and equipping them so they can be
fruitful in living for Him.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/search.asp?currPage=2&keyword=eig&keywordDesc=Evangelical+Institute+of
+Greenville&SourceOnly=true&currSection=sermonssource&AudioOnly=false&SortBy=

The Emerging (NWO) Church, Series 1-4 (Free Mp3's)
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"A Warning Siren" The enemy is within the christian community, they are attempting to dilute and graft the
gospel onto the world. The 'Mantra' of these so called christians heading up the emerging church is one of
'making church relevant to...', 'using a language that they understand' etc. They do not have faith in the
transforming power of the word of God, they feel they have to sweeten the bitter medicine. This emerging
church is around us, it isn't being franchised from above, it is being orchestrated from within. It is like a
rehashed romanist ritual; sounds, lights and smells, it is all about experience, emotionalism, it is a powerful
deciever. It is a merging of all of the contemporary and ancient christian heresies. Protect your young people
from it, it is as dangerous for them as any class A drug and just as heroin will lead them to a place of
emptiness and despair!
http://www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp?SID=3290721826

Conspiracy Theory #27 - The Brotherhood of Darkness - Montieth, Stan (Free Mp3's)
Here are the (Mp3) messages from our 1999-2000 catalogs, available exclusively for download.
http://www.ffmp3.com/1999-2000catalog.asp

Part #1: Speculation about Obama, Clinton attending (secret) Bilderberger meeting - Sen. Barack
Obama ditched his unsuspecting press entourage yesterday to attend a secretive meeting with Sen.
Hillary Clinton - The 56th Bilderberg meeting is still going on this weekend at the Westfields Marriott,
according to various sources {McCain, Romney, and Bush Jr. they are probably all there. Today the
difference between a Democrat and a Republican is non-existent either party will willingly sellout to
foreign anti-American, anti free world, NWO interests.}
But where did that meeting take place? Was it at the secretive Bilderberg conference in Chantilly, Va.? So
far, neither campaign is talking. The 56th Bilderberg meeting is still going on this weekend at the Westfields
Marriott, according to various sources. But attendance is a well-guarded secret – along with the agenda,
which tends toward the promotion of globalist ideas. Obama's spokesman Robert Gibbs confirmed Clinton
and Obama met but declined to inform the press of the location of the meeting. However, it was reportedly
not held at Clinton's Washington home. Hillary's spokesman also declined to give the location of the
rendezvous. Sen. Dianne Feinstein, D-Calif., told Fox News the two candidates met at her house in
Washington. Feinstein said she was working upstairs while Clinton and Obama sat by her fireplace. Asked if
Obama attended more than one meeting last night, Gibbs declined to "get into all the details." ... Members of
the press were outraged over the way Obama's campaign organizers covered up the meeting. Reporters
were led to believe they would be getting on a plane back to Obama's campaign headquarters in Chicago
with the senator. But while they were in the airport, the presidential candidate remained in the area for a
secret meeting.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=66442

Part #2: Speculation about Obama, Clinton attending (secret) Bilderberger meeting - Dulles is just
three miles from the Westfields Marriott Hotel in Chantilly, where Henry Kissinger and David
Rockefeller, among other globalists, are gathered for the annual Bilderberg Group conference Hillary Clinton is no stranger to Bilderberg - Bill Clinton attended the 1991 meeting in Germany
shortly before he was elected president - Hillary herself may have attended the 2006 meeting in
Ottawa, Canada
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"Asked at the time about the Illinois senator's whereabouts, Gibbs smiled and declined to comment," the AP
report continued. Bilderberg is a highly-secretive meeting where the most influential men and women of North
America and Western Europe meet ostensibly to discuss policy. But the group has spent years promoting a
globalist agenda, according to reports from journalists who have penetrated the meeting. The Bilderberg
Group made a press release available explaining the agenda for the meeting. "The conference will deal
mainly with a nuclear free world, cyber terrorism, Africa, Russia, finance, protectionism, U.S.-European Union
relations, Afghanistan and Pakistan, Islam and Iran. Approximately 140 participants will attend, of whom
about two-thirds come from Europe and the balance from North America," the release stated. "About
one-third is from government and politics, and two-thirds are from finance, industry, labor, education and
communications. The meeting is private in order to encourage frank and open discussion." -- Additionally, a
list of the conference's attendees was released and included James A. Johnson, who was named this week
to the three-person team vetting possible running mates for Obama. Rampant speculation in the blogosphere
says the Obama-Clinton meeting last night was held to arrange the New York senator as Obama's
vice-presidential candidate. Attendees at the Bilderberg conference included Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, former Senate majority leader Tom Daschle and Ben Bernanke, the chairman of the board of governors
for the Federal Reserve. -- Hillary Clinton is no stranger to Bilderberg. Bill Clinton attended the 1991 meeting
in Germany shortly before he was elected president. According to reports, he attended again in 1999 when
the meeting was held in Sintra, Portugal, and Hillary herself may have attended the 2006 meeting in Ottawa,
Canada. "Why were we not told about this meeting until we were on the plane, the doors were shut and the
plane was about to taxi to take off?" one reporter asked Obama spokesman Gibbs in a heated exchange
caught on camera by CNN. "Senator Obama had a desire to do some meetings, others had a desire to meet
with him tonight in a private way, and that is what we are doing." Gibbs replied. "Is there more than one
meeting, is there more than one person with whom he is meeting?" asked another reporter. "I am not going to
get into all the details of the meeting." Gibbs replied.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=66442

Analysis: Why Clinton's bid failed - The thought of a Clinton following a Bush following a Clinton
following a Bush hardly seemed to fit the national mood - After a third-place finish in Iowa stunned
her campaign, the former president (Bill) shifted from chief optimist to attack dog - Those challenges
might have been overcome -- if the organization she gathered around her hadn't failed her in nearly
every respect
Months before she declared her candidacy, the adjective that appeared most often in descriptions of the
former first lady's campaign was "inevitable." But once the race began, those advantages rapidly evolved into
chronic, near-unfixable vulnerabilities. Her image as a tested leader left her open to attacks on two fronts:
from those who questioned the extent of that experience -- and from the overwhelming majority of Americans
who told pollsters they were eager for wholesale change. The thought of a Clinton following a Bush following
a Clinton following a Bush hardly seemed to fit the national mood. ... Clinton's efforts to stress her credentials
as a fighter -- and her years of experience taking on the "Republican attack machine" -- may have
resurrected baggage stowed in the nation's collective memory. Before the race began, the '90s were
remembered as an era of plummeting crime rates and soaring opportunity, when jobs seemed plentiful and
the deficit disappeared. Clinton's rhetoric revived messier memories: of unmatched partisan warfare and the
biggest battle of all -- the impeachment of her husband and his affair with a White House intern. Bill Clinton,
who entered the year with a reputation as the greatest campaigner of his generation, seemed to be a bit out
of step with the national mood. He spoke like a politician with nothing to lose, and his confrontational
comments on the trail alienated supporters and undecideds alike. He stole headlines from his wife and
regularly threw her team into triage mode, raising concerns over his outsized influence and contributing to the
impression that a vote for her would be a ballot for restoring a de-facto Bill Clinton presidency.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/06/06/clinton.race/index.html
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Six years of Hillary - on the right-wing conspiracy that my editor, Peter Kaplan, cleverly headlined
"Not So Vast" the Stop Hillary movement was "the paper-thin product of aging Republican operatives
looking for a payday and marginal conservative pundits eager for 15 minutes on Fox News" - Her real
and more potent enemies emerged last year: Large sections of the Democratic establishment bearing
grudges from the 1990s, or simply eager to move on
Clinton has been running for president for a long time. The moment she and Bill Clinton first discussed it
remains unknown, but the prospect emerged clearly in November of 2000, when she won a Senate seat the
same day Al Gore started losing the White House. I wrote a piece for the New York Sun in 2002 I think that
was, as I recall, illustrated by a watercolor of a car with two steering wheels on the road to New Hampshire:
Clinton held one, Rudy Giuliani the other. By Christmas of 2004, it was clear to everyone in Hillaryland that
she was building a presidential campaign for 2008. Her aides wouldn't breathe the word publicly, but it was
their working assumption. "The eye is always on the prize," one of them told me at the time. ... Clinton's
camp, of course, had an interest in maintaining the myth of Clinton's invincibility. They also fed another myth:
That she faced stealthy, potent enemies on the right. As I wrote in a 2005 story on the right-wing conspiracy
that my editor, Peter Kaplan, cleverly headlined "Not So Vast," the Stop Hillary movement was "the paper-thin
product of aging Republican operatives looking for a payday and marginal conservative pundits eager for 15
minutes on Fox News." Her real and more potent enemies emerged last year: Large sections of the
Democratic establishment bearing grudges from the 1990s, or simply eager to move on. If you'd listened
closely, they were there all along. Even many New York politicians and staffers who backed her, from major
players like Chuck Schumer to local elected officials, didn't disguise that they felt Obama's pull. Hillary was
built by the media and her own apparatus into the sort of larger-than-life, freakish figure that her husband - for
better and worse - really is.
http://www.politico.com/blogs/bensmith/0608/Six_years_of_Hillary.html

Mel Gibson's Dad: MySpace Crusade - Much has been made of Hutton Gibson, a Holocaust denier Mel Gibson's World Faith Foundation - Gibson senior organizes in one place his entire assault on the
modern Catholic Church, rejecting any changes to the church doctrine since the 1500s - "Heresy is
the Greek word for choice" "Nothing new is Catholic" {The Gibsons are just trying to run a cult a very
dangerous anti-Jewish and anti-Christian cult. Mel is a sick puppy he introduces needless, endless
violence into his films and calls it creativity. I saw an account on the internet that Bush Jr. as a child
tortured small animals, I suspect Mel is similar to Bush. Never trust a person who tortures animals
their demons are manifested.}
This isn't so great for Gibson, who is trying to re-start his dead-in-the-water Hollywood career with a police
thriller called "Edge of Darkness." Sandler and friends may have ended that before it began, since the former
"SNL" star's audience is 12-year-old boys - the next generation of movie-ticket buyers. Sandler leaves no
doubt in their minds that Gibson is a bad guy, a hick and a racist, to be mocked. Talk about reverse
propaganda! What both Gibson and Tom Cruise don't realize is, when the kids start laughing at you, not with
you, it's over. ... Gibson never has refuted his father's shocking and offensive statements about the
Holocaust. He told Diane Sawyer: "He's my father. Gotta leave it alone, Diane. Gotta leave it alone." And
what was the result of leaving it alone? Hutton Gibson now has a MySpace page. Welcome to the 21st
century. Not only that: He has a Web page, too.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,363603,00.html

8 days in February that sunk Hillary Clinton - When a team loses a close game, heartbroken fans
often zero in on the game's final moments - But the players often focus instead on the middle of the
game - a momentum shift, a lost lead, the point when a victory that once seemed assured was
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suddenly in doubt {This also applies to the Church -– when Pastors stray from the Bible and into an
agenda geared at placating people and the cults the Church loses momentum ultimately losing its
agenda of changing lives and changing society for the better. In the end the Church would wake up
and wonder where did we go wrong? We are going wrong right now by not moving forward with
God's Gospel truth.}
When a team loses a close game, heartbroken fans often zero in on the game's final moments: a pivotal play,
a referee's call, a questionable coaching decision. But the players often focus instead on the middle of the
game - a momentum shift, a lost lead, the point when a victory that once seemed assured was suddenly in
doubt. Supporters of Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign will gather today in Washington, to celebrate her
close-but-just-short race for the Democratic nomination and watch Clinton endorse rival Barack Obama. The
faithful will also compare theories on what went wrong, and the temptation might be to focus on the endgame:
What if the Democratic National Committee seated Michigan and Florida's disputed delegations at full
strength? We'll suggest an alternative topic: eight days in February when Clinton lost control of the race for
good.
http://weblogs.baltimoresun.com/news/politics/blog/2008/06/8_days_that_sunk_hillary_clint.html

Japanese School Caves to 'Monster' Parents, Gives All Kids Lead in School Play - Across Japan
teachers are reporting an astonishing change in the character of parents, who, after decades of
respectful silence, have become a super-aggressive army of complainers - The problem is that
nobody can decide whether this is a good thing or not - Japan's mass media has opted to demonize
them
The parents believe that they are champions of basic consumer rights, rights that Japanese society has
supposedly long trampled over in the name of conformity and order. Either way, few deny that mothers and
fathers have shifted from being staunch supporters of Japan's rigid education system to its most ardent
assailants. Previously, when a child was in trouble the parents apologized profusely to the teacher;
nowadays, they try to have the teacher sacked. Where previously schools were trusted and respected, they
are now the targets of concerted activism. Dozens of educators have been forced to resign in the face of the
blazing fury of parents who no longer tolerate anything that appears to disadvantage their offspring.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,364265,00.html

a fountain of faulty knowledge. There is no sense for Israel to get involved in a Bush project and
attack Iran for Bush when Bush doesnt actually know what he intends to do or how to follow through
and stabilize – modernize Iran.}">U.S. tries to solve Iran's nuclear issue through diplomacy - "I
understand that Israel is very concerned about their future and their safety when they have a
neighbor in their region -- Iran-- that says they want to wipe them off the map" Perino said {Israel
should leave Iran for Bush to handle. Bush is an armchair warrior and cannot be counted on and
besides the Bush mid-East info is a fountain of faulty knowledge. There is no sense for Israel to get
involved in a Bush project and attack Iran for Bush when Bush doesn't actually know what he intends
to do or how to follow through and stabilize – modernize Iran.}
According to media reports, Israel's Transport Minister Shaul Mofaz threatened earlier Friday that Iran would
face an attack from Israel if Iran continues to pursue its nuclear weapons program. "If Iran continues its
nuclear weapons program, we will attack it," Mofaz was quoted as saying. The United States has accused
Iran of trying to develop nuclear weapons under the cover of a civilian nuclear program. Iran has denied U.S.
charges and insisted that its nuclear program is for peaceful purposes only.
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http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2008-06/07/content_8323230.htm

Alabama City Workers Told to Take Extra Day Off to Soften Blow of High Fuel Costs - A new plan in
Birmingham, Ala., will roll back work schedules for city employees to four days a week, an initiative
expected to save the city's 4,000 commuters tens of thousands of dollars a year - "America needs to
go on a four-day, 10-hour per day workweek" he added
As more people across the nation are switching to alternative forms of transportation to beat the rising cost of
fuel, one city is simply telling people to stay home. A new plan in Birmingham, Ala., will roll back work
schedules for city employees to four days a week, an initiative expected to save the city's 4,000 commuters
tens of thousands of dollars a year. The program, introduced by Mayor Larry Langford, will go into effect July
1 and intends to soften the blow of high gas prices without hurting productivity. "We've done this before when
I was with the county, and it worked," Langford said, referring to his tenure as county commission president in
Jefferson County, Ala. "America needs to go on a four-day, 10-hour per day workweek," he added.
Employees are welcoming the plan, and the savings. "I drive 60 miles round-trip every day, so I'm looking
forward to seeing that adjustment," said Ashley Grigg, an employee at the Birmingham Chamber of
Commerce.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,363546,00.html

Intel Corp's Patrick Gelsinger on the hot seat - Most interesting thing people don't know about him:
He lives a very active Christian life and is author of Balancing Your Family, Faith & Work [Life
Journey, 2003] - Last book read: The Age of Turbulence: Adventures in a New World, by Alan
Greenspan - Best movie ever: Chariots of Fire
Patrick Gelsinger is an electrical engineer. He joined Intel in 1979, worked on the design of the 80286 and
80386 microprocessors, and was the chief architect for the 80486 chip. On the 30th anniversary of the x86
architecture's birth, he talked about why it has been so successful. ... Also, I'd point to the move to the
Pentium Pro in 1995. It was a dramatic architectural leap to what's known as an out-of-order architecture in
which instructions could be executed out of order. We just took the best ideas of computer architectures from
the minis and mainframes and implemented them better, because we had a superior canvas to paint them
on, called silicon. ... What does the future hold for the x86? I gave a speech at the Intel Developer Forum in
Shanghai in April. I included a picture of the Monkey King, which in China had a very powerful tool -- the
golden stick. It could be as small as a needle or as big as a pillar that held up the sky. In my speech, "From
Milli Watts to Peta FLOPS," I made the analogy that, like the Monkey King that had the golden stick, we had
the architecture that will grow up to be the biggest things on Earth -- petaflops computers -- and also the
smallest computers on earth.
http://www.networkworld.com/news/2008/060508-intels-patrick-gelsinger-on-the.html

CuttingEdge.org: En Route to Global Occupation by Gary Kah - "Enroute To Global Occupation" is
the #1 Christian book which exposes the hidden truth that Illuminized Freemasonry is THE secret
force behind the global drive to the New World Order - Reveals that Masonry either created or
furthered the rise of false religions designed to weaken and dilute the genuine Christian faith (Book)
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"Enroute To Global Occupation" is the #1 Christian book which exposes the hidden truth that Illuminized
Freemasonry is THE secret force behind the global drive to the New World Order.'Enroute' reveals: 1.
Masonry is the modern day rebirth of Gnosticism and of the Ancient Mystery Religions; 2. Proves Lucifer is
the god worshipped in the super-secret Masonic Palladian Rite which Albert Pike created; 3. Reveals that
Masonry either created or furthered the rise of false religions designed to weaken and dilute the genuine
Christian faith -- Christian Science, Unitarianism, Jehovah's Witnesses, and the Mormon Church. 'Enroute'
demonstrates the role which the Luciferianic Knights Templar and Rosicrucianism played in forming
Freemasonry. Shows a very critically important map of the world of the 10-Nation reorganization now being
carried out today. Clearly shows the North American and the South American regions being created into
separate super states! Most important map, the likes of which I have not seen. Reveals Masonic control of
U.S. Government through the CFR, Trilateral Commission, the CIA, and (Satanic) Skull & Bones. Gary then
proves that these organizations control both political parties!
http://cuttingedge.org/detail.cfm?ID=1875

Muslim Extremist's Web Site Stirs Mixed Emotions in Charlotte, N.C. - supporting Al Qaeda through
his Web site, which he reportedly runs from his parents' home - Neighbors described Khan who
immigrated to the U.S. from Saudi Arabia when he was 7 years old - as "friendly" and "reserved" They said he launched his Web site while taking classes at Central Piedmont Community College he's trying ... to show he's an insider {Proving yet again that 'Al Qaeda' is an American fronted (CIA)
organization.}
The site posts videos of U.S. Humvees being blown up by roadside bombs in Iraq. It aims to inspire young
Muslims to wage war against the West. Terrorism experts say the Web site, written in English, is one of the
premiere sites for Western audiences to get access to radical Islamist propaganda. ... "This is the most
sophisticated and aggressive Web site in English that really puts out bin Laden's ideology and the message
that's promoted by Al Qaeda," he added. Brachman said Khan's site "raises the threshold for what it means
to be a good, pro-Al Qaeda website" and is "the best in English." A graphic prominently displayed on the site
shows a picture of Abu Yahya al-Libi, a prominent Al Qaeda spokesman whom Brachman calls "Bin Laden
2.0." "He's the guy poised to take over the movement after bin Laden fades away," Brachman said. "The fact
that Khan would display him like he does means he's trying not only to show he's an insider, but also to
model himself after him." The exact dangers his site poses are difficult to assess, experts said. "It doesn't
necessary move someone to action immediately, but it primes the pump," Brachman said. "It gets somebody
motivated to think more about Al Qaeda and so over the long term this is a very threatening message that
he's promoting."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,363821,00.html

Large Explosion Rocks Danish Embassy in Pakistan, at Least 5 Killed - There was no immediate claim
of responsibility - Ben Venzke, CEO of IntelCenter, a U.S. group that monitors Al Qaeda messages,
said the bombing was likely the work of the terror group {Is IntelCenter monitoring Al Qaeda
messages or are they simply making them up? Note: There is no Islamic group "Al Qaeda" the
Islamic groups are Shiite & Sunni. If the bombing was Islamic it was ultimately from either a Shiite or
a Sunni group or if it was "Al Qaeda" it was the CIA. Al Qaeda is a Bush-CIA invention used to
promote terrorism. Bush is the Al Qaeda spokesman, how do we know who, Al Qaeda is and what
they are doing – Bush tells us. It's also clear that Bush's "War on Terror" is not against Bin Laden, he
is not being sought, or Al Qaeda they are thriving.}
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ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - An apparent car bomb exploded outside the Danish embassy in Pakistan's capital
Monday amid threats against Denmark over the reprinting of Prophet Muhammad cartoons in newspapers. ...
There was no immediate claim of responsibility. Al Qaeda No. 2 Ayman al-Zawahri recently called for attacks
on Danish targets in response to the publication of caricatures in Danish newspapers depicting the Prophet
Muhammad. Denmark has faced threats at its embassies following the reprinting in Danish newspapers of
the caricatures depicting the Prophet Muhammad. Muslims generally consider depicting the prophet to be
sacrilegious and Islamic militants had warned of reprisals. Muslims generally consider depicting the prophet
to be sacrilegious. In April, Danish intelligence officials warned of an "aggravated" terror threat against
Denmark because of the cartoon. The warning specifically singled Pakistan, along with North Africa, the
Middle East and Afghanistan. Ben Venzke, CEO of IntelCenter, a U.S. group that monitors Al Qaeda
messages, said the bombing was likely the work of the terror group or one of its affiliates.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,361348,00.html

The Great Pyramid-Lost Legend of Enoch - The Great Pyramid Trilogy (DVD's)
The most astonishing mystery that has long been hidden under the shroud of ancient mythology, legend, and
outright historical distortions finally comes into the light of day in this astonishing and monumental 1hr and 4
minute ( made for T.V. 54 minutes) extravaganza. The film presents the real story, in dramatic conflict, into
the real forces behind the building of the Great Pyramid of Giza. While the general historical consensus and
traditional view holds to the belief that the pyramid was built by the pharaoh Khufu, The Pillar of Enoch
unequivocally proves that the Great Pyramid was far to sophisticated and complex for people of that day to
have designed, and was far beyond the knowledge of mortals. With graphic CG displays, historical over
laments, and on site exposition, the film proves that the confluence of architectural, astronomical,
mathematical and cosmological knowledge had to have come down via a supernatural intelligence and
source. The Great Pyramid-Lost Legend of Enoch, while provocative and compelling is not over the top with
wide eyed beyond belief speculation, but is highly entertaining and entreatable. In a carefully crafted and
documented style it rips off the veil that has covered over the truth for thousands of years. It's not only the
long hidden emerging truth the film presents, but also the explosive spiritual life changing power that makes
this more than just a documentary.
http://www.kenkleinproductions.net/

Chuck Missler: Monuments - Sacred or Profane? - Is there a link between the "pyramids" on Mars,
and the Great Pyramid of Egypt? - {**This is one of the scariest and most daunting Bible teachings
you will ever listen to.} MP3 Download ($7.95)
Are the recent discoveries on the Planet Mars really monuments built by some other culture? Is the mile-wide
"Face" a carefully crafted monument, or simply a natural aberration? Is there a link between the "pyramids"
on Mars, and the Great Pyramid of Egypt? Has all this been described in the Bible? Chuck Missler is an
internationaly recognized authority, and was a consultant on several CBS prime-time television specials.This
briefing pack comes with: -two mp3 audio files -one notes file in pdf format -total file size equals 52 MB.
http://store.khouse.org/store/catalog/DL002.html

Mazzaroth (Zodiac in Hebrew is mazzaroth) - Chuck Missler -- Signs in the Heavens #2 - Chuck
Missler (FREE Mp3's)
Mazzaroth - Chuck Missler #00452.mp3 -- Signs in the Heavens #2 - Chuck Missler #00066.mp3
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http://www.ffmp3.com/1998catalog.asp

EPISODE: K-House Holidays: The Mazzeroth (Online Audio)
66/40 Radio Broadcast by Koinonia House.
http://www.podbean.com/home/podcast-directory-play.php?eid=370716

'Missing Pyramid' Found by Egyptian Archaeologists - In 1842, German archaeologist Karl Richard
Lepsius mentioned it among his finds at Saqqara, giving it number 29 and calling it the "Headless
Pyramid" because its top was missing - But the desert sands covered Lepsius' discovery, and no
archaeologist since was able to find Menkauhor's resting place
SAQQARA, Egypt - Egypt unveiled on Thursday a newly uncovered 4,000-year-old "missing pyramid" and a
ceremonial procession road where high priests, their faces obscured by masks, once carried mummified
sacred bulls worshipped in the ancient Egyptian capital of Memphis. The pyramid was actually a
"rediscovery," said Egypt's antiquities chief, Zahi Hawass. ... We have filled the gap of the missing pyramid,"
Hawass told reporters on a tour of the discoveries at Saqqara, the necropolis and burial site of the rulers of
ancient Memphis, the capital of Egypt's Old Kingdom, about 12 miles south of Cairo. Only the pyramid's base
- or the superstructure as archeologists call it - was found after a 25-foot-high mound of sand was removed
over the past year and a half by Hawass' team.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,363472,00.html

The Great Pyramid - God signifies His Truth consistently in different media so even a fool should not
err therein - He displayed It first in the stars (zodiac, Leo-Lion, Virgo-Virgin), erected It as the Great
Pyramid, then wrote It in paper and ink we call the Bible - In our today lesson we'll speak on many
things but our topic will be the Great Pyramid at Giza {The Great Pyramid is a great mystery, I
wouldn't say Enoch built it but it's likely man did not build it - angels?}
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Our text is Jeremiah 32:20, "God has set signs and wonders in the land of Egypt, even unto this day, and in
Israel, and among other men; and have made Yourself a Name, as at this day." -- The Bible is the Book of
Life, the Book of Redemption for Adam's race and the Title Deed to the inheritance we forfeited. It tells how
God redeemed the saints in each Age, from the first couple in Eden to the 144,000 elect Israelites, and how
at the White Throne Judgment we will judge the world by Christ, granting the different groups of the "saved"
into eternal Life, and casting the lost into the lake of Fire. -- The Bible is the story of God changing His Form
from the eternal Holy Spirit alone with His thoughts to the manifestation of those thoughts in the glorified flesh
of His family. It is fitting that we see this represented in the Great Pyramid. Its missing capstone represents
the rejected Christ and His rejected end-time Bride who will be under pre-eminence as He was, to manifest
the Sons of God. Its open coffer signifies He is risen, and the various passageways and chambers explain
the story able minds of mathematicians and intellectuals have sought for centuries to understand. -- The word
"god" means "object of worship" and Jesus told us that to be pleasing and acceptable to God, we must
worship Him in spirit and in Truth. That is, whole heartedly by revelation, having the mind that was in Christ in
us. For true worship isn't singing and shouting "Hallelujah's," but having the Token Life of Christ on display all
the time. Our lives are to be written epistles of the PRESENT Truth, read and known by all men. So we can
only worship or serve God as we understand His Word. And He made a way. -- As a result of Eve's deception
and swift redemption by Adam, the human race separated themselves from God's Presence. But He made a
way back through the shed blood of an innocent Kinsman as revealed in the symbolism of the Garden after
the fall with four cherubim guarding the Altar in the East. Also in the heavenly Temple from which Moses
patterned the Tabernacle in the Wilderness and Solomon built the Temple. These motifs are repeated
throughout the Book of Revelation, in our new birth, and the three kinds of believers.
http://www.biblebelievers.org.au/great.htm

Download for K-Lite Codec Pack 3.80 - Free windows Media Player - Plays all media files, Mp3, WMV,
MP4, Divx, ect... (Free Download)
About the K-Lite Mega Codec Pack - K-Lite Codec Pack is a collection of VFW/ACM codecs, DirectShow
filters and tools. Codecs and DirectShow filters are needed for encoding and decoding (playing) audio and
video formats. The K-Lite Codec Pack is designed as a user-friendly solution for playing all your audio and
movie files. With the K-Lite Codec Pack you should be able to play all the popular audio and video formats
and even several less common formats.
http://mytopfiles.com/programs/file/klmcodec380/214226.htm

Download for K-Lite Codec Pack - 3.9.5 FULL IF AVAILABLE - (FREE Download)
About the K-Lite Mega Codec Pack - K-Lite Codec Pack is a collection of VFW/ACM codecs, DirectShow
filters and tools. Codecs and DirectShow filters are needed for encoding and decoding (playing) audio and
video formats. The K-Lite Codec Pack is designed as a user-friendly solution for playing all your audio and
movie files. With the K-Lite Codec Pack you should be able to play all the popular audio and video formats
and even several less common formats.
http://www.codecguide.com/

#1 -- Microsoft RoboCopy GUI 3.1.1 - Note: "UtilitySpotlight2006_11.exe" is the Robocopy GUI - Free
Program Download Link - Download --> UtilitySpotlight --> Unzip it --> then run Setup - RoboCopy
besides being the best utility for multiple mp3 files (copy/backup) it may be the only program that can
successfully copy large files in windows - The Mirror Copy Option '/MIR' is one of the best options to
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use - it will mirror one directory to another directory (Free Windows Utility)
The Microsoft RoboCopy GUI developed by Microsoft has recently been released that will take the guess
work out of figuring out the RoboCopy syntax in a nice and clean graphical user interface (GUI). This GUI
version will also allow you to generate scripts with all of the proper syntax in place that you have chosen and
can save for later use. It also has a log that you can examine as well which is very useful. Download it and
test it for yourself and let me know what you think.
http://www.myitforum.com/articles/14/view.asp?id=9433

#2 -- Installation Guide for RoboCopy 3.1.1 (UtilitySpotlight2006_11.exe) - Click the Paper Icon to
download PDF - (PDF)
Requirements - Windows Vista, Windows 2003, Windows XP or Windows 2000 Operating System.
http://cid-2a56954c01a1caa0.skydrive.live.com/self.aspx/Public/Documentation/Microsoft%20Robocopy%20
GUI%20Users%20Guide.pdf

#3 -- wikipedia.org: Robocopy - Robocopy is notable for capabilities above and beyond the built-in
Windows copy and xcopy commands, including the following - Ability to copy large numbers of files
that would otherwise crash the built-in XCOPY utility
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia: RoboCopy, or "Robust File Copy", is a command-line (GUI) directory
replication command. It was available as part of the Windows Resource Kit, and introduced as a standard
feature of Windows Vista and Windows Server 2008. Robocopy is designed for reliable mirroring of
directories or directory trees. It has features to ensure all NTFS attributes and properties are copied, and
includes additional restart code for network connections subject to disruption. ... References 1. Utility
Spotlight: Robocopy GUI - Note: "UtilitySpotlight2006_11.exe" is the Robocopy GUI - Free Program
Download Link.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robocopy

#4 Optional: Microsoft - Windows Server 2003 Resource Kit Tools - Includes RoboCopy - RoboCopy
besides being the best utility for multiple mp3 files (copy/backup) it may be the only program that can
successfully copy large files in windows (Free Windows Utility)
The Microsoft® Windows® Server 2003 Resource Kit Tools are a set of tools to help administrators
streamline management tasks such as troubleshooting operating system issues, managing Active Directory®,
configuring networking and security features, and automating application deployment.
http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?familyid=9d467a69-57ff-4ae7-96ee-b18c4790cffd&displayl
ang=en

HIGH PERFORMANCE NETWORK ATTACHED STORAGE (NAS) - With RAID 6, the system ensures
data integrity even with 2 simultaneous disk failures
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ReadyNAS™ Pro is the newest and most powerful member of the award-winning ReadyNAS product family.
Designed for small and medium businesses, workgroups and home offices, ReadyNAS Pro delivers
class-leading performance, ease of use, and robust features in a desktop small form factor chassis
supporting 6 SATA channels and up to 6 TB of storage. This 6-bay gigabit network attached storage (NAS)
appliance is packed with high-end server features, including RAID (redundant array of independent disks)
levels 0, 1, 5, 6, and Auto-Expandable X-RAID2 support for data protection against disk failure, system
monitoring capabilities and built-in backup. To ensure high availability to stored data, the ReadyNAS Pro
features dual redundant Gigabit Ethernet ports for failover protection. ... The ReadyNAS Pro utilizes
hardware-accelerated RAID to ensure full data redundancy without compromising the system performance.
Incorporating Intel Matrix Storage Technology, the ReadyNAS Pro supports RAID levels 0, 1, 5, 6, and
NETGEAR's patent pending X-RAID2™, with hot spare capability. With RAID 6, the system ensures data
integrity even with 2 simultaneous disk failures. The extra disk bays provided by the 6-bay ReadyNAS Pro
makes RAID 6 and hot spares practical options worth considering to prevent any prolonged state in which the
ReadyNAS data volume is left in an unprotected state. ... ReadyNAS Pro is a single centralized source for all
of your digital data. The variety of computers and hard drives that currently house the data in your office and
home can make locating a particular file quite arduous. ReadyNAS can bring all of that data together for fast
and easy file serving to multiple clients simultaneously across the local network or via the Internet.
http://www.netgear.com/Products/Storage/ReadyNASPro/RNDP6310.aspx

Intelligent RAID 6: Accelerated by Intel - RAID 6 offers another level of protection that has been in
existence for some time, but has, until recently, been available almost exclusively in proprietary
devices
Data protection is a growing concern for businesses of all sizes. Current solutions for data protection utilize
Redundant Array of Independent Disks (RAID) technology in a variety of implementations and form factors.
RAID enables a bunch of disks to be treated as one large volume and also protects data from internal
component failures by making copies of data and rebuilding lost or damaged data. The most popular RAID
levels are 0, 1 and 5. ... What is RAID 6? RAID 6 is defined as additional disk drive failure tolerance provided
by a second independent distributed parity scheme. RAID 6 offers another level of protection that has been in
existence for some time, but has, until recently, been available almost exclusively in proprietary devices. By
using additional parity calculations, RAID 6 can protect mission-critical data from two concurrent disk drive
failures. With the growth of disk array sizes, increasing disk densities and the introduction of Serial ATA
(SATA,) drives (said by some to have lower reliability) into the storage market, the likelihood for two
concurrent failures is increasing.
http://www.intel.com/design/storage/raid6.htm

Build the $340 NAS for half the price but double the speed
The thing that has always bothered me with the NAS (Network Attached Storage) market for consumers is
that it's very high margin yet the products deliver very poorly on performance. While that might be great for
the product manufacturers bottom line, it isn't so great when you're the consumer. Typical NAS devices that
allow you to insert 4 to 6 drives cost anywhere between $500 to $1000 yet they only deliver between 15 to 30
megabyte/sec of performance when they imply gigabit (125 megabyte/sec) performance to the consumer in
their advertising.
http://blogs.zdnet.com/Ou/?p=829
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#1 -- Build your own (NAS) file server - SUPERMICRO CSE-743T-650B - Intel regular ATX Motherboard
(LGA 775) compatible
Great box, lots of room for large boards. Supports 8 SATA drives (hotswap), and all fans are hotswap as well.
http://www.newegg.com/Product/Product.aspx?Item=N82E16811152061

#2 -- Optional - Samba: (NAS) File Server Software - Samba is software that can be run on a platform
other than Microsoft Windows - When correctly configured, it allows that host to interact with a
Microsoft Windows client or server as if it is a Windows file and print server
Samba is software that can be run on a platform other than Microsoft Windows, for example, UNIX, Linux,
IBM System 390, OpenVMS, and other operating systems. Samba uses the TCP/IP protocol that is installed
on the host server. When correctly configured, it allows that host to interact with a Microsoft Windows client or
server as if it is a Windows file and print server.
http://us3.samba.org/samba/

#3 -- Optional - WebMin: (NAS) Webmin is a web-based interface for system administration for Unix The new version of Webmin includes Ubuntu 8.04 fixes
Webmin is a web-based interface for system administration for Unix. Using any modern web browser, you
can setup user accounts, Apache, DNS, file sharing and much more. Webmin removes the need to manually
edit Unix configuration files like /etc/passwd, and lets you manage a system from the console or remotely.
See the standard modules page for a list of all the functions built into Webmin, or check out the screenshots.
http://www.webmin.com/

1881 Lighthouse, presumed destroyed, found on opposite coast - Local historians for decades
thought the 30-foot tall lighthouse that once overlooked Wellfleet Harbor had been taken down and
destroyed in 1925 - Turns out it had just been moved to the California coast
WELLFLEET, Massachusetts (AP) -- Local historians for decades thought the 30-foot tall lighthouse that
once overlooked Wellfleet Harbor had been taken down and destroyed in 1925. Turns out it had just been
moved to the California coast. The fate of the cast-iron tower was uncovered last year by lighthouse
researchers and reported by Colleen MacNeney in this month's edition of Lighthouse Digest. ... MacNeney
told the Cape Cod Times in Wednesday's edition it was her most exciting discovery. Wellfleet historian Helen
Purcell says the discovery of the lighthouse at Point Montara at the southern end of San Francisco Bay was a
genuine shock. MacNeney says she discovered correspondence that proved the lighthouse, first erected in
1881, had been moved by the Coast Guard from Wellfleet to Yerba Buena, California, and eventually to Point
Montara.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/US/06/04/lighthouse.found.ap/index.html

(FLDS) The Texas Supreme Court's Ruling Regarding the FLDS Mothers Is Significantly More
Protective of the Children Involved than the Media Painted It To Be - The Texas Supreme Court Did
Not Clear the Adults at the FLDS Compound of Abuse Claims, Nor Did It Vindicate Any "Rights" on
Their Part
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The Texas Supreme Court Did Not Clear the Adults at the FLDS Compound of Abuse Claims, Nor Did It
Vindicate Any "Rights" on Their Part: It is extremely important for people to understand this point: The Texas
Supreme Court did not say that there was no abuse and did not place its imprimatur on the notion that the
FLDS to could return to abuse as usual. The week before, FLDS members had turned investigators away
from the gates of the compound. The court made clear that should not happen again and, by implication, that
if investigators during this investigation uncover further evidence of abuse, the state will not be barred from
further actions taken to protect each child. Moreover, neither the Texas Supreme Court nor the lower
appellate court ruled on whether the parents have any "rights," constitutional or otherwise – a point the Texas
Supreme Court stated explicitly. To the contrary, both decisions were state law rulings on the sufficiency of
the evidence to date to take all of the children at once. An Admirable Dissent Penned By the Court's Only
Female Justice: A three-judge dissent to the Texas Supreme Court's opinion was written by Justice O'Neill.
The only woman on the court, Justice O'Neill made the compelling argument that at least the class of
pubescent girls should have remained in state custody. It is a sad commentary on the plight of children in our
society that her view did not obtain a majority. We have left behind the era when rape was deemed the
woman's fault, but we remain in the dark ages when the certain sexual abuse of girls is still insufficiently
moving for courts to take action in their favor. No one wants to think about the sex abuse of children, but this
court had an obligation to examine the facts without flinching and, if it had done so, the pubescent girls would
have remained in state custody. The majority's decision trivializes their plight, or the law of sexual assault, or
both. One can only wonder what the result would have been if one of the girls being abused had been one of
their own children.
http://writ.news.findlaw.com/hamilton/20080603.html

What Went Wrong? How Hillary Lost - Faulty Strategy, Infighting Fell Former Frontrunner to Unifying
Obama - But her campaign, it would turn out, was based on a series of fundamental miscalculations about the mood of the electorate, the threat posed by Sen. Barack Obama and even the basic rules of
the Democratic primary process {The Bush-Clinton attitude clearly ended Hillary's presidential bid.
There is little interest in America in continuing down the Bush-Clinton road of massive, unresponsive
government, completely unaccountable and completely out of control.}
Back when Sen. Hillary Clinton was just starting her campaign, top aides and advisers had a ready answer
when asked if she could win the presidency. "She's already winning," came the response, as repeated by
chief strategist Mark Penn, campaign chairman Terry McAuliffe and other top aides and advisers, in memos,
press releases and interviews as the campaign began more than a year ago. It was a rejoinder that fit the
"inevitable" candidate - and for a long while, the response fit the facts. Clinton, D-N.Y., occupied the race's
top perch virtually until the voting started, with a campaign that was designed to hover above the opposition
and break through with dramatic early victories that would end the campaign cleanly and quickly. But her
campaign, it would turn out, was based on a series of fundamental miscalculations - about the mood of the
electorate, the threat posed by Sen. Barack Obama and even the basic rules of the Democratic primary
process. In retrospect, the mistakes started with a faulty assumption: That inevitability itself could underpin
the rationale for a presidential candidacy, even in the face of a deep Democratic desire for change and the
wide enthusiasm that greeted a first-term senator from Illinois.
http://www.abcnews.go.com/Politics/Vote2008/story?id=4978839&page=1
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